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Combinatorial tangle Floer homology

INA PETKOVA

VERA VÉRTESI

We extend the idea of bordered Floer homology to knots and links in S3 : Using a
specific Heegaard diagram, we construct gluable combinatorial invariants of tangles
in S3 , D3 , and I �S2 . The special case of S3 gives back a stabilized version of
knot Floer homology.

57M27, 57R58

1 Introduction

Knot Floer homology is a categorification of the Alexander polynomial, defined by
Ozsváth and Szabó [16], and independently by Rasmussen [23], in the early 2000s. To
a knot or a link one associates a filtered graded chain complex over the field of two
elements F2 or over a polynomial ring F2ŒU1; : : : ;Un�. The filtered chain homotopy
type of this complex is a powerful invariant of the knot. For example, it detects genus
(see Ozsváth and Szabó [15]), fiberedness (see Ghiggini [2] and Ni [13]), and gives a
bound on the four-ball genus (see Ozsváth and Szabó [14]). The definition of knot Floer
homology is based on finding a Heegaard diagram presentation for the knot and defining
a chain complex by counting certain pseudoholomorphic curves in a symmetric product
of the Heegaard surface. Suitable choices of Heegaard diagrams (for example, grid
diagrams as in Manolescu, Ozsváth and Sarkar [11] and Manolescu, Ozsváth, Szabó,
and Thurston [12], or nice diagrams as in Sarkar and Wang [25]) lead to combinatorial
descriptions of knot Floer homology. However, in its nature knot Floer homology is
a “global” invariant — one needs a picture of the entire knot to define it — and local
modifications are only partially understood; see for example Ozsváth and Szabó [16;
20] and Manolescu [10].

Around the same time that knot Floer homology came to life, Khovanov [3] introduced
another knot invariant, a categorification of the Jones polynomial now known as
Khovanov homology. Khovanov’s construction is somewhat simpler in nature, as one
builds a chain complex generated by the different resolutions of the knot. Khovanov
homology has an extension to tangles [4], thus local modifications can be understood
on a categorical level.
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In this paper, we extend knot Floer homology by defining a combinatorial Heegaard
Floer type invariant for tangles. Note that a similar extension exists for Heegaard Floer
homology, which is an invariant of closed 3–manifolds, generalizing it to manifolds
with boundary; see Lipshitz, Ozsváth, and Thurston [8]. This extension is called
bordered Floer homology.

1.1 Tangle Floer invariants

A tangle (see Figure 1 and Section 2.2 for precise definitions) is a properly embedded
1–manifold in D3 or I � S2 . Inspired by Lipshitz, Ozsváth, and Thurston [7], we
define

� a differential graded algebra A.P/ for any finite set of signed points P on the
equator of S2 ;

� a right type A module 1CFTA.T / over A.@T / for any tangle T in D3 ;

� a left type D module 1CFDT .T / over A.�@T / for any tangle T in D3 ;

� a left–right A.�@0T /-A.@1T / type DA bimodule 2CFDTA.T / for any tangle
T in I �S2 .

Figure 1: A projection of a tangle in S2 � I

The above (bi)modules are topological invariants of the tangle. (See Theorems 10.4,
10.2 and 10.7 for the precise statements.)

Theorem 1.1 For a tangle T in D3 the type A equivalence class of the module
1CFTA.T / is a topological invariant of T , and the type D equivalence class of the
module 1CFDT .T / is a topological invariant of T . For a tangle T in S2 � I the type
DA equivalence class of the bimodule 2CFDTA.T / is a topological invariant of T .

Furthermore, the invariants behave well under compositions of tangles. (See Theorem
12.4 and Corollary 12.5 for the precise statement.)1

1In each of the equivalences in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, the left-hand side should also be tensored with
V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT1ıT2j/ , where V DF2˚F2 has one summand in bigrading .0; 0/ and the other summand
in bigrading .�1;�1/ . This is discussed in the full statements of the theorems, and omitted here for
simplicity.
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Theorem 1.2 Suppose that T1 and T2 are tangles in S2� I such that @1T1 D�@
0T2 .

Then, up to type DA equivalence,

2CFDTA.T1 ı T2/' 2CFDTA.T1/ z̋ 2CFDTA.T2/:

Thus, the above definitions give a functor from the category of oriented tangles OTAN
to the category of bigraded type DA bimodules up to type DA equivalence. In other
words, our invariant behaves like a .0C1/–dimensional TQFT.2

Note that there are analogs of Theorem 1.2 if one of the tangles is in D3 . When T1

and T2 are both in D3 , their composition T1 ı T2 is a knot (or a link), and we recover
knot Floer homology:

Theorem 1.3 Suppose that T1 and T2 are tangles in D3 with @T1 D �@T2 , and let
K D T1 ı T2 be their composition. Then

bCFK .K/˝W ' 1CFTA.T1/ z̋ 1CFDT .T2/;

where W D F2˚F2 with Maslov and Alexander bigradings .M;A/ equal to .0; 0/
and .�1; 0/.

The combinatorial description of the invariants depends on the use of a certain Heegaard
diagram associated to the tangle (see Figure 2). This diagram is “nice” in the sense
of Sarkar and Wang [25]. The use of this diagram enables a purely combinatorial
description of the generators, as partial matchings of a bipartite graph associated to the
tangle. (See Figure 3 for an example.)

Figure 2: A Heegaard diagram associated to a tangle. The thick lines denote
parallel ˛– and ˇ–curves. The number of twice punctured tori in the middle
depends on how complicated the tangle is. This figure shows the Heegaard
diagram for a closed link. Diagrams for tangles can be obtained by deleting
one or both of the once punctured tori from the sides.

2Note that it is not a proper TQFT as the target is not the category of vector spaces, and the functor
does not respect the monoidal structure of the categories. In fact there is no obvious monoidal structure on
the category of type DA structures.
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Figure 3: The bipartite graph associated to the tangle of Figure 1. The edges
(not drawn) are between the consecutive vertex-sets.

Here we develop two versions of the invariants: one over F2 , which we call a tilde
version, and an enhanced minus version over F2ŒU1; : : : ;Un�. As Theorem 1.3 depends
only on a Heegaard diagram description, it holds for both versions. However, we
currently only have proofs for the tilde versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. This is due
to the fact that our proofs rely on analytic techniques. In Section 5.3 we give evidence
for the existence of completely combinatorial proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the
minus version.

We also develop an ungraded tilde version of tangle Floer homology for tangles in
arbitrary manifolds with boundary S2 or S2qS2 . Versions of the above theorems hold
in this more general case too; see Theorems 10.2, 10.4, 10.7 and 12.4 and Corollary 12.5.

This TQFT-like description of knot Floer homology allows one to localize questions in
Heegaard Floer homology. For instance, in a subsequent note we show that there is a
skein exact sequence for tangles. The theory has the potential to help understand the
change of knot Floer homology under more complicated local modifications such as
mutations, or, for example, help understand the rank of the knot Floer homology of
periodic knots.

We hope that our construction may provide a new bridge between Khovanov homology
and knot Floer homology. Rasmussen [24] conjectures a spectral sequence connecting
the two. It is possible that a relationship between the two theories can be found for
simple tangles, and used to prove the conjecture.

The Jones polynomial can be defined in the Reshetikhin–Turaev way, using the vector
representation of the quantum algebra Uq.sl2/ and, since Khovanov’s seminal work
on categorifying the Jones polynomial, a program for categorification of quantum
groups has begun. Similarly to the Jones polynomial construction, one can see the
Alexander polynomial as a quantum invariant coming from the vector representation V

of Uq.gl.1j1//; see Sartori [26] and Viro [27]. However, the categorification bHFK of
the Alexander polynomial has not yet been understood on a representation theory level.
In a future paper we show that the decategorification of tangle Floer homology is a
tensor power of the vector representation of Uq.gl.1j1//. We believe that we can build
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on the structures from this paper to obtain a full categorification of the tensor powers
of the vector representation of Uq.gl.1j1//.

1.2 Further remarks

Knot Floer homology is defined by counting holomorphic curves in a symmetric product
of a Heegaard surface and, for different versions, the projection of those curves to
the Heegaard surface is allowed or not allowed to cross two special sets of basepoints
X and O . We develop a theory for tangles that counts curves which cross only O .
While it is hard to define invariants that count curves which cross both X and O , it is
straightforward to modify the definitions to count curves that cross X or O , but not
both. Further, the invariants defined in this paper can be extended over Z.

The structures defined in Section 3 are completely combinatorial, and an algorithm
could be programmed to compute the invariants for simple tangles and obtain the knot
Floer homology of some new knots. Knots with periodic behavior and knots with low
bridge number relative to their grid number are especially suitable.

1.3 Organization

After a brief introduction of the relevant algebraic structures in Section 2, we turn to
defining the invariants from a diagrammatic viewpoint in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe the same invariants using a class of diagrams called bordered grid diagrams,
as this approach is more suited for some of the proofs and provides a bridge between
Section 4 and Sections 7–12. Finally, the definitions of the tangle invariants are given
in Section 5, and their relation to knot Floer homology is proved in Section 6.

Sections 7–12 are devoted to proving invariance by building up a complete holomorphic
theory for tangles in 3–manifolds. The geometric structures (marked spheres) associated
to the algebras are introduced in Section 7, then Section 8 describes the various Heegaard
diagrams corresponding to tangles in 3–manifolds. The moduli spaces corresponding
to these Heegaard diagrams are defined in Section 9. Then the definitions of the general
invariants are given in Section 10. The gradings from Section 3.4 are extended to the
general setting in Section 11. Section 12 contains the full statements and proofs of
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Modules, bimodules, and tensor products

In this paper, we work with the same types of algebraic structures used in bordered
Floer homology; see [8; 9]. Below we recall the main definitions. For more detail, see
[9, Section 2].

Let A be a unital differential graded algebra with differential d and multiplication �
over a base ring k. In this paper, k will always be a direct sum of copies of F2DZ=2Z.
For the algebras we define in the later sections, the base ring for all modules and tensor
products is the ring of idempotents.

A (right) A1–module over A, or a type A structure over A is a graded module M

over k, equipped with maps

mi W M ˝AŒ1�˝.i�1/
!M Œ1�

for i � 1, satisfying the compatibility conditions

0D
X

iCjDnC1

mi.mj .x; a1; : : : ; aj�1/; : : : ; an�1/

C

n�1X
iD1

mn.x; a1; : : : ; ai�1; d.ai/; : : : ; an�1/

C

n�2X
iD1

mn�1.x; a1; : : : ; ai�1; .�.ai ; aiC1//; : : : ; an�1/:

A type A structure is strictly unital if m2.x; 1/ D x and mi.x; a1; : : : ; ai�1/ D 0

whenever i > 2 and some aj is in k. We assume all type A structures to be strictly
unital.

We say that M is bounded if mi D 0 for all sufficiently large i .

A (left) type D structure over A is a graded k–module N , equipped with a homoge-
neous map

ıW N ! .A˝N /Œ1�
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satisfying the compatibility condition

.d ˝ idN / ı ıC .�˝ idN / ı .idA˝ ı/ ı ı D 0:

We can define maps
ık W N ! .A˝k

˝N /Œk�

inductively by

ık D

�
idN for k D 0;

.idA˝ ık�1/ ı ı for k � 1:

A type D structure is bounded if, for any x 2N , ıi.x/D 0 for all sufficiently large i .

One can similarly define left type A structures and right type D structures.

If M is a right A1–module over A and N is a left type D structure, and at least one
of them is bounded, we can define the box tensor product M � N to be the vector
space M ˝N with differential

@W M ˝N ! .M ˝N /Œ1�

defined by

@D

1X
kD1

.mk ˝ idN / ı .idM ˝ ık�1/:

The boundedness condition guarantees that the above sum is finite. In that case, @2D 0

and M �N is a graded chain complex. In general (boundedness not required), one can
think of a type D structure as a left A1–module and take an A1 tensor product z̋ ;
see [8, Section 2.2].

Given unital differential graded algebras A and B over k and j with differential
and multiplication dA , dB , �A and �B , respectively, four types of bimodules can be
defined in a similar way: types DD, AA, DA and AD. See [9, Section 2.2.4].

An A1–bimodule or type AA bimodule over A and B is a graded .k; j /–bimodule M,
together with degree 0 maps

mi;1;j W AŒ1�
˝i
˝M ˝BŒ1�˝j

!M Œ1�;

subject to compatibility conditions analogous to those for A structures; see [9, Equation
2.2.38].

We assume all AA bimodules to be strictly unital, ie m1;1;0.1;x/D x Dm0;1;1.x; 1/

and mi;1;j .a1; : : : ; ai ;x; b1; : : : ; bj / D 0 if i C j > 1 and some ai or bj lies in k

or j .
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A type DA bimodule over A and B is a graded .k; j /–bimodule M, together with
degree 0, .k; j /–linear maps

ı1
1Cj W M ˝BŒ1�˝j

!A˝M Œ1�;

satisfying a compatibility condition combining those for A and D structures; see [9,
Definition 2.2.42].

A type AD structure can be defined similarly, with the roles of A and B interchanged.

A type DD structure over A and B is a type D structure over A˝F2
Bop . In other

words, it is a graded .k; j /–bimodule M and a degree 0 map ı1W M!A˝M˝BŒ1�,
again with an appropriate compatibility condition.

Note that when A or B is the trivial algebra f1g, we get a left or a right A or D

structure over the other algebra.

There are notions of boundedness for bimodules similar to those for one-sided modules.
There are various tensor products for the various compatible pairs of bimodules. We
assume that one of the factors is bounded and briefly lay out the general description.
For details, see [9, Section 2.3.2].

Let M and N be two structures such that M is a module or bimodule with a right
type A action by an algebra A, and N is a left type D structure over A, or a type
DA or type DD structure over A on the left and some algebra on the right, with M

right-bounded or N left-bounded. As a chain complex, define

M � N D F.M /�F.N /;

where F.M / forgets the left action on M, ie turns M into a right type A structure
over A, and F.N / forgets the right action on N , ie turns N into a left type D structure
over A. Endow M � N with the bimodule structure maps arising from the left action
on M and the right action on N . Note that this also makes sense when M is a right
type A structure, or N is a left type D structure.

In general (boundedness not required), one can think of N as a structure with a left A
action, by considering A� N (where A is viewed as a bimodule over itself), and take
an A1 tensor product M z̋ N WDM z̋ .A� N /. Whenever they are both defined,
the two tensor products yield equivalent structures; see [9, Proposition 2.3.18].

For definitions of morphisms of type A, D , AA, AD, DA and DD structures, and for
definitions of the respective types of homotopy equivalences, see [9, Section 2].
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2.2 Tangles

In this paper we only consider tangles in 3–manifolds with boundary S2 or S2qS2 ,
or in closed 3–manifolds.

Definition 2.1 An n–marked sphere S is a sphere S2 with n oriented points t1; : : : ; tn
on its equator S1 � S2 numbered respecting the orientation of S1 .

Definition 2.2 A marked 2n–tangle T in an oriented 3–manifold Y with @Y Š S2

is a properly embedded 1–manifold T with .@Y; @T / identified with a 2n–marked
sphere S .

A marked .m; n/–tangle T in an oriented 3–manifold Y with two boundary com-
ponents @0Y Š S2 and @1Y Š S2 is a properly embedded 1–manifold T with
.@0Y; @0Y \ @T / and .@1Y; @1Y \ @T / each identified with an m–marked sphere
and an n–marked sphere. We denote @T along with the ordering information by
@T D @0T q @1T .

We denote the number of connected components of a tangle T by jT j. Note that we
allow for a tangle to also have closed components.

Given a marked sphere S D .S2; t1; : : : ; tn/, we denote .�S2;�t1; : : : ;�tn/ by �S .
If T1 and T2 are two marked tangles in 3–manifolds Y1 and Y2 , where a component
of .@Y1; @T1/ is identified with a marked sphere S and a component of .@Y2; @T2/ is
identified with �S , we can form the union T1[S T2 by identifying Y1 and Y2 along
these two boundary components.

For a pair .Y; T /, if a component @iY of the boundary of Y is identified with S D
.S2; t1; : : : ; tn/, so that @iT is the ordered set of points .t1; : : : ; tn/, we use �@iT
to denote .�t1; : : : ;�tn/. So we can glue two tangles T1 and T2 along boundary
components @iT1 and @jT2 exactly when @iT1 D�@

jT2 .

In most of this paper, we only consider tangles in product spaces, where the identification
of the boundary with a marked sphere is implied, and the ordering in @T encodes all
the information.

Tangles in subsets of S3 DR3[f�g, for example in D3, I �S2 or S3 itself, can be
given by their projection to .�1; c��R or Œd;1/�R, Œc; d ��R or R2 . We can
always arrange a projection to be smooth and to have no triple points, and to have only
transverse intersections.

Definition 2.3 A tangle T is elementary if it contains at most one double point or
vertical tangency (a tangency of the form ff g �R).
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T T T

T T

S S

Figure 4: Relations of elementary tangles. In all diagrams there may be
additional horizontal straight strands running above and/or below what is
shown. Left column (top to bottom): Reidemeister I move, Reidemeister II
move, Reidemeister III move, “zig-zag” move. Middle column: crossing-
cap/cup slide moves. Right column (top to bottom): introducing straight
strands to either side of a tangle or removing them, and sliding two vertically
stacked tangles past each other.

Thus an elementary tangle can consist of straight strands (as in the first picture of
Figure 6), can have one crossing (as in the second pictures of Figures 6 and 13), can
be a cap (as in the third picture of Figure 6), or can be a cup (as in the last picture of
Figure 6). The above examples are tangles in Œc; d ��R. There is no elementary tangle
projection in R2 , an elementary tangle projection in .�1; c��R is a single cap, and
an elementary tangle projection in Œd;1/�R is a single cup.

The following two propositions are well known to tangle theorists, and we do not rely
on them in the paper, so we only include outlines of their proofs.

Proposition 2.4 Any tangle projection is the concatenation of elementary tangles.

Proof If necessary, one can isotope each tangency and/or double point slightly to the
left or right, so that no two have the same horizontal coordinate.

Further:

Proposition 2.5 The concatenations of two sequences of elementary tangles represent
isotopic tangles if and only if they are related by a finite sequence of the moves depicted
in Figure 4.

Proof The three Reidemeister moves are the standard moves that change the combi-
natorics of the diagram.
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Using elementary Morse theory one can see that the other four types of moves are
exactly the moves needed to move between two isotopic diagrams with the same
combinatorics. Look at the height function obtained by projecting the tangle to the
x–coordinate. The zig-zag move corresponds to canceling an index 0 critical point with
an index 1 critical point or introducing a pair of such critical points. The crossing-cup
slide moves are isotopies that do not change the Morse function, but slide a strand over
or under a critical point. Introducing straight strands simply means taking one extra
cut near one of the boundaries of a tangle. Sliding two vertically stacked tangles past
each other corresponds to moving through a one-parameter family of Morse functions
that changes the relative heights for the two disjoint tangles.

In this paper, we define a (bi)module for each elementary tangle explicitly, and then
define a (bi)module for any tangle by decomposing it into elementary pieces and
taking the tensor product of the associated (bi)modules. We prove invariance of the
decomposition using analytic techniques (the bordered Heegaard diagrams associated
to isotopic tangles are related by Heegaard moves). We hope to also find a completely
combinatorial proof, ie we wish to show directly that the moves from Figure 4 result in
homotopy equivalent tensor products. As a first step, in Section 5.3 we show invariance
under the Reidemeister II and III moves.

3 Generalized strand modules and algebras

The aim of this paper is to give a 0C 1 TQFT-like description of knot Floer homology.
The description is based on a special kind of Heegaard diagram associated to a knot
(or a link) disjoint union an unknot.

Given a tangle T , by cutting it into elementary tangles like the ones in Figure 6, we
can put it on a Heegaard diagram like the one depicted in Figure 2, where the genus of
the diagram is the number of elementary pieces. The parts of the Heegaard diagram
corresponding to the elementary pieces are depicted in Figures 18 and 24. Note that the
Heegaard diagram is obtained by gluing together a once punctured torus, some twice
punctured tori, and another once punctured torus. In the sequel, we will associate an
algebra to each cut of the tangle, a left type A module and a right type D structure to
the once punctured tori, and a type DA bimodule to each of the twice punctured tori.

In this section, we will describe the algebras, modules, and bimodules from a purely
combinatorial viewpoint, with no mention of Heegaard diagrams. In Section 4, we
relate these structures to bordered diagrams.

In the sequel, we define generalized strand algebras and modules whose structure
depends on the extra information, encoded in a structure we will refer to as shadow. We
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define the minus version of the theory, and the tilde version can be obtained by setting
all UO to 0. In this section we describe the modules and algebras via strand diagrams,
but some of the notions feel more natural in the bordered grid diagram reformulation
(see Section 4). The reader who is familiar with the strand algebras of [8] should be
able to understand the main idea of the definitions just by looking at the examples and
the figures.

Although in this paper the main theorem is only proved for the tilde version, we have
strong evidence that it holds for the minus version as well. This is why we develop
both versions, but at first reading one can ignore the U–powers (ie set UO D 0) and
work in the tilde version.

3.1 Type AA structures: shadows

The objects underlying all structures are shadows:

Definition 3.1 For n, m 2N , fix sets of integers aD f1; : : : ; ng and bD f1; : : : ;mg,
and sets of half-integers a1=2 D

˚
11

2
; : : : ; n� 1

2

	
and b1=2 D

˚
11

2
; : : : ;m� 1

2

	
. Let

.SX;TX; �/ and .SO;TO; !/ be triples such that SX , TO�a1=2 and TX , SO�b1=2 ,
jTXj D jSXj and jTOj D jSOj, and �WSX! TX and !WSO! TO are two bijections.
The quadruple P D .m; n; �; !/ is called a shadow.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5

Figure 5: Examples of shadows. On each diagram b and b1=2 are on the
left-hand side, while a and a1=2 are on the right-hand side. Double (orange)
lines connect f1g� fsX g with f0g� f�sX g (for sX 2 SX ) and dashed (green)
lines connect f0g � fsOg with f1g � f!sOg (for sO 2 SO ).

Note that TX , SX and TO , SO are suppressed from the notation. See Figure 5
for diagrams of shadows associated to elementary tangles (see Section 3.1.1). The
information in the subsets SX , TO � a1=2 and TX , SO � b1=2 can be encoded as
follows:

Definition 3.2 The boundaries of a shadow P are defined as

�0
D �0.P/D .�0

1 ; : : : ; �
0
m�1/ 2 .2

f˙1g/m�1;

�1
D �1.P/D .�1

1 ; : : : ; �
1
n�1/ 2 .2

f˙1g/n�1;
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as follows. For a point j C 1
2
2 b1=2 , the subset �0

j � f˙1g contains �1 if and only if
j C 1

2
2 SO , and C1 2 �0

j if and only if j 2 TX . Similarly, for j C 1
2
2 a1=2 define

the subset �1
j � f˙1g by C1 2 �1

j if and only if j C 1
2
2 TO , and �1 2 �0

j if and only
if j C 1

2
2 SX .

By reversing the above process, we can recover SX , TO � a1=2 and TX , SO � b1=2

from �0 and �1 by setting SXD
˚
jC1

2
2a1=2 W�12�1

j

	
, TXD

˚
jC1

2
2b1=2 WC12�0

j

	
,

SO D
˚
j C 1

2
2 b1=2 W �1 2 �0

j

	
and TO D

˚
j C 1

2
2 a1=2 W C1 2 �0

j

	
. The following

shadows will play an important role in our discussion.

Example 3.3 (straight lines) For �0 D .�0
j /

k
jD1
2 f˙1gk let �1 D ��0 and define

SX , TX , SO and TO as in the previous paragraph. Consider the shadow �0E�1 D

.k C 1; k C 1; idSX ; idSO /. See the first picture of Figure 5 for k D 4 and �0 D

.C1;�1;C1;�1/.

The next three examples correspond to elementary tangles.

Example 3.4 (crossing) For �0 D .�0
j /

k
jD1
2 f˙1gk and 1 < i � k , define �1 D

.�1
j /

k
jD1

, where

�1
j D

8̂<̂
:
��0

i�1
if j D i;

��0
i if j D i � 1;

��0
j otherwise.

Define SX , TX , SO and TO as before, and for sO 2 SO define

!sO D

8̂<̂
:

i C 1
2

if sO D i � 1
2
;

i � 1
2

if sO D i C 1
2
;

sO otherwise.

For sX 2 SX define

�sX D

8̂<̂
:

i C 1
2

if sX D i � 1
2
;

i � 1
2

if sX D i C 1
2
;

sX otherwise.

Consider the shadow �0X�1.i/D .kC1; kC1; �; !/. See the second picture of Figure 5
for k D 4, i D 2 and � D .C1;�1;C1;�1/.

Example 3.5 (cap) For �0 D .�0
i /

k
iD1
2 f˙1gk and 0 � i � k with �0

i�1
�0

i D �1,
define �1 D .�1

i /
k�1
iD1
2 f˙1; f˙1ggk�1 by

�1
j D

8̂<̂
:
��0

j if j < i;

��0
j�1

if j > i;

f˙1g if j D i:
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Define SX , TX , SO and TO as before, and for sO 2 SO define

!sO D

�
sO if sO < i;

sO � 1 if sO > i:

For tX 2 TX define

��1tX D

�
tX if tX < i;

tX � 1 if tX > i;

and consider the shadow �0D�1.i/D .kC1; k; �; !/. See the third picture of Figure 5
for k D 4, i D 3 and �0 D .C1;�1;C1;�1/.

Example 3.6 (cup) This is the mirror of a cap. For �1 D .�1
i /

k
iD1
2 f˙1gk and

0� i � k with �1
i�1
�1

i D�1, define �0 D .�0
i /

k�1
iD1
2 f˙1; f˙1ggk�1 by

�0
j D

8<:
��1

j if j < i;

��1
j�1

if j > i;

f˙1g if j D i:

Define SX , TX , SO and TO as before, and for tO 2 TO define

!�1tO D

�
tO if tO < i;

tO � 1 if tO > i:

For sX 2 SX define

�sX D

�
sX if sX < i;

sX � 1 if sX > i;

and consider the shadow �0C�1.i/D .k; kC1; �; !/. See the fourth picture of Figure 5
for k D 4, i D 3 and �1 D .�1;C1;�1;C1/.

Example 3.7 Given any shadow P , one can introduce a gap at either its left- or
right-hand side. We discuss the construction for the left-hand side. Given i 2 b ,
let m0 D mC 1 and n0 D n, and define Li.P/ D .n0;m0; � 0; !0/ by .�1/0 WD �1 and
.�0/0 D ..�o

j /
0/m
0

jD1
, where

.�0
j /
0
D

8<:
�0
j if j < i;

∅ if j D i;

�0
j�1

if j > i:

Define S 0X , T 0X , S 0O and T 0O as before, and for sO 2 SO define

!0sO D

�
!sO if sO < i;

!sO � 1 if sO > i;
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For tX 2 TX define

.� 0/�1tX D

�
��1tX if tX < i;

��1tX � 1 if tX > i:

Similarly, for i 2 a we can introduce a gap on the right-hand side to obtain the
shadow Ri.P/.

3.1.1 Diagrams and tangles associated to shadows Shadows can be best under-
stood through their diagrams:

Definition 3.8 A diagram of a shadow P is a quadruple

D.P/D .f0g �b1=2; f1g � a1=2;x; o/� I �R;

where x is a set of properly embedded arcs connecting .1; sX / to .0; �sX / (for sX 2SX )
and o is a set of properly embedded arcs connecting .0; sO/ to .1; !sO/ (for sO 2SO )
such that there are no triple points, and the number of intersection points of all arcs is
minimal within the isotopy class fixing the boundaries.

Any two diagrams of P are related by a sequence of Reidemeister III moves (see the
first picture of Figure 8) and isotopies relative to the boundaries. We do not distinguish
different diagrams of the same shadow and will refer to both the isotopy class (rel
boundary) or a representative of the isotopy class as the diagram of P .

Definition 3.9 To a shadow P we can associate a tangle T .P/ as follows. Start
from D.P/ � I �R. If j C 1

2
2 SX \ TO (that is �1

j D f˙1g) then there is one
arc starting and one arc ending at

�
1; j C 1

2

�
. Smooth the corner at

�
1; j C 1

2

�
by

pushing the union of the two arcs slightly in the interior of I � R, as shown in
Figure 6. Do the same at

�
0; j C 1

2

�
for j C 1

2
2 TX\SO . This process results in a

smooth properly immersed set of arcs. Remove the self-intersection of the union of
the above set of arcs by slightly lifting up the interior of arcs with bigger slope. After
this process we obtain a tangle projection in I �R or in .0; 1��R Š .�1; 1��R,
Œ0; 1/�RŠ Œ0;1/�R or .0; 1/�RŠR2 if the resulting projection does not intersect
f0g �R and/or f1g �R. Then the tangle T .P/ D T lives in I � S2 , D3 or in S3

with boundaries @0T D f0g �
˚
j C 1

2
W �0

j D C1
	
� f0g �

˚
j C 1

2
W �0

j D �1
	

and
@1T D f1g �

˚
j C 1

2
W �1

j DC1
	
�f0g �

˚
j C 1

2
W �1

j D�1
	

.

The elementary tangles corresponding to Examples 3.3–3.6 are depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Elementary tangles corresponding to the shadows of Figure 5

3.1.2 Generators Now we start describing the type AA structure associated to a
shadow P . The underlying set is generated by the following elements.

Definition 3.10 For a shadow P let S.P/ denote the set of triples f D .S;T; �/,
where S � b , T � a , with jS j D jT j and �WS ! T a bijection.

Note that we can also think of generators as partial matchings of the complete bipartite
graph on the vertex sets .a;b/. For any generator f D .S;T; �/ we can draw a set
of arcs on the diagram of P by connecting each .0; s/ to .1; �s/ with a monotone
properly embed arc. See Figure 7 for diagrams of the generators. Again, in these
diagrams we do not have triple points, the number of intersection points of all strands
is minimal, and we do not distinguish different diagrams of the same generator. Any
two diagrams with minimal intersections are related by a sequence of Reidemeister III
moves (See the first picture of Figure 8). Note that the generators naturally split into
subsets Si.P/D f.S;T; �/ W jS j D jT j D ig. Then S.P/D

Sminfn;mg
iD1

Si.P/.

Fix a variable UO for each pair O D .sO ; !sO/ 2 SO �TO .

Definition 3.11 Let C�.P/ be the module generated by S.P/ over kDF2ŒUO �sO2SO.

3.1.3 Inner differential Note that so far C�.P/ depends only on m and n, but not
on the particular structure of .SX;TX; �/ and .SO;TO; !/. The first dependence can
be seen in the differential, which is described by resolutions of intersections of the
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Figure 7: Diagrams of some generators .S;T; �/ 2S.P/ . Solid black lines
connect s with �s .
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D D 0

D 0 D U

Figure 8: Relations of diagrams. In the top-left relation the strands can
correspond to � , � or ! .

diagram, subject to some relations. (See Figure 8.) The intersections of the diagram of
a generator .S;T; �/ correspond to inversions of the partial permutation � .

Let �WS ! T be a bijection between subsets S and T of two ordered sets b and a .
Define

Inv.�/D f.s1; s2/ 2 S �S W s1 < s2 and �s1 > �s2g:

Given ordered sets b[b1=2 and a[a1=2 , and bijections �WS! T and !WSO! TO

for S � b , T � a , SO � b1=2 and TO � a1=2 , define

Inv.�; !/D f.s; sO/ 2 S �SO W s < sO and �s > !sO ; or s > sO and �s < !sOg:

Define the set Inv.�; ��1/ and for sO 2 SO the set Inv.�; !jsO
/ similarly. Denote the

sizes of these sets by inv.�/, inv.�; !/, inv.�; ��1/ and inv.�; !jsO
/, respectively.

The differential of a generator .S;T; �/ can be given by resolving intersections. For
� D .s1; s2/ 2 Inv.�/ define the new generator .S;T; �� /, where �� D � ı � is the
resolution of � at � (for simplicity, here and throughout the paper � denotes both the
pair .s1; s2/ and the 2–cycle permutation .s1s2/). A resolution of �D .s1; s2/2 Inv.�/
is allowed if inv.�� /D inv.�/� 1 (Compare with the top-right picture of Figure 8.)
and inv.�; ��1/D inv.�� ; ��1/ (Compare with the bottom-left picture of Figure 8.).
The set of inversions with allowed resolutions is denoted by Inv0.�/� Inv.�/.

Given a pair O D .sO ; !sO/ and a 2–cycle permutation � such that � ı � is defined,
define

nO.� I�/D
1
2
.inv.�; !jsO

/� inv.�� ; !jsO
//:

When � is clear from the context we will omit it from the notation and will write nO.�/

or nO.s1; s2/ for nO.� I�/. Note that nO.�/ is always an integer. The differential is
defined on generators by

@.S;T; �/D
X

�2Inv0.�/

� Y
sO2SO

U
nO.�/
O

�
.S;T; �� /:
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U1

U2

7!

U1

U2

C

U1

U2

D 0CU1

U1

U2

Figure 9: Example of the differential. Note that the second and the third
diagrams do not have minimal intersections, thus they do not represent gener-
ators. We get the differential by removing the extra intersections using the
relations of Figure 8.

Compare this equation with the bottom-right relation of Figure 8. Also see Figure 9
for an example. Extend @� linearly to the whole C�.P/.

Proposition 3.12 .C�.P/; @/ is a chain complex.

Proof The differential first resolves intersection points and then applies the relations of
Figure 8 to minimize the number of intersection points. When we apply the differential
twice, then we can equivalently first resolve two intersection points and then apply the
relations Figure 8 all at once. This proves that any term of

@2.S;T; �/D
X

�12Inv0.�/

X
�22Inv0.�

�
1
/

Y
sO2SO

U
nO.�1I�/CnO.�2I�

�1 /
O

.S;T; .��1/�2/

appears twice with exactly the same coefficient and thus cancels.

3.1.4 Composition of shadows: type A maps Let P1D .m1; n1; �1; !1/ and P2D

.m2; n2; �2; !2/ be two shadows. If n1 Dm2 , SX1
D TX2

and TO1
D SO2

, then we
can define the concatenation of the shadows as P1�P2D .m; n; �; !/, where mDm1 ,
nD n2 , .SX;TX; �/D .SX1

;TX2
; �1 ı �2/ and .TO;SO; !/D .SO2

;TO1
; !2 ı!1/.

Definition 3.13 We say that P1 and P2 as above are composable if the numbers of
intersection points add up, ie inv.�/D inv.�1/C inv.�2/, inv.!/D inv.!1/C inv.!2/

and inv.!; ��1/D inv.!1; �
�1
1
/C inv.!2; �

�1
2
/. In this case P1 and P2 have a well-

defined composition P1 ıP2 D P1 �P2 .

Note that on the diagram composable means that after the concatenation the resulting
shadow still has minimal intersection.

Example 3.14 In Figure 5 all shadows that can be concatenated are immediately
composable. However, the first two pictures of Figure 10 can be concatenated, but they
are not composable.
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�

Figure 10: Two shadows that are not composable (left) and two composable
shadows and their composition (right)

If P1 and P2 are composable, then there is a composition map

C�.P1/˝C�.P2/! C�.P1 ıP2/;

denoted by � and defined as follows: Let f1 D .S1;T1; �1/ and f2 D .S2;T2; �2/ be
generators of C�.P1/ and C�.P2/, respectively. If T1 D S2 , then the concatenation
.S;T; �/ D .S1;T2; �2 ı �1/ is well-defined. If inv.�/ D inv.�1/ C inv.�2/ and
inv.�; ��1/D inv.�1; �

�1
1
/C inv.�2; �

�1
2
/, then f1 �f2 is defined by

.S1;T1; �1/�.S2;T2; �2/D
Y

sO2TO

U
1
2
.inv.�1;!1jsO

/Cinv.�2;!2j!1sO
/�inv.�;!jsO

//

O
.S;T; �/

In all other cases f1 �f2 is defined to be 0. See Figures 11 and 22 for examples.

D 0 D� �

Figure 11: Composition of generators. The first composition is 0 by the third
relation of Figure 8.

Note that this composition is consistent with the differential and associative:

Proposition 3.15 Let P1 be composable with P2 . Then the following square com-
mutes:

C�.P1/˝C�.P2/

@˝idCid˝@
��

�
// C�.P1 ıP2/

@
��

C�.P1/˝C�.P2/
�
// C�.P1 ıP2/
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If in addition P2 is composable with the shadow P3 , then P1 ı P2 is composable
with P3 , P1 is composable with P2 ıP3 and the following square commutes:

C�.P1/˝C�.P2/˝C�.P3/

�˝id
��

id˝�
// C�.P1/˝C�.P2 ıP3/

�

��

C�.P1 ıP2/˝C�.P3/
�

// C�.P1 ıP2 ıP3/

Proof This statement again follows from the facts that one can first do all the operations
(resolving intersections and concatenating generators) and then reduce the intersection
points by the relations of Figure 8 and that both equations are obvious without the
relations.

Definition 3.16 For a shadow P , define the shadows ER D ER.P/ and EL D EL.P/
by the quadruples .m;m; idTX ; idSO / and .n; n; idSX ; idTO /, respectively. In general,
let E be the shadow given by the quadruple .n; n; idSX ; idSO /, where SX � b1=2 and
SO � a1=2 are any subsets. Then E ı E D E , so we call E an idempotent shadow.

Note that idempotent shadows are exactly shadows corresponding to straight lines
(Example 3.3). By Proposition 3.15, the induced multiplication

C�.E/�C�.E/ �!C�.E/

upgrades C�.E/ to a differential algebra:

Definition 3.17 For an idempotent shadow E , let A.E/ be the differential algebra
.C�.E/; � ; @/.

In Section 3.4 we will define a grading that turns A.E/ into a differential graded algebra.
Again by Proposition 3.15, .C�.P/; @; � ; � / is a left–right A.EL/–A.ER/ differential
module, which we can turn into a type AA structure:

Definition 3.18 With the above notation, let CATA�.P/ be the left–right AA structure
.C�.P/; fmi;1;j g/ over A.EL/ and A.ER/, where

mi;1;j WA.EL/
˝i
˝C�.P/˝A.ER/

˝j
! C�.P/

with mi;1;j D 0 for i > 1 or j > 1, and nonzero maps given by

m0;1;0.f /D @f; m1;1;0.aL˝f /D aL �f; m0;1;1.f ˝ aR/D f � aR:

The gradings of CATA�.P/ will only be defined in Section 3.4. Since CATA�.P/
comes from a two-sided differential module, we have:
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Proposition 3.19 For any shadow P the structure maps of CATA�.P/ satisfy the type
AA structure identities.

The idempotents of A.E/ are given by .S;S; idS /, where S � b . Let I.A.E// denote
the set of idempotent elements of A.E/. For a generator f D .S;T; �/, define

�L.f /D .S;S; idS / 2 I.A.EL//; �R.f /D .T;T; idT / 2 I.A.ER//:

These idempotents are defined so that we have �L.f / �f � �R.f /D f .

3.2 Type DD structures: mirror-shadows

To define type D structures we need to work with cochain complexes associated to
“mirrors” of shadows. For a shadow P D .m; n; �; !/, define its mirror P� to be the
same quadruple .m; n; �; !/. In the sequel we will always associate “dual-structures”
to P� , which is why we make the distinction in the notation. To a mirror-shadow P�

we associate the cochain complex .C�.P�/; @�/D .C�.P/; @/� . Thus the elements of
C�.P�/ are of the form .S;T; �/� and the codifferential @� introduces intersection
points

@�.S;T; �/� D
X

�2Inv�
0
.�/

Y
sO2TO

U
�nO.� I�/
O

.S;T; �� /�;

where the elements of Inv�0.�/ are elements of Inv.�/c such that inv.�� /D inv.�/C1

and inv.�; ��1/D inv.�� ; ��1/.

Let A.EL/ and A.ER/ be the algebras corresponding to the idempotent shadows
EL D EL.P�/D .n; n; idSc

X
; idT c

O
/ and ER D ER.P�/D .m;m; idT c

X
; idSc

O
/, where

�c denotes the complement of subsets in the appropriate set they are contained in (see
Definition 3.1). Then for f � D .S;T; �/� let

�L.f �/D .T c ;T c ; idT c / 2 I.A.EL//; �R.f �/D .Sc ;Sc ; idSc / 2 I.A.ER//:

This definition enables us to define a bimodule structure I.A.EL//C
�.P�/I.A.ER//

by extending the following multiplications to C�.P�/. For an idempotent generator
� 2 I.A.EL// let

� � .S;T; �/� D

�
.S;T; �/� if �L.S;T; �/� D �;
0 otherwise;

and for � 2 I.A.ER// let

.S;T; �/� � �D

�
.S;T; �/� if �R.S;T; �/� D �;
0 otherwise:
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3.2.1 Diagrams and tangles associated to mirror-shadows For a mirror-shadow P�

we use different conventions to associate diagrams and tangles:

Definition 3.20 Let D�.P�/ be the mirror of D.P/ with respect to the vertical axis˚
1
2

	
�R.

To indicate that we work with mirrors we put a gray background underneath D�.P�/.

Definition 3.21 Let T �.P�/ denote the mirror (with respect to the vertical axis) of
T .P/ with the over-crossings changed to under-crossings.

See Figures 12 and 13 for the elementary examples.
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3 3

4 4

5 5

1 1

2 2

3 3
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Figure 12: Examples of diagrams of mirror-shadows. On each figure, a

and a1=2 are on the left-hand side, while b and b1=2 are on the right-hand
side. Double (orange) lines connect f0g � fsX g with f1g � f�sX g and dashed
(green) lines connect f1g � fsOg with f0g � f!sOg .
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Figure 13: Elementary tangles corresponding to the mirror-shadows of Figure 12

3.2.2 Wedge product of shadows and mirror-shadows: type D maps The mirror-
shadow P�

1
and shadow P2 have a well-defined wedge product if m1Dm2 , TX1

DT c
X2

and SO1
D Sc

O2
. This means exactly that ER.P�

1
/ D EL.P2/. Denote the ordered

pair by P�
1
^ P2 . Diagrammatically, we indicate a wedge product by placing the

corresponding diagrams next to each other. See Figure 14 for an example. Similarly,
the shadow P1 and mirror-shadow P�

2
have a well-defined wedge product if n1 D n2 ,

SX1
D Sc

X2
and TO1

D T c
O2

. The pair is denoted by P1 ^P�
2

.
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��̂ D

Figure 14: Wedge product of a mirror-shadow and a shadow

Let I D I.A.ER.P�
1
///D I.A.EL.P2///. Define

C�.P�1 ^P2/D C�.P�1 /˝I C�.P2/;

a module over F2ŒUO �sO2SO1
[SO2

. For generators f �
1
D .S1;T1; �1/

� 2S.P�
1
/ and

f2 D .S2;T2; �2/ 2S.P2/ such that f D f �
1
˝f2 is nonzero, ie such that S1 D Sc

2
,

define a map

@^.f
�

1 ˝f2/D @
�.f �1 /˝f2Cf

�
1 ˝ @.f2/C @mix.f

�
1 ˝f2/;

where @� and @ are the differentials on C�.P�
1
/ and C�.P2/, respectively, and @mix

is defined below by looking at pairs of points in S1[S2 D b .

� For a pair .p; q/ 2 S1 � S2 define f pq D .f �
1
/pq ˝ f

pq
2

, where .f �
1
/pq D

.S
pq
1
;T

pq
1
; �

pq
1
/� , f pq

2
D .S

pq
2
;T

pq
2
; �

pq
2
/. Here S

pq
1
D S1 nfpg[fqg, T

pq
1
D T1

and, for s1 2 S
pq
1

,

�
pq
1

s1 D

�
�1p if s1 D q;

�1s1 otherwise:

Similarly, S
pq
2
D S2 n fqg[ fpg, T

pq
2
D T2 and, for s2 2 S

pq
2

,

�
pq
2

s2 D

�
�2q if s2 D p;

�2s2 otherwise:

Diagrammatically, f pq is obtained from f by exchanging the p and q endpoints of
the two strands ending at p and at q . The pair .p; q/ 2 S1 �S2 is exchangeable if

– Inv.�1/� Inv.�1
pq/,

– Inv.�2/� Inv.�pq
2
/,

– Inv.�1; �
�1
1
/� Inv.�1

pq; ��1
1
/, and

– Inv.�2; �
�1
2
/� Inv.�pq

2
; ��1

2
/.
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Diagrammatically, this means that while doing the exchange we cannot pick up crossings
with black or orange strands on the P�

1
–side and we cannot lose crossings with black

or orange strands on the P2 –side. Given such an exchangeable pair .p; q/, for O1 D

.sO1
; !1sO1

/ with sO1
2 SO1

, let

nO1
.pq/D

ˇ̌
Inv.�pq

1
; !1jsO1

/ n Inv.�1; !1jsO1
/
ˇ̌
;

and, for O2 D .sO2
; !sO2

/ with sO2
2 SO2

, let

nO2
.pq/D

ˇ̌
Inv.�2; !2jsO2

/ n Inv.�pq
2
; !2jsO2

/
ˇ̌
:

� For a pair .p; q/�S1 with p<q and .p; q/2 Inv.�1/, define f pqD .f �
1
/pq˝f2 ,

where .f �
1
/pq D .S1;T1; �

.p;q/
1

/. The pair .p; q/� S1 is exchangeable if

– each t 2 Œp; q�\b is in S1 and �1t 2 Œ�1q; �1p�, and

– each t 2 Œp; q�\b1=2 is in TX1
and ��1

1
t 2 Œ�1q; �1p�.

Diagrammatically, this means that in f each black or orange strand that ends between
p and q is on the P�

1
–side and crosses both black strands ending at p and at q . Given

such an exchangeable pair .p; q/, for O1 D .sO1
; !1sO1

/ with sO1
2 SO1

,

nO1
.pq/D

�
1 if sO1

2 Œp; q� and !sO1
62 Œ�1q; �1p�;

0 otherwise;

and for O2 D .sO2
; !sO2

/ with sO2
2 SO2

let

nO2
.pq/D

�
1 if sO2

2 Œp; q�;

0 otherwise:

� For a pair .p; q/� S2 with p < q and .p; q/ 62 Inv.�2/, define f pq D f �
1
˝f

pq
2

,
where f pq

2
WD .S2;T2; �

.p;q/
2

/. The pair .p; q/� S2 is exchangeable if

– each t 2 Œp; q�\b is in S2 and �2t 2 Œ�2p; �2p�, and

– each t 2 Œp; q�\b1=2 is in TX2
and ��1

2
t 2 Œ�2p; �2q�.

Diagrammatically, this means that in f all black and orange strands that end between
p and q are on the P2 –side, and they do not cross either of the two black strands
ending at p and at q . Given such an exchangeable pair .p; q/, for O1D .sO1

; !1sO1
/

with sO1
2 SO1

let

nO1
.pq/D

�
1 if sO1

2 Œp; q�;

0 otherwise;

and, for O2 D .sO2
; !sO2

/ with sO2
2 SO2

, let

nO2
.pq/D

�
1 if sO2

2 Œp; q� and !sO2
62 Œ�2p; �2q�;

0 otherwise:
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Denote the set of exchangeable pairs for f by Exch.f /.

Then
@mix.f /D

X
.p;q/2Exch.f /

Y
sO2SO1

[SO2

U
nO.pq/
O

f pq:

See Figure 15 for an example of the mixed differential.

U1

U2 U3

U4

7!

U3

CU2U3

CU3

CU3

CU2

C

Figure 15: The differential @^ . The last four terms on the right-hand side
correspond to @mix .

Extend @^ linearly to the whole module C�.P�
1
^P2/.

Proposition 3.22 .C�.P�
1
^P2/; @^/ is a chain complex.

The proof of Proposition 3.22 is straightforward after the reformulation of the algebra
to the language of bordered grid diagrams in Section 4.5 and thus it will be given there.

If P1 and P�
2

have a well-defined wedge product then @^ can be defined similarly on
C�.P1 ^P�

2
/D C�.P1/˝I.A.ER.P1/// C�.P�

2
/ by

@^.f1˝f
�

2 /D @1.f1/˝f
�

2 Cf1˝ @
�
2.f
�

2 /C @mix.f1˝f
�

2 /;

where the mixed differential @mix is defined by following the same shadow and mirror-
shadow rules as earlier. Specifically, we look at pairs of black strands, and exchange
their endpoints in T1[T2 if the following conditions are met:

� If one endpoint is in T1 and the other in T2 , then while doing the exchange we
cannot pick up crossings with black or orange strands on the P�

2
–side and we cannot

lose crossings with black or orange strands on the P1 –side. If we pick up crossings
with green strands on the P�

2
–side or lose crossings with green strands on the P1 –side,

we record it with UO –variables.

� If both endpoints are in T1 , then each black or orange strand that ends between
the two points must be on the P1 –side and cannot cross either of the given two black
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strands. A green strand that ends between the two points but is either on the P�
2

–side
or crosses one of the two black strands is recorded with a UO –variable.

� If both endpoints are in T2 , then each black or orange strand that ends between the
two points must be on the P�

2
–side, and crosses both of the given two black strands.

A green strand that ends between the two points but either doesn’t cross both black
strands or is on the P1 –side is recorded with a UO –variable.

Then we have:

Proposition 3.23 .C�.P1 ^P�
2
/; @^/ is a chain complex.

The proof of Proposition 3.23 will be given in Section 4.5 as well.

These propositions allow us to define left and right type D maps on generators f � D
.S;T; �/� by

ıR
WC�.P�/! C�.P�/˝A.ER/;

.S;T; �/� 7! @^..S;T; �/
�
˝ �R.S;T; �/�/;

and
ıL
WC�.P�/!A.EL/˝C�.P�/;

.S;T; �/� 7! @^.�
L.S;T; �/�˝ .S;T; �/�/:

The maps ıL and ıR extend to the whole module C�.P�/ and by merging them we
can define a type DD structure:

Definition 3.24 With the above notation let CDTD�.P�/ be the left–right type DD
structure .C�.P�/; ı1/ over A.EL/ and A.ER/, where

ı1
WC�.P�/!A.EL/˝C�.P�/˝A.ER/

is defined via

ı1.f �/D �L.f �/˝ @�.f �/˝ �R.f �/C �L.f �/˝ @mix.f
�
˝ �R.f �//

C @mix.�
L.f �/˝f �/˝ �R.f �/:

The type DD structure identities hold as a consequence of Propositions 3.22 and 3.23:

Proposition 3.25 Let P� be a mirror shadow. Then

(1) as defined above, .C�.P�/; ıL/ is a left type D structure over A.EL/;

(2) as defined above, .C�.P�/; ıR/ is a right type D structure over A.ER/;

(3) CDTD�.P�/ is a left–right type DD structure over A.EL/ and A.ER/.
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Proof As the proofs of all parts of the proposition are similar, we only prove (1).
Recall that the left type D identity that we need to show is

.m2˝ id/ ı .idA˝ ı
L/ ı ıL

C .@A˝ id/ ı ıL
D 0:

Let f � be a generator of C�.P�/ and let �D �L.f �/. Using @�D 0, we can rewrite
the first term on the left-hand side as

.@A˝ id/ ı ıL.f �/D .@A˝ id/ ı @mix.�˝f
�/;

and using also that .@�/2 D 0, we can rewrite the second term on the left-hand side as

.m2˝ id/ ı .idA˝ ı
L/ ı ıL.f �/

D @mix.�˝ @
�f �/C .idA˝ @

�/ ı @mix.�˝f
�/C @2

mix.�˝f
�/:

The resulting four terms are exactly the nonzero summands of @2
^.�˝ f

�/, which,
since @^ is a chain map, vanishes. This finishes the proof of (1).

This concept can be extended to multiple wedge products as follows. Let P D
.Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ be an alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows with well-

defined consecutive wedge products. (Here and throughout the paper Pı indicates P
or P� .) Then we can define a differential on

C�.P/D C�.Pı1/
ı
˝ � � �˝C�.Pıp/

ı

by defining it on f D f ı
1
˝ � � �˝f ıp as

@^f D

pX
jD1

f ı1 ˝� � �˝@
ı.f ıj /˝� � �˝f

ı
p C

p�1X
jD1

f ı1 ˝� � �˝@mix.f
ı

j ˝f
ı

jC1/˝� � �˝f
ı

p :

Observe that, depending on whether P starts (ends) with a shadow or mirror-shadow,
C�.P/ is equipped with a type AA, AA, DA or DD structure. Denote these structures
by CATA�.P/, CATD�.P/, CDTA�.P/ or CDTD�.P/. Or sometimes — as the type
is anyways specified by the sequence P — we will refer to any of the above structures
as CT�.P/.

3.2.3 Tangles associated to wedge products Let P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ be an alternat-

ing sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows with well-defined consecutive wedge
products. Having a well-defined wedge product exactly means that the associated
diagrams D.Pıj / and thus the associated tangles T .Pıj / match up. Thus let D.P/ and
T .P/ be their concatenations.
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3.3 One-sided modules

When a shadow or a mirror-shadow corresponds to a tangle with @0 D∅ or @1 D∅,
then the left or right map can be contracted to a differential giving a one-sided right
or left module. Thus, in this subsection we would like to “close up” one side of the
bimodule and incorporate one of the type A (or type D ) maps as a new component of
the differential. (Note that this “closing up” is easier to follow in the related Section 4.6).
Below we will describe in detail the closing up of the left type D map on a type DD
bimodule associated to a mirror-shadow. This way we obtain a right type D structure.

Suppose that for a mirror-shadow P� we have a1=2DSXDTO . Then we can define a
new component of the differential D@ that will correspond to resolving some crossings
(remember that originally the type D map corresponds to introducing crossings) so that
@�CD@ is a differential (ie has square 0) when restricted to Sn.P�/ (where Sn.P�/
consists of the generators .S;T; �/� with jS j D jT j D n).

Consider a generator f � D .S;T; �/� 2 Sn.P�/. Suppose that for s1 < s2 the
pair .s1; s2/ is in Inv.�/, ie �.s1/ > �.s2/. We say that the exchange .s1; s2/ is
allowable if for any t 2 Œ�.s2/; �.s1/� we have ��1.t/ 2 Œs1; s2� and similarly for any
sX 2 Œ�.s2/; �.s1/� we have �.sX / 2 Œs1; s2�. Denote the set of such allowable pairs
by DExch.�/� S �S . See Figure 16 for an example.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

7!

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 16: The differential D@

For O D .sO ; !sO/ define

DnO.s1; s2/D

�
1 if !sO 2 Œ�.s2/; �.s1/� and sO 62 Œs1; s2�;

0 otherwise:

Then define
D@f

�
D

X
.s1;s2/2D Exch.�/

U DnO.s1;s2/
O

.f .s1;s2//�:

The map @� CD@ can be extended to the module C�n .P�/ generated by Sn.P�/
over k. Although .D@/2 ¤ 0 we have:

Lemma 3.26 .C�n .P�/; @�CD@/ is a chain complex.
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The proof of Lemma 3.26 will be given using the grid diagram reformulation of @�CD@

as the differential of an annular bordered grid diagram in Section 4.6.

Definition 3.27 With the above notation let CTD�.P�/ be the right type D structure
.C�n .P�/; ı1/ over A.ER/, where

ı1
WC�n .P

�/�! C�n .P
�/�˝A.ER/

is given by
f � 7! ıR.f �/CD@f

�
˝ �R.f �/:

Aside from the gradings that will be defined later, Lemma 3.26 shows that CTD�.P�/
is indeed a right type D structure.

The contraction of the right type D map @D can be defined similarly for mirror-shadows
with TXD SO D b1=2 by exchanging pairs .s1; s2/ 2 Inv.�/ such that any s 2 Œs1; s2�

has �.s/ 2 Œ�.s2/; �.s1/� and any tX 2 Œs1; s2� has ��1.tX / 2 Œ�.s2/; �.s1/�. In this
way we obtain a left type D structure CDT�.P�/ over A.EL/ on C�m .P�/. In this
paper we do not need to contract the type A actions, but the definitions go similarly
with the only difference that A@ and @A introduce crossings.

Convention 3.28 Whenever the leftmost and/or rightmost shadow or mirror-shadow
in a given well-defined wedge product P is contractible, we will assume that the
corresponding differential @ or @� has been replaced with the appropriate map D@, @D ,
A@ or @A in the definition of @^ , to produce a one-sided module CTD�.P/, CDT�.P/
or CAT�.P/, or CTA�.P/, or a chain complex CT�.P/. In these cases again we
may use the notation CT�.P/ to refer to any of these structures, as the type is specified
by the sequence P .

3.4 Gradings

Unlike for other bordered theories, one can define surprisingly simple absolute gradings
on the structures here. For a shadow P , we define the Maslov and Alexander gradings
of a generator f D .S;T; �/ of the module as

M.f /D inv.�/� inv.�; !/C inv.!/;

2A.f /D inv.�; ��1/� inv.�; !/C inv.!/� inv.��1/� jTXj:

For O D .sO ; !sO/ define

M.UOf /DM.f /� 2; A.UOf /DA.f /� 1:

This defines a grading on C�.P/ and consequently on CATA�.P/.
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For a mirror-shadow P� the gradings on f � D .S ;T ; �/�are defined as

M.f �/D� inv.�/C inv.�; !/� inv.!/� jSOj;

2A.f �/D� inv.�; ��1/C inv.�; !/� inv.!/C inv.��1/� jSOj;

and again
M.UOf

�/DM.f �/� 2; A.UOf
�/DA.f �/� 1:

This defines a grading on C�.P�/ and consequently on CDTD�.P�/. For an alter-
nating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows P D .Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with well-defined

consecutive wedge product, define the gradings on f D f ı
1
˝ � � �˝f ıp as the sums

M.f /D

pX
jD1

M.f ıj /; A.f /D

pX
jD1

A.f ıj /:

All the differentials, multiplications and wedge products behave well with the gradings.

Theorem 3.29 For a shadow P , horizontal shadow E and composable shadows P1

and P2 :

(1) .C�.P/; @/ is a graded chain complex with grading M. Moreover @ pre-
serves A.

(2) The multiplication �WC�.P1/˝C�.P2/!C�.P1 ıP2/ is a degree .0; 0/ map.

(3) A.E/ is a differential graded algebra with grading M. Moreover A is preserved
by both the multiplication and the differential.

(4) CATA�.P/ is a left–right differential graded bimodule over A.EL/ and A.ER/

(in particular a type AA structure) with grading M. Moreover A is preserved
both by the multiplication and the differential.

Theorem 3.30 For a mirror-shadow P� :

(1) .C�.P�/; @�/ is a graded chain complex with grading M. Moreover @� pre-
serves A.

(2) CDTD�.P�/ is a left–right type DD structure over A.EL/ and A.ER/ with
grading M. Moreover ı1 preserves A.

For tangles in I �S2 we have:

Theorem 3.31 Suppose that P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ is an alternating sequence of shadows

and mirror-shadows with well-defined consecutive wedge product. If in addition Pı
1

does not have contractible left-hand side and Pıp does not have contractible right-hand
side, then:
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(1) If P1 and Pp are both shadows then CATA�.P/ is a left–right type AA structure
over A.EL.P1// and A.ER.Pp// with grading M. Moreover A is preserved by
all multiplications m0;1;0;m1;1;0 and m0;1;1 .

(2) If P1 is a shadow and P�p is a mirror-shadow then CATD�.P/ is a left–right
type AD structure over A.EL.P1// and A.ER.P�p // with grading M. Moreover
A is preserved by the maps ı1

1
and ı1

2
.

(3) If P�
1

is a mirror-shadow and Pp is a shadow then CDTA�.P/ is a left–right
type DA structure over A.EL.P�

1
// and A.ER.Pp// with grading M. Moreover

A is preserved by the maps ı1
1

and ı1
2

.

(4) If P�
1

and P�p are both mirror-shadows then CDTD�.P/ is a left–right type DD
structure over A.EL.P�

1
// and A.ER.P�p // with grading M. Moreover A is

preserved by the map ı1 .

For tangles in D3 and S3 :

Theorem 3.32 Suppose that P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ is an alternating sequence of shadows

and mirror-shadows with well-defined consecutive wedge product. Then:

(1) If Pı
1

is left-contractible, and Pp is a non-right-contractible shadow, then
CTA�.P/ is a right type A structure over A.ER.Pp// with grading M. Moreover
A is preserved by all multiplications m0 and m1 .

(2) If Pı
1

is left-contractible, and P�p is a non-right-contractible mirror-shadow,
then CTD�.P/ is a right type D structure over A.ER.P�p // with grading M.
Moreover A is preserved by the map ı1 .

(3) If Pıp is right-contractible, and P1 is a non-left-contractible shadow, then
CAT�.P/ is a left type A structure over A.EL.P1// with grading M. Moreover
A is preserved by all multiplications m0 and m1 .

(4) If Pıp is right-contractible, and P�
1

is a non-left-contractible mirror-shadow,
then CDT�.P/ is a left type D structure over A.EL.P�

1
// with grading M.

Moreover A is preserved by the map ı1 .

(5) If Pı
1

is left-contractible and Pıp is right-contractible, then CT�.P/ is a graded
chain complex over k with grading M. Moreover @ preserves A.

Proof of Theorems 3.29, 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32 Theorem 3.29 and Theorem 3.30(1)
are consequences of Propositions 3.15, 3.22 and 3.23 and the definition of the grading.
Theorem 3.30(2) is a consequence of Theorem 3.31, and the ungraded version of each
item of Theorems 3.31 and 3.32 follows from Propositions 3.22 and 3.23. Thus, what is
left to check is that @^ is a degree .�1; 0/ map. To keep notation simple, we will give
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a proof in the case of .C�.P�
1
^P2/; @^/. Other cases follow the same way. Given a

generator f D f �
1
˝f2 D .S1;T1; �1/

�˝ .S2;T2; �2/,

@^.f
�

1 ˝f2/D @
�
1.f
�

1 /˝f2Cf
�

1 ˝ @2.f2/C @mix.f
�

1 ˝f2/:

For the first two terms the statement follows from Theorem 3.29 and Theorem 3.30(2).
Next note that

M.f /D� inv.�1/Cinv.�2/Cinv.�1; !1/�inv.�2; !2/�inv.!1/Cinv.!2/�jSO1
j;

2A.f /D� inv.�1; �
�1
1 /C inv.�2; �2/C inv.�1; !1/� inv.�2; !2/

� inv.!1/C inv.!2/C inv.��1
1 /� inv.��1

2 /� jSO1
j � jTX2

j:

For an exchangeable pair .p; q/ 2 S1 �S2 we can write the same two equations by
changing �1 and �2 to �pq

1
and �pq

2
, respectively.

Since SO1
tSO2

D f1; : : : ;m1g and the intersection points only change for strands
that end or start between p and q , we have

jp� qj D jInv.�pq
1
; !1/ n Inv.�1; !1/jC jInv.�1; !1/ n Inv.�pq

1
; !1/j

C jInv.�2; !2/ n Inv.�pq
2
; !2/jC jInv.�pq

2
; !2/ n Inv.�2; !2/j

D jInv.�pq
1
; !1/j � jInv.�1; !1/j � 2jInv.�pq

1
; !1/ n Inv.�1; !1/j

C jInv.�2; !2/j � jInv.�pq
2
; !2/j � 2jInv.�2; !2/ n Inv.�pq

2
; !2/j

D �2
X
sO

nO.pq/CjInv.�pq
1
; !1/j � jInv.�1; !1/j

C jInv.�2; !2/j � jInv.�pq
2
; !2/j:

Since the pair .p; q/ is exchangeable, we have Inv.�1/� Inv.�pq
1
/, so for the inversions

of �1 and �2 the analog of the above formula simplifies to

inv.�pq
1
/� inv.�1/C inv.�2/� inv.�pq

2
/D jp� qj � 1:

Similarly we get

inv.�pq
1
; ��1

1 /� inv.�1; �
�1
1 /C inv.�2; �

�1
2 /� inv.�pq

2
; ��1

2 /D jp� qj;

which gives

M.f /�M

� Y
sO2SO1

[SO2

U nO.pq/f pq

�
D 1;

A.f /�A

� Y
sO2SO1

[SO2

U nO.pq/f pq

�
D 0:

Similar counting arguments work for exchangeable pairs .p; q/ with .p; q/� S1 or
.p; q/� S2 .
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3.5 Pairing generalized strand modules

Taking a wedge product of a shadow and a mirror-shadow corresponds to taking the
box tensor product of their algebraic structures:

Theorem 3.33 Let P1 and P2 be shadows. Then:

(1) If the mirror-shadow P�
1

and shadow P2 have well-defined wedge products, then
the left–right type DA structures

CDTA�.P�1 ^P2/ and CDTD�.P�1 /� CATA�.P2/

over A.EL.P�
1
// and A.ER.P2// are isomorphic as type DA structures.

(2) If the shadow P1 and mirror-shadow P�
2

have well-defined wedge products, then
the left–right type AD structures

CATD�.P1 ^P�2 / and CATA�.P1/� CDTD�.P�2 /

over A.EL.P1// and A.ER.P�
2
// are isomorphic as type AD structures.

Proof This follows directly from the definition of ıL , ıR , and @mix .

Similar theorems hold for multiple wedge products of shadows and mirror-shadows.

3.6 Relations between the U–actions

Let P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ be an alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows

with well-defined consecutive wedge products. For sO 2 SOi
and s0

O
2 SOi0

let
O D .sO ; !isO/ and O 0 D .s0

O
; !i0s

0
O
/.

Definition 3.34 The pairs O and O 0 are connected by a path of length k if there
is a sequence of elements sO D s0 , s1 , : : : , sk D s0

O
such that sl 2 SOjl

and
slC1 D �j 0

l
!jl

sl . Here, depending on whether Pıjl
is a shadow or a mirror-shadow,

!jl
sl is in SXjl

qSXjl�1
or SXjl

qSXjlC1
, thus j 0

l
equals jl � 1, jl or jl C 1.

An example of a path is pictured in Figure 17.

s0 D sO sO0

D

s3

s1

s2

Figure 17: A path of length three
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Lemma 3.35 Suppose that O and O 0 are connected by a path. Then the actions of
UO and UO 0 on CT�.P/ are equivalent.

Here and throughout the paper “equivalent” means equivalence for the appropriate
structures. Thus, it means type AA equivalence for CATA�.P/, type DA equivalence
for CDTA�.P/, type AD equivalence for CATD�.P/ and type DD equivalence for
CDTD�.P/.

The proof of Lemma 3.35 will be given in the next section, after introducing bordered
grid diagrams.

4 Bordered grid diagrams

In what follows we introduce bordered grid diagrams and structures corresponding to
bordered grid diagrams. As it will turn out, all of these notions are reformulations of
notions from Section 3.

Bordered grid diagrams are a relative version of the grid diagrams used in combinatorial
knot Floer homology [11; 12]. Many of the definitions below are parallel to the ones in
[11; 12].

Definition 4.1 A bordered grid diagram G in Œc1; c2��Œd1; d2� is given by a quadruple
.˛;ˇ;X;O/, where ˛D f˛aga2a is a set of horizontal arcs indexed by aD .d1; d2/\

Z with ˛a D Œc1; c2� � fag, and ˇ D fˇbgb2b is a set of vertical arcs indexed by
b D .c1; c2/\Z with ˇb D fbg � Œd1; d2�. The markings X and O are subsets of
Œc1; c2�� Œd1; d2�\

�
ZC 1

2

�
�
�
ZC 1

2

�
with the property thatˇ̌

Œc1; c2��
˚
j C 1

2

	
\X

ˇ̌
� 1;

ˇ̌˚
j C 1

2

	
� Œd1; d2�\X

ˇ̌
� 1;ˇ̌

Œc1; c2��
˚
j C 1

2

	
\O

ˇ̌
� 1;

ˇ̌˚
j C 1

2

	
� Œd1; d2�\O

ˇ̌
� 1;

ie each horizontal and vertical line contains at most one X and at most one O . By
identifying the edges Œc1; c2�� fd1g and Œc1; c2�� fd2g we get an annular bordered
grid diagram Gb D .˛; ž;X;O/, where ž now consists of closed curves žb D
fbg� Œd1; d2�=�. Similarly, by identifying the edges fc1g� Œd1; d2� and fc2g� Œd1; d2�

we get another annular bordered grid diagram Ga D . z̨;ˇ;X;O/.

A bordered grid diagram is an example of a multipointed bordered Heegaard diagram
for that tangle; for the general definition of such diagrams, we refer to Section 8. In
the sequel we will consider modules associated to bordered grid diagrams, annular
bordered grid diagrams, and plumbings of annular bordered grid diagrams. Since all of
these diagrams are “nice” in the sense of Definition 12.1, the structure maps have a
combinatorial description.
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4.1 Generators

For each O 2 O fix a variable UO , and let C�.G/ be the free module generated
over kD F2ŒUO �O2O by tuples of intersection points x � ˛\ˇ with the property
that j˛a \ xj � 1 and jˇb \ xj � 1. The set of generators is denoted by S.G/.
Note that the generators naturally split into subsets Si.G/ D fx W jxj D ig. Then
S.G/D

Sminfc2�c1;d2�d1g

iD1
Si.G/.

4.2 Inner differential

The differential can be defined by counting rectangles entirely contained in the open
rectangle .c1; c2/� .d1; d2/ and with boundaries on ˛[ ˇ . For c1 < b1 < b2 < c2

and d1 < a1 < a2 < d2 , the set RD Œb1; b2�� Œa1; a2� is a rectangle from x to y if
x \RD f.b1; a1/; .b2; a2/g, y \RD f.b1; a2/; .b2; a1/g and x nRD y nR. The
rectangle R is empty if X\R D ∅. The set of empty rectangles from x to y is
denoted by <0.x;y/. The differential on x 2S.G/ is defined by

@x D
X

y2S.G/

X
R2<0.x;y/

Y
O2O

U
jR\Oj
O

y :

Figure 20 gives an example of the inner differential. Extend @ for C�.G/ linearly. By
the usual arguments for grid diagrams (that every domain representing a term in @2

has an alternate decomposition) we have:

Proposition 4.2 .C�.G/; @/ is a chain complex.

4.3 Type AA structures: bordered grid diagrams associated to shadows

All the structures from Section 3 have equivalent formulations via bordered grid dia-
grams, which will be discussed in this and the following sections. To a shadow P given
by the quadruple .m; n; �; !/ we associate the following bordered grid diagram G.P/:

Definition 4.3 Define G DG.P/D .˛;ˇ;X;O/ in Œ�m� 1; 0�� Œ0; nC 1��R2 as
follows. For a 2 a let ˛aD Œ�m�1; 0��fag and for b 2 b let ˇb D f�bg� Œ0; nC1�,
then let ˛D f˛aga2a and ˇ D fˇbgb2b ; also let XD f.��sX ; sX /gsX2SX and O D
fO D .�sO ; !sO/gsO2SO .

In Figure 18 we depict the bordered grid diagrams corresponding to the shadows of
Figure 5.

An equivalent way to associate a bordered grid diagram G0.P/ to the shadow P is to
take the 180ı rotation of G.P/. Thus G0.P/ D .˛0;ˇ 0;X0;O0/ lies in the opposite
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Figure 18

quadrant Œ0;mC 1�� Œ�n� 1; 0� with ˛0 D f˛0aga2a , where ˛0a D Œ0;mC 1�� fa0g,
ˇ 0 D fˇ0

b
gb2b , where ˇ0

b
D f�bg � Œ�n� 1; 0�, X D f.�sX ;�sX /gsX2SX and O D

fO D .sO ;�!sO/gsO2SO . All that follows could be reformulated to G0.P/ by doing
a 180ı rotation to give isomorphic chain complexes and type AA structures to those
for G.P/.

4.3.1 Tangles associated to G.P/ Let us complete G.P/ with some extra base-
points

X@ D f.�s; 0/ W s 2 SO nTXg[ f.0; s/ W s 2 TO nSXg;

O@ D f.�s; 0/ W s 2 TX nSOg[ f.0; s/ W s 2 SX nTOg:

Then define the associated tangle T .G/ just like one would for a closed grid diagram:
connect the points X[X@ to O[O@ horizontally and O[O@ to X[X@ vertically
so that vertical strands cross over horizontal strands. Then, after smoothing, T .G/ is a
tangle projection in Œ�m� 1; 0�� Œ0; nC 1� with boundary

@0
D .X@ �O@/\ Œ�m� 1; 0�� f0g and @1

D .X@ �O@/\f1g � Œ0; nC 1�:

See Figure 19 for some examples. Note that this tangle can be easily identified (by,
for example, using polar coordinates and mapping .r; #/ 2 Œ�m� 1; 0�� Œ0; nC 1� to
.2.� �#/=�; r/ 2 I �R) with a tangle in I �R, which we will call T .G/ as well.
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Figure 19: The tangles associated to the bordered grid diagrams of Figure 18

Proposition 4.4 Let P be a shadow. Then for GDG.P/ the tangles T .P/ and T .G/
are isotopic relative to the boundary.
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1
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12345

Figure 20: The inner differential for bordered grid diagrams. The generator x

denoted by (green) dots corresponds to the first strand diagram of Figure 9.
The only empty rectangle (in yellow) starting from x connects it to the
generator y denoted by a (pink) square. The latter generator corresponds
to the last strand diagram in Figure 9. The rectangle passes through the O
marking O1 . Thus @x D U1y .

Proof Let T .G/ � I �R be the tangle (projection) associated to G D G.P/. If
p 2 T .G/ has a vertical tangency, then depending on whether T .G/ near p is to
the right (or left) from this tangency, it is coming from an X D .��sX ; sX / and an
O D .�sO ; !sO/ in the same horizontal (or vertical) line of the grid, thus sX D !sO

(or �sX D sO ). If for example sX D!sO , then there is no further X or O in the same
horizontal line of the grid, thus the point with the vertical tangency can be isotoped
to .0; sO/ 2 I �R without altering or crossing other parts of the tangle. Do this with
every point with vertical tangency and notice that the resulting tangle is T .P/.

4.3.2 Generators Recall that C�.G/ is the free module generated over k by the
tuples of intersection points x D .˛�s \ ˇs/s2S , where S � b and �WS ! a is an
injection with image T D �.S/. There is a one-to-one correspondence between S.P/
and S.G/ given by associating x D .˛�s \ˇs/s2S 2S.G/ to .S;T; �/ 2S.P/.

4.3.3 Inner differential The differential of Section 4.2 translates to the following.
If s1 < s2 and t1 < t2 , and x D .˛�s \ˇs/s2S and y D .˛�.s1;s2/s \ˇs/s2S , where
s1 , s2 2S and �WS!T satisfies �s1D t2 and �s2D t1 , then RD Œ�s2;�s1��Œt1; t2�

is a rectangle from x to y . Note that then automatically .s1; s2/ 2 Inv.�/.

Thus, with the above definition of the inner differential:

Proposition 4.5 The chain complexes .C�.G/; @/ and .C�.P/; @/ are isomorphic.

Moreover, if R is a rectangle from x D .˛�s \ ˇs/s2S to y D .˛�.s1;s2/s \ ˇs/s2S ,
then:

(1) A.S;T; �/�A.S;T; �.s1;s2//D jR\Xj � jR\Oj.

(2) If R 2 <0.x;y/ then M.S;T; �/�M.S;T; �.s1;s2//D 1� 2jR\Oj.
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Proof If .s1; s2/ 2 Inv.�/ then R D Œ�s2;�s1� � Œ�s2; �s1� defines a rectangle in
Œ�mC 1; 0�� Œ0; nC 1�. The statement follows from the following three equations:

jR\xj D
ˇ̌
f.�s; �s/ W s 2 S; �s2 < �s < �s1 and �s2 < �s < �s1g

ˇ̌
D
ˇ̌
Inv� n Inv�.s1;s2/[f.s1; s2/g

ˇ̌
;

jR\Xj D
ˇ̌
f.��sX ; sX / W sX 2 SX; �s2 < ��sX < �s1 and �s2 < sX < �s1g

ˇ̌
D
ˇ̌
Inv.�; ��1/ n Inv.�.s1;s2/; ��1/

ˇ̌
;

jR\Oj D
ˇ̌
f.�sO ; !sO/ W sO 2 SO; �s2 < �sO < �s1 and �s2 < !sO < �s1g

ˇ̌
D
ˇ̌
Inv.�; !jsO

/ n Inv.�.s1;s2/!jsO
/
ˇ̌
:

4.3.4 Type A structures The left and right algebra actions by A.EL/ and A.ER/

are defined by counting sets of partial rectangles as follows. First, we will describe the
right action. The left action, as will be spelled out later, is similar. For the action of
A.ER/ we consider sets of partial rectangles that intersect the left and right boundaries
f�m� 1; 0g � .0; nC 1/. We consider the following two types of partial rectangles
depending on whether the rectangle intersects the left or the right boundary edge:

� H D Œ�s1; 0�� Œt1; t2� with t1 < t2 , or

� H D Œ�m� 1;�s2�� Œt1; t2� with t1 < t2 ,

where si 2 b and ti 2 a .

Now fix S � b and generators x D .˛�s \ ˇs/s2S and y D .˛�0s \ ˇs/s2S . Let
r D .�.S/; �0.S/; �0 ı ��1/ 2 A.ER/. Suppose that H D fH1; : : : ;Hlg is a set of
partial rectangles of the above two types. We say that H connects x and r to y if
for the rectangles in H , all bottom-left and top-right corners that are in the interior of
G are distinct points and form the set x n .x\y/, and all bottom-right and top-left
corners that are in the interior of G are distinct points and form the set y n.x\y/. We
say that H is allowed if for each Hi 2H we have Hi\XD∅ and Hi\.x\y/D∅,
no partial rectangle in H is completely contained in another rectangle in H , and no
two partial rectangles touching opposite boundary edges have overlapping interiors.
See Figure 21. Note that when H consists of only one partial rectangle H , this is
equivalent to the condition Int H \XD Int H \x D∅.

Note that for a fixed generator x and algebra generator r , there is at most one y and
at most one H as above. Thus, we can define the action of r on x as follows. If there
is no set of empty partial rectangles from x and r to any y , then x � r D 0. Otherwise,
let H and y be the unique objects such that H is an allowed set of partial rectangles
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Figure 21: Forbidden pairs of partial rectangles. A set of rectangles H is
allowed if no partial rectangle in it contains points in X or x\y , and no two
partial rectangles in it are in relative configuration as depicted here.

connecting x and r to y . Then

x � r D
Y

sO2TO

U
jO\H j

O
y ;

where O \H D
S
.O \Hi/.
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Figure 22: Examples of the right type A action. Left: examples of allowed
sets of partial rectangles for the right action, starting at the generator formed
by the green dots. Right: the corresponding right multiplications, viewed as
concatenations of strand diagrams.
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Figure 23: Examples of the left type A action. Left: examples of allowed
sets of partial rectangles for the left action, starting at the generator formed
by the green dots. Right: the corresponding left multiplications, viewed as
concatenations of strand diagrams.

See Figure 22 for examples of the type A multiplication.

The left action can be similarly defined using partial rectangles touching the top or
bottom parts of the boundary .�m� 1; 0/� f0; nC 1g or by rotating the rectangles
by 90ı . See Figure 23.

Definition 4.6 With the above notation, let CATA�.G/ be the left–right type AA
bimodule .C�.P/; fmi;1;j g/ over A.EL/ and A.ER/, where

mi;1;j WA.EL/
˝i
˝C�.P/˝A.ER/

˝j
! C�.P/

with mi;1;j D 0 when i > 1 or j > 1, and the nonzero maps are given by

m0;1;0.f /D @f; m1;1;0.aL˝f /D aL �f; m0;1;1.f ˝ aR/D f � aR:
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It is not immediate to see that the above definition indeed gives a type AA bimodule, but
the next proposition says that it is isomorphic to CATA�.P/, which, by Theorem 3.29,
is a type AA structure.

Proposition 4.7 Let P be a shadow and let G D G.P/. Then the one-to-one cor-
respondence between the generators gives rise to an isomorphism of the structures
CATA�.P/ and CATA�.G.P//.

Proof Observe that H connects x and r to y exactly when the strand diagrams
corresponding to x and r can be concatenated. The result of the concatenation is the
strand diagram corresponding to y when H is allowed, and zero otherwise. Indeed, the
obstructions to H being allowed correspond to the Reidemeister II relations involving
black and orange strands. Similarly, the count O\H corresponds to the count nO .

4.4 Type DD structures: bordered grid diagrams associated to mirror-
shadows

The bordered grid diagram G�.P�/ associated to the mirror-shadow P� is the mirror
of G.P/ with respect to a vertical axis.

Definition 4.8 G� D G�.P�/ D .˛;ˇ;X;O/ � Œ0;m C 1� � Œ0; n C 1� � R2 as
follows. For a 2 a let ˛a D Œ0;mC 1�� fag and for b 2 b let ˇb D fbg � Œ0; nC 1�,
then let ˛ D f˛aga2a and ˇ D fˇbgb2b . Also let X D f.�sX ; sX /gsX2SX and O D
fO D .sO ; !sO/gsO2SO .

Figure 24 shows the bordered grid diagrams corresponding to the mirror-shadows of
Figure 12.
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Figure 24

By mirroring G.P/ with respect to the horizontal axis instead, we get a bordered grid
diagram .G�/0.P�/ equivalent to G�.P�/.

As in the case for G.P/, the generators S.G�/ are tuples of intersection points, and
similarly there is a one-to-one correspondence between S.G�/ and S.P�/ identifying
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.S;T; �/� with the set of intersection points x D .˛�s \ˇs/s2S . The differential @ is
again given by counting empty rectangles.

Proposition 4.9 The chain complexes .C�.P�/; @�/ and .C�.G�/; @/ are isomor-
phic. Moreover if R is a rectangle from xD .˛�.s1;s2/s\ˇs/s2S to y D .˛�s\ˇs/s2S

then

(1) A.S;T; �/�A.S;T; �.s1;s2//D jR\Xj � jR\Oj;

(2) if R 2 <0.x;y/ then M.S;T; �/�M.S;T; .�/.s1;s2//D 1� 2jR\Oj.

Proof This is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 4.5.

Associate to the bordered grid diagram G� the tangle T �.G�/ that is the mirror
of T .G/, again with respect to the vertical axis.

4.4.1 Type D maps Define a bimodule structure I.A.EL//C
�.G�/I.A.ER// using

the one-to-one correspondence between S.G�/ and S.P�/. In other words, if the
correspondence maps x 2S.G�/ to f � 2S.P�/, then define � �x � �0 D � �f � � �0 . For
such a pair x and f � , define �L.x/D �L.f �/ and �R.x/D �R.f �/. Similar to the
type A maps, we define left and right type D maps

ıL
WC�.G�/!A.EL/˝C�.G�/; ıR

WC�.G�/! C�.G�/˝A.ER/;

also by counting partial rectangles. In the following we describe the left type D map
ıL in detail.

Let x D .˛�s \ ˇs/s2S be a generator. We define a map @L by counting partial
rectangles that intersect the left and/or right boundaries f0;mC 1g � Œ0; nC 1�. We
distinguish four types of partial rectangles as follows:

� H D Œ0; s1� � Œt1; t2�, where s1 2 S , t1 < t2 and t2 D �s1; t1 62 �.S/. Let
T1 D �.S/

c , T2 D �.S/
c n ft1g [ ft2g, and define �W T1 ! T2 by �t1 D t2

and �jT1nft1g
D idT1nft1g

. Let r D .T1;T2; �/ 2 A.EL/. Let y be the set of
intersection points x n f.s; t2/g[ f.s; t1/g.

� H D Œs2;mC 1�� Œt1; t2�, where s2 2 S , t1 < t2 and t1 D �s2; t2 62 �.S/. Let
T2D �.S/

c , T1D �.S/
c nft2g[ft1g, and define �W T2! T1 by �t2D t1 and

�jT2nft2g
D idT2nft2g

. Let rD.T2;T1; �/2A.EL/ and yDxnf.s; t1/g[f.s; t2/g.

� H D Œ0;mC1��Œt1; t2�, where t1; t2 62�.S/ and t1< t2 . Let �W �.S/c!�.S/c

be given by .t1t2/ı id�.S/c and let r D .�.S/c ; �.S/c ; �/2A.EL/. Let y Dx .

� H D .Œ0; s1�[Œs2;mC1�/�Œt1; t2�, where s1< s2 , t1< t2 and t1D�s2; t2D�s1 .
Let r D .Sc ;Sc ; idSc / and y D .˛..t1t2/ı�/s \ˇs/s2S .
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Figure 25: The four types of rectangles corresponding to the map @L . Left:
examples of the four types of rectangles for @L applied to the generator
formed by the green dots. Right: the respective terms of ıL applied to the
strand diagram corresponding to the green dots.
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We say that the partial rectangle H connects x and r to y , and for O D .sO ; tO/ 2O
set ntO

.H / D jO \H j. In the first three cases we say that H connects x and r

to y . H is empty if H \ X D H \ x D ∅. In the fourth case there is an extra
condition on H being empty: we require that for the projection �2W .s; t/ 7! t the
images �2.X\Œs1; s2��Œt1; t2�/ and �2.x\Œs1; s2��Œt1; t2�/ are precisely Œt1; t2�\a1=2

and Œt1; t2�\ a . For tc
O
2 .Œt1; t2�\ a1=2/ nTO , let ntc

O
.H /D 1.

Given x , y and r , let H0.x;y ; r/ denote the set of empty partial rectangles connecting
x and r to y (note that that set is either empty or consists of one partial rectangle).
Define

@Lx D
X

y2S.G�/

r2S.EL/

X
H2H0.x;y;r/

r ˝
Y

tO2a1=2

U
ntO

.H /

O
y :

See Figure 25 for an example of @L .

Then the left type D map is defined on generators by

ıLx D �L.x/˝ @xC @Lx:

In other words, ıL is defined by counting empty rectangles in the interior of the grid,
as well as empty rectangles that touch the left and/or right boundary of the grid.

The right type D map ıR can be defined in a similar way as the sum ıR D @˝ �RC@R

using a map @R that counts partial rectangles that intersect the top and bottom boundary
of Œ0; nC 1�� Œ0;mC 1�.

The left and the right type D maps can be merged together to define a type DD map
by counting all empty rectangles, interior and partial.

Definition 4.10 For G� D G�.P�/ define CDTD�.G�/ be the left–right type DD
structure .C�.G�/; ı1g/ over A.EL/ and A.ER/, where

ı1
WC�.G�/!A.EL/˝C�.G�/˝A.ER/

is defined via

ı1.x/D �L.x/˝ @R.x/C �L.x/˝ @.x/˝ �R.x/C @L.x/˝ �R.x/:

Proposition 4.11 For G� DG�.P�/ the one-to-one correspondence between genera-
tors gives rise to an isomorphism between CDTD�.G�/ and CDTD�.P�/.

While Proposition 4.11 and the fact that CDTD�.G�/ satisfies the type DD identities
could be proven directly, we will choose a longer way. First we understand how to glue
bordered grid diagrams. Then, as is explained later, both statements are consequences
of Propositions 4.12 and 4.13.
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4.5 Gluing bordered grid diagrams

Suppose that G1DG.P1/D .˛
1;ˇ1;X1;O1/ and G�

2
DG�.P�

2
/D .˛2;ˇ2;X2;O2/,

where P1 and P�
2

have a well-defined wedge product. This means that n1 D n2 , so
GDG1[G�

2
=�� Œ�m1�1;m2C1��Œ0; n1C1�=� is a bordered grid diagram where the

edges f�m1�1g�Œ0; n1C1� and fm2C1g�Œ0; n2C1� are identified. Here ˇDˇ1[ˇ2 ,
and the ˛–arcs are glued to form the new circles z̨a D Œ�m1 � 1;m2C 1�� fag=�.
Similarly, X D X1 [ X2 and O D O1 [O2 . Note that since P1 and P�

2
have a

well-defined wedge product every annulus between the alpha circles z̨a and z̨aC1

contains exactly one element of X and one element of O .

Informally, we glued G�
2

to the right of G1 and identified the left and right edges of
the resulting rectangle to obtain an annulus. Alternatively, one can shift coordinates
in R2 and view the annulus by placing G�

2
to the left of G1 and then identifying the

left and right edges of the resulting rectangle to obtain an annulus. Abstractly, the
annulus is simply the result of identifying each “˛–boundary edge” of one grid with
an ˛–boundary edge of the other grid, so that the labels on the ˛–curves match up,
and the gluing respects the orientation on the two surfaces of the grids.

We define C�.G/ to be the free module generated over F2ŒUO �O2O by tuples of
intersection points x � z̨ \ ˇ such that there is one point on each z̨–circle, and at
most one point on each ˇ –arc. Observe that the generating set is precisely

S.G/D
˚
xD .x1;x2/2S.G1/�S.G

�
2 / W jx1\˛

1
ajD 1 if and only if jx2\˛

2
ajD 0

	
:

Define a map @ on S.G/ by counting empty rectangles in the interior of G (note that
rectangles may cross the newly identified edges), and extend linearly to all of C�.G/.
By standard grid diagram arguments, @ is a differential. See Figure 26 for an example
of the identification where G1 is drawn to the right.

Now there is a one-to-one correspondence between generators of P1 ^P�2 and S.G/

given by mapping .S1;T1; �1/˝.S2;T2; �2/
� to .x1;x2/, where x1D .˛

1
�1s
\ˇ1

s /s2S1

and x2 D .˛2
�2s
\ ˇ2

s /s2S2
. We show below that under this correspondence the

differential @ on C�.G/ agrees with @^ on C�.P1 ^P�
2
/. In particular, it follows

that .C�.P1 ^P�
2
/; @^/ is a chain complex, as is stated in Proposition 3.23.

Proposition 4.12 The structures .C�.P1^P�2 /; @^/ and .C�.G/; @/ are isomorphic.

Proof Let .x1;x2/ be the generator of .C�.G/; @/ corresponding to the element
f D f1˝ f

�
2
D .S1;T1; �1/˝ .S2;T2; �2/

� in .C�.P1 ^P�
2
/; @^/. Recall that the

differential @^ of f1˝f
�

2
is given by the formula

@^.f1˝f
�

2 /D @.f1/˝f
�

2 Cf1˝ @
�.f �2 /C @mix.f1˝f

�
2 /;
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54321 12345

Figure 26: The differential on the annular grid diagram associated to the
example of Figure 15. The dashed lines on the right- and left-hand side are
glued together. The green dots corresponds to the strand diagram on the
left-hand side of Figure 15 and the six rectangles to the nonzero terms in the
differential of that diagram.

while the differential of .x1;x2/ in .C�.G/; @/ is given by counting rectangles. Sup-
pose that the rectangle R contributes to the differential @. Then, depending on the
position of R, the result corresponds to different components of the differential @^ as
follows:

� If R is entirely contained in G1 , then R corresponds to a term of @.f1/˝f
�

2
.

� If R is entirely contained in G�
2

, then R corresponds to a term of f1˝@
�.f �

2
/.

� If R intersects both G1 and G�
2

, each in a connected component, then R inter-
sects exactly one of the vertical lines f0g�Œ0; n1C1� or f�m1�1g�Œ0; n1C1��

fm2C1g�Œ0; n1C1�. In the first case R\f0g�Œ0; n1C1�Df0g�Œp; q� for some
p < q , and in the second case R\fm1�1g� Œ0; n1C1�D fm1�1g� Œq;p� for
some q <p . Then .p; q/2S1�S2 is an exchangeable pair, and R corresponds
to a term of @mix .

� If R intersects both G1 and G�
2

, and R\G1 has one component while R\G�
2

has two components, then let R\f0g� Œ0; n1C1�Df0g� Œp; q� for some p< q .
The pair .p; q/� S2 is exchangeable and R corresponds to a term of @mix .

� Similarly if R intersects both G1 and G�
2

and R\G1 has two components
while R\G�

2
has one component, then R\f0g � Œ0; n1C 1�D f0g � Œp; q� for

some p< q . The pair .p; q/�S1 is exchangeable and R corresponds to a term
of @mix .

Conversely, any term of @^.f1˝f
�

2
/ appears in the above list, thus the statement is

proved.

Note that the writeup of the above proof uses coordinates for the case when G1 is
viewed sitting to the left of G�

2
.
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Similarly, if G�
1
DG�.P�

1
/ and G0

2
DG0

2
.P2/, then we can glue .G�

1
/0 to G2 along

the x–axis, ie place G2 above G�
1

, and identify the resulting horizontal boundaries.
Alternatively, we can view the annulus by placing G2 below G�

1
and then identifying

the horizontal edges of the resulting rectangle. Abstractly, the annulus is the result of
identifying ˇ –boundary edges. For the resulting annular grid diagram, we define a
chain complex .C�.G/; @/, where again generators over F2ŒUO �O2O1[O2

are tuples
of intersection points with exactly one point on each ž–circle and at most one point
on each ˛–arc, and the differential counts empty rectangles. Once again we have:

Proposition 4.13 The structures .C�.P�
1
^P2/; @^/ and .C�.G/; @/ are isomorphic.

Proof The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4.12.

As an immediate consequence we have:

Proof of Propositions 3.22 and 3.23 Both statements follow from Propositions 4.12
and 4.13 for C�.EL.P�/^P�/ and C�.P� ^ ER.P�//, along with the fact that @ is
a differential for the corresponding grid diagrams.

In general, suppose we have an alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows
P D .Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with well-defined consecutive wedge products. We can glue

the grid diagrams Gı.Pı
1
/; : : : ;Gı.Pıp/ by alternating the gluing along horizontal

or vertical edges to obtain the nice bordered Heegaard diagram G on plumbings
of annuli. We can associate a tangle to G , which is simply the concatenation of
T ı.Gı.Pı

1
//; : : : ; T ı.Gı.Pıp//. See, for example, Figure 29.

Let C�.G/ be the free module over F2ŒUO �O2O1[���[Op
generated by tuples of inter-

section points, one point on each z̨–circle, at most one on each ˛–arc, one on each
ž–circle, and at most one on each ˇ –arc, and let @ be the differential on C�.G/

defined by counting empty rectangles. Then:

Proposition 4.14 The structures .C�.P/; @^/ and .C�.G/; @/ are isomorphic.

Proof The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4.12 (here, any empty rectangle
is either fully contained in one grid or intersects two consecutive grids).

When the gluing maps between adjacent grids are clear from the context, we will
use the otherwise ambiguous notation Gı.Pı

1
/[ � � � [Gı.Pıp/ for G . We will also

sometimes write x1[ � � � [xp for .x1; : : : ;xp/.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.11.
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Proof of Proposition 4.11 By definition, the maps ıL , ıR and ı1 on a generator
f � of CDTD�.P�/ correspond to the map @^ on the generators �L.f �/ ˝ f � ,
f � ˝ �R.f �/ and �L.f �/ ˝ f � ˝ �R.f �/ of EL.P�/ ^ P� , P� ^ ER.P�/ and
EL.P�/^P� ^ ER.P�/, respectively.

One can also see that the maps ıL , ıR and ı1 on a generator x of CDTD�.G�/ corre-
spond to the map @ on the generators �L.x/[x , x[�R.x/ and �L.x/[x[�R.x/ of the
grid diagrams G.EL.P�//[G� , G�[G.ER.P�// and G.EL.P�//[G�[G.ER.P�//,
respectively. We outline the correspondence for ıL here. The other cases are analogous.
An empty rectangle starting at x that stays in G� contributes to @.x/, hence to
�L.x/˝ @.x/, as well as to @.�L.x/ [ @.x//. An empty partial rectangle starting
at x in G� of the form Œ0; t1�� Œs1; s2�, Œt2;mC 1�� Œs1; s2�, Œ0;mC 1�� Œs1; s2� or
.Œ0; t1� [ Œt2;mC 1�/ � Œs1; s2� contributes to @L.x/ and corresponds to the empty
rectangle

Œ�s1; t1�� Œs1; s2�;

.Œ�n� 1; s2�[ Œt2;mC 1�/� Œs1; s2�;

.Œ�n� 1;�s2�[ Œ�s1;mC 1�/� Œs1; s2�;

.Œ�n� 1; t1�[ Œt2;mC 1�/� Œs1; s2�;

respectively, in G.EL.P�//[G� , which contributes to @.�L.x/[x/.

By Propositions 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, the correspondence between generators of
EL.P�/ ^ P� and G.EL.P�// [ G� , P� ^ ER.P�/ and G� [ G.ER.P�//, and
EL.P�/^P�^ER.P�/ and G.EL.P�//[G�[G.ER.P�//, respectively, carries the
map @^ to the map @. Therefore, the structures .C�.G�/; ıL/ and .C�.P�/; ıL/,
.C�.G�/; ıR/ and .C�.P�/; ıR/, and .C�.G�/; ı1/ and .C�.P�/; ı1/ are pairwise
isomorphic. In particular, CDTD�.G�/ and CDTD�.P�/ are isomorphic. Further, by
Proposition 3.25, .C�.G�/; ıL/ is a left type D structure, .C�.G�/; ıR/ is a right
type D structure and CDTD�.G�/ is a left–right type DD structure.

The above proof sums up to the following observation. For a mirror-shadow P� , the
maps ıL , ıR and ı1 on a generator f � correspond to gluing G�.P�/ to G.ER.P�//
along the ˇ –curves and/or to G.EL.P�// along the ˛–curves, and then taking the inner
differential of the generator of the resulting diagram corresponding to �L.f �/˝ f � ,
f �˝ �R.f �/ or �L.f �/˝f �˝ �R.f �/, respectively.

If G is the bordered Heegaard diagram corresponding to an alternating sequence
of shadows and mirror-shadows P D .Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with well-defined consecutive

wedge products, then C�.G/ has a left type A or D map depending on whether Pı
1

is shadow or a mirror-shadow, defined by counting partial rectangles in Gı.Pı
1
/ as
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usual, and similarly it has a right type A or D map depending on whether Pıp is a
shadow or a mirror shadow. Denote the resulting structures by CATA�.G/, CDTA�.G/,
CATD�.G/ or CDTD�.G/, or simply by CT�.G/.

4.6 Self-gluing of bordered grid diagrams

In this subsection we discuss annular bordered grid diagrams corresponding to one-
sided modules. Let G� DG�.P�/D .˛;ˇ;X;O/ correspond to a mirror-shadow P�

with a1=2 D SX D TO . This means that each row of G� contains both an X and
an O , thus the annular bordered grid diagram G�a D . z̨;ˇ;X;O/ will have an X and
an O in each of its annuli. See Figure 27.

Take the subset Sn.G
�
a / of generators that occupy each z̨–circle. Then the map @ that

also counts the rectangles which cross the line f0g � Œ0;mC 1�� fnC 1g � Œ0;mC 1�

endows C�n .G
�
a / with a chain complex structure, and under the usual identification of

Sn.P�/ with Sn.G
�
a / we have:

Proposition 4.15 .C�n .G
�
a /; @/ is a chain complex isomorphic to .C�n .P�/; @�CD@/.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.5. The terms in D@ correspond
to those empty rectangles that cross the gluing, as follows. For the generator f D
.S;T; �/ corresponding to the intersection point xD .˛s; ˇ�s/s2S , the pair .s1; s2/ is
allowable exactly when the glued up rectangle RD .Œ0; s1�[Œs2; nC1�/�Œ�.s2/; �.s1/�

is empty (ie x \R D X\R D ∅). Then R connects x to y D .˛s; ˇ�.s1;s2/s/s2S

and nO measures the multiplicity of O in R.

Lemma 3.26 now follows from Proposition 4.15.

As in Section 4.4.1, we can define a right type D map on C�n .G
�
a / by ı1x D

@x˝�R.x/C@Rx to obtain a right type D structure CTD�.G�a /, which, by arguments
analogous to those for Proposition 4.12, is isomorphic to CTD�.P�/. We can similarly
define structures CDT�.G�

b
/, CAT�.Gb/ and CTA�.Ga/ isomorphic to CDT�.P/,

CAT�.P/ and CTA�.P/.

�

�

�

� � � � �

1

2

3

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 27: Self-gluing of a bordered grid diagram. The dashed lines are identified.
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Convention 4.16 Similar to Convention 3.28, if Gı
1
[ � � � [Gıp corresponds to an

alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/, and Gı

1

and/or Gıp can be self-glued, we will always self-glue it, to produce a nice diagram G

whose invariant is a one-sided module or a chain complex that agrees with CT�.P/.

4.7 Pairing for plumbings of bordered grid diagrams

Gluing bordered grid diagrams corresponds to taking a box tensor product of their
algebraic invariants:

Theorem 4.17 Given an alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows P D
.Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with well-defined consecutive wedge products, define Gi and G0i to be

Gı.Pı
1
/ [ � � � [ Gı.Pıi / and Gı.Pı

iC1
/ [ � � � [ Gı.Pıp/, respectively. The obvious

identification of generators gives an isomorphism

CT�.Gi [G0i/Š CT�.Gi/� CT�.G0i/:

Proof This follows from the equivalences proven earlier in this section, along with
Theorem 3.33. Alternatively, one can notice that by definition of the type D and type
A actions for bordered grid diagrams, pairing them via � corresponds to matching
partial rectangles for the type D maps with sets of partial rectangles for the type A

maps along the boundary. The possible pairings correspond to empty rectangles in the
union of the two diagrams that cross the gluing.

4.8 Relations between the U–actions

Let P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ be an alternating sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows

with well-defined consecutive wedge products. Let G be the nice bordered Heegaard
diagram obtained by gluing Gı.Pı

1
/; : : : ;Gı.Pıp/ as before.

The pairs OD .sO ; !isO/ and O 0D .s0
O
; !i0s

0
O
/ are connected by a path exactly when

O and O 0 lie on the same component of the tangle T .G/ associated to P , or in other
words if there is a sequence of O DO1 , X1 , O2 , X2; : : : , Xk�1 , Ok DO 0 such that
Oj and Xj are in the same row, and Xj�1 and Oj are in the same column (note that
we also require that none of the Xj are in the first or last parts Gı.Pı

1
/ or Gı.Pıp/).

Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.35:

Proof of Lemma 3.35 First let us assume that CT�.P/ is a type AA structure. Then
we need to prove that there is a type AA map H such that .U CU 0/ idCT�.P/ D @H .
It is enough to prove this statement in the case when O and O 0 are of distance 1 (the
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general case then can be obtained by adding up the homotopies for all j ). This means
that there is a point X which is in the row of O and in the column of O 0 . By definition,
X is not in Gı.Pı

1
/ or Gı.Pıp/, thus the horizontal and vertical rows containing it are

both closed up to annuli. This means that the map HX that counts rectangles that cross
X once consists of the single map CT�.P/!CT�.P/ with no nontrivial components
of the type A.EL.P1//

˝l ˝CT�.P/˝A.ER.Pp//
˝r ! CT�.P/ for l , r > 0. And,

as in [11], the map HX satisfies .U CU 0/ idCT�.P/ D @HX .

The argument goes exactly the same way for the other types of structures, with the
observation that if P starts or ends with a mirror-shadow, then we can complete it
by adding ER.P�

1
/ and/or EL.P�p / and denote the obtained sequence of shadows and

mirror-shadows by P 0 . Then chain homotopy in .C�.P 0/; @/ gives type DD (or DA,
or AD) equivalence of CT�.P/.

5 Modules associated to tangles

In this section we will associate a left type D structure or a right type A structure
to a tangle in D3 , a type DA structure to a tangle in I � S2 , and a bigraded chain
complex to a knot (or link) in S3 . The main idea is to cut T into elementary pieces
T D T1 ı � � � ı Tp , associate a type A structure to T1 if it is in D3 , a type D structure
to Tp if it is in D3 , and type DA structures to all the other Tj , and then take their
box-tensor product. The structures associated to elementary pieces are the structures
defined earlier for wedge products of appropriate shadows and mirror-shadows. The
hard part — of course — is to prove independence of the cut. Although we believe that
there is a completely combinatorial proof of the independence, in this paper we will
only provide a proof that uses holomorphic curve techniques; see Section 10. As a
consequence of that, we can only prove independence for the tilde version of the theory.

5.1 Algebras associated to @T

For a sequence of oriented points with signs � D .�1; : : : ; �k/, let n D k C 1, and
recall that the sequence � D �1 corresponds to two complementary subsets SX D˚
j C 1

2
W �j D �1

	
and TO D

˚
j C 1

2
W �j D C1

	
of the set

˚
11

2
; : : : ; n� 1

2

	
. Set

�0 D ��1 . This determines TX.D SX/ and SO.D TO/ in a similar vein. Take the
idempotent shadow �0E�1D .n; n; idSX ; idSO / of Example 3.3. This defines the algebra
A� DA.�0E�1/.

Given a tangle T with left boundary @0T and right boundary @1T (any of these sets
can be empty if the tangle is closed from that side), let �0D �.@0T / and �1D �.@1T /
be the sequences of signs of @0T and @1T , respectively. Let A.@0T / D A��0 and
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A.@1T / D A�1 . The minus sign in the second definition is there so that if we cut
T D T1 ı T2 , then �1.@1T1/D��

0.@0T2/, thus A.@1T1/DA.�@0T2/.

5.2 Invariants associated to a tangle

Given a sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows PD .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with well-defined

consecutive wedge products, each Pıj has a tangle Tj D T ı.Pıj / associated to it. Note
that if Pj is a shadow then at all crossings the strand with the bigger slope goes over
the strand with the smaller slope, while if P�j is a mirror-shadow then at all crossings
the strand with the smaller slope goes over the strand with the bigger slope. Note Pıj
and Pı

jC1
have a well-defined wedge product — thus Pıj is not left-contractible and

Pı
jC1

is not right-contractible — so @1Tj ¤∅ and @0TjC1 ¤∅ for 1� j � p� 1. If
Pı

1
is left-contractible then @0T1 D ∅ and if Pıp is left-contractible then @1Tp D ∅.

This means that the composition-tangle T .P/D T1 ı � � � ı Tp can be in S3 , D3 or in
S2 � I . Moreover any tangle T can be constructed in the above way.

Lemma 5.1 Let T be a tangle in S3 , D3 or in S2 � I . Then there is a sequence of
shadows P D .Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ such that T is isotopic to T .P/ (relative to the boundary),

and

� if @0T D∅ then P�
1

is a mirror-shadow;

� if @1T D∅ then P�p is a mirror-shadow;

� if @0T ¤∅ then P�
1

is a mirror-shadow and �0.P�
1
/D �0.T /;

� if @1T ¤∅ then Pp is a shadow and �1.Pp/D �
1.T /.

The first two assumptions are in the statement for cosmetic reasons (to match with the
assumptions of Sections 7–12), while, as we will see later, the last two assumptions
ensure that the associated invariant has the correct type and is defined over the correct
algebras.

Proof The statement is clearly true for elementary tangles T . Indeed, depending on
the type of crossing in T , or whether T is a cap or a cup we can always bisect T into
two pieces T� ı TC such that one of T� or TC consists of straight strands (possibly
with a gap) and the other one is isotopic to T , and at the (possible) crossing of T�
(or TC ) the strand with the smaller slope goes over (under) the strand with bigger slope,
or T� (or TC ) is a cup (or a cap). Let P�� and PC be the mirror shadow and shadow
corresponding to T� and TC (ie T� D T �.P��/ and TC D T .PC/). Note that in this
case the condition �0.P��/D �0.T / is equivalent to P�� not having a gap on its left
side. Similarly the condition �1.PC/D �1.T / to PC not having a gap on its right side.
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In the general case, put T in a not obviously split position. This means that when cutting
it up into elementary tangles T D T1 ı � � � ıTp , every cut intersects the tangle. Then, by
the previous paragraph, each Ti is isotopic to T �..Pi/

�
�/ıT ..Pi/C/. Thus if @1T ¤∅

then the decomposition T D T �..P1/
�
�/ ı T ..P1/C/ ı � � � ı T �..Pp/

�
�/ ı T ..Pp/C/

works. Otherwise Tp is a single cap, thus it can be written as Tp D T �.P�p /, where
P�p does not have a gap on its right. This means that the decomposition

T D T �..P1/
�
�/ ı T ..P1/C/ ı � � � ı T �..Pp�1/

�
�/ ı T ..Pp�1/C/ ı T �.P�p /

satisfies all criteria of the lemma.

Note that by construction, if @0T D∅, then T �
1

is left-contractible, and if @1T D∅,
then T �p is right-contractible.

Definition 5.2 Let T be a tangle given by a sequence of shadows P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/

as in Lemma 5.1.

If @0T D∅ and @1T D∅, then define the chain complex by

CT�.P/D CTD�.P�1 /� � � �� CDT�.P�p /:

If @0T D∅ and @1T ¤∅, then define the right type A structure over A.@1T / by

CTA�.P/D CTD�.P�1 /� � � �� CATA�.Pp/:

If @0T ¤∅ and @1T D∅, then define the left type D structure over A.@0T / by

CTD�.P/D CDTD�.P�1 /� � � �� CDT�.P�p /:

If @0T ¤∅ and @1T ¤∅, then define the left–right type DA structure over A.@0T /
and A.@1T / by

CDTA�.P/D CDTD�.P�1 /� � � �� CATA�.Pp/:

Whenever the sequence P is clear from the context, we simplify the notation of the
above bimodules to C T �.T /. In this paper we will not prove that CT�.T / as defined
above is an invariant of T . We will only prove it for the weaker version �CT.T /. From
now on, we restrict ourselves to the tilde theory by setting all UO to 0. A consequence
of Theorems 12.4 and 11.15 is:

Theorem 5.3 Suppose that P D .Pı
1
; : : : ;Pıp/ and QD .Qı

1
; : : : ;Qıq/ give tangles

(in the sense of Lemma 5.1) isotopic to T . Then for some integers k.P/ and k.Q/, the
(bi)modules �CT.Pı

1
/�� � �� �CT.Pıp/�V ˝k.Q/ and �CT.Qı

1
/�� � �� �CT.Qıq/˝V ˝k.P/

are equivalent. Here V D F2˚ F2 , where one of the F2 components has bigrading
.M;A/D .�1;�1/ and the other one has bigrading .M;A/D .0; 0/.
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The integers k.P/ and k.Q/ in the above theorem can be computed explicitly. For
a shadow P (or mirror-shadow P� ), define k.P/ D jSXj (or k.P�/ D jSXj). For
a sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows P D .Pı

1
; : : : ;Pıp/ with a well-defined

wedge product, define k.P/D
Pp

jD1
k.Pj /.

The DA bimodule for the trivial tangle is equivalent to the identity bimodule, or more
precisely:

Theorem 5.4 If P D .E�
1
; E2/ is a sequence of an idempotent mirror-shadow and

shadow for a tangle T consisting of m straight strands, then

ACATA.E2/� ACDTA.P/' ACATA.E2/˝V ˝m:

Proof The proof follows from the results in Sections 7–12, but we outline it here
nevertheless. One can represent the sequence .E2; E�1 ; E1/ by a plumbing of bordered
grid diagrams. One can perform Heegaard moves to this plumbing to obtain the bordered
grid diagram for E2 . Every index zero/three destabilization results in an extra V factor.
Observe that ACATA.E2/ is just the tilde version of the algebra A.E2/.

5.3 Sample invariance proofs

Although the proof of Theorem 5.3 is proved entirely in Section 10, to give evidence
that the theory can be defined combinatorially we give sample proofs for statements
from Theorem 5.3. Most of the arguments rely on the generalization of the commutation
move for grid diagrams.

5.3.1 Generalized commutation In all the (bordered) Heegaard diagrams we have
been working with, all regions (connected components of † n .˛[ˇ/) are rectangles,
and each annulus between two neighboring ˛–circles or ˇ –circles contains exactly one
X and one O . In the following this will be our assumption on the Heegaard diagrams,
and we will call these diagrams rectangular. Note that for rectangular diagrams the
connected components of † n˛ (or † n ˇ ) are annuli or punctured spheres with at
most two boundary components intersecting ˛ (or ˇ ) and the rest of the boundary
components are subsets of @†. Thus rectangular diagrams are always constructed as a
plumbing of annuli.

So let HD .†; ˛D˛c[˛a; ˇ Dˇc[ˇa; X; O/ be a rectangular Heegaard diagram
such that every annulus contains an X . Then in the usual way we can define a
chain complex with underlying module C�.H/ generated over k D F ŒUO �O2O by
intersection points x 2S.H/ with one intersection point on each circle ˛c and each
circle ˇc and at most one intersection point on each arc ˛a and each arc ˇa . The
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R2 R1

A2

A1

Figure 28: Generalized commutation. The left- and right-hand side of each
diagram are identified.

differential is defined by counting empty rectangles: a rectangle from a generator x

to a generator y is an embedded rectangle R�† with boundary @R� ˛[ˇ such
that x\R is the two corners of R where .T˛;Tˇ/ form a positive basis of T† and
y \R is the two corners of R where .T˛;Tˇ/ form a negative basis of T† (here
the orientation on the tangent vectors comes from the orientation on @R). A rectangle
R is called empty if Int.R/\ .x[y/D∅ and R\XD∅. Denote the set of empty
rectangles from x to y by R0.x;y/. Then define

@x D
X

y2S.H/

X
R2R0.x;y/

Y
O2O

U jR\Ojy :

This can be extended to the whole C�.H/ and using the usual arguments we conclude:

Lemma 5.5 .C�.H/; @/ is a chain complex.

Take three consecutive alpha circles ˛1 , ˛2 and ˛3 , so that ˛1 and ˛2 bound the
annulus A1 and ˛2 and ˛3 bound the annulus A2 . All connected components of
ˇ \ .A1 [A2/ are intervals. Suppose that two of these intervals corresponding to
different ˇ –curves subdivide A1 [ A2 into two rectangles R1 and R2 such that
.X[O/\A1 �R1 and .X[O/\A2 �R2 . Then we can define a new Heegaard
diagram H0 by changing ˛2 to ˛0

2
, where ˛0

2
is the smoothing of .˛3n@R1/[.@R1n˛3/

isotoped in the complement of X[O so that it is disjoint from ˛ n f˛2g, transverse to
all ˇ–curves and intersects them only once. See Figure 28. Then:

Lemma 5.6 (generalized commutation) The complexes .C�.H/;@/ and .C�.H0/;@0/
are chain homotopy equivalent.

Proof The proof is literally the same as in the closed case (see [12, Section 3.1]):
the chain maps count pentagons, while the homotopy counts hexagons of the triple
Heegaard diagram.

For sequences of shadows and mirror-shadows, the proof goes the same way:
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Figure 29: Diagram for simplifying a Reidemeister II move. The first picture
corresponds to two canceling crossings, the arrow corresponds to a gener-
alized commutation, and the second picture corresponds to straight strands.
This image can have more straight strands that are not affected by the moves.

Lemma 5.7 Let P D .Pı
1
;Pı

2
; : : :Pıp/ and Q0 D .Qı

1
;Qı

2
; : : :Qıp/ be sequences of

shadows and mirror-shadows with well-defined wedge products. Assume that the
corresponding grid diagrams G.P/ and G.Q/ are related to each other by generalized
commutation. Then the associated structures CT�.P/ and CT�.Q/ are equivalent.

Using Lemma 5.7, we can prove the following:

Proposition 5.8 Let P D fPı
1
; : : : ;Pıpg and Q D fQı

1
; : : : ;Qıpg be sequences with

corresponding tangles (in the sense of Lemma 5.1) T .P/ and T .Q/, respectively.
Suppose that T .P/ and T .Q/ are related to each other by Reidemeister II and Reide-
meister III moves. Then the (bi)modules CT�.T .P// and CT�.T .Q// are equivalent.

Proof As is shown in Figure 29, a Reidemeister II move is simply a general commu-
tation on the associated grid diagram. A Reidemeister III move can be achieved with a
sequence of commutation moves; see Figure 30.

6 Relation to knot Floer homology

This section provides the connection between CT� and CFK� .

Let Pı
1
; : : : ;Pın be a sequence of shadows and mirror-shadows as in Lemma 5.1 such

that the associated tangle LD T ı.Pı
1
/ı : : :ıT ı.Pın/ is a closed link. After self-gluing
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Figure 30: Commutation moves corresponding to a Reidemeister III move.
Again, this image can have more straight strands that are not affected by the
moves.
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the first and last grid in Gı.Pı
1
/[� � �[Gı.Pın/, we obtain a diagram that is a plumbing

of annuli and has one boundary component. Close off the boundary by gluing on a disk
with one X and one O in it. The resulting closed Heegaard diagram H represents the
link L[U , where U is an unknot unlinked from L.

Theorem 6.1 We have a graded homotopy equivalence

CT�.Pı1/� � � �� CT�.Pın/' gCFK�.H/

that maps a homogeneous generator in Maslov grading m and Alexander grading a to a
homogeneous generator in Maslov grading mC 1

2
jLj and Alexander grading aC 1

2
jLj.

Before we prove Theorem 6.1, we review the basic construction for knot Floer homol-
ogy; see also [16; 23; 12; 21].

Let HL D .†;˛;ˇ;O;X/ be a Heegaard diagram for a knot or a link L with l

components, where O and X are sets of k� l basepoints. Let S be the set of generators
of HL . The knot Floer complex CFK�.HL/ is generated over F2ŒU1; : : : ;Uk � by S,
with differential

@�.x/D
X
y2S

X
B2z�2.x;y/

ind BD1

#MB.x;y/
Y

Oi2O

.U
nOi

.B/

i / �y ;

where z�2.x;y/ is the set of homology classes from x to y which may cross both O
and X. The complex has a differential grading called the Maslov grading. As a relative
grading, it is defined by

M 0.x/�M 0.y/D ind B � 2nO.B/;

M 0.Uix/DM 0.x/� 2;

for any x;y 2 S and B 2 z�2.x;y/. The complex also comes endowed with an
Alexander filtration, defined by

A0.x/�A0.y/D nX.B/� nO.B/;

A0.Uix/DA0.x/� 1;

and normalized so that

(1) #fx 2S jA0.x/D ag D #fx 2S jA0.x/D�ag mod 2:
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The associated graded object gCFK�.HL/ is also generated over F2ŒU1; : : : ;Uk �

by S, and its differential is given by

@�.x/D
X
y2S

X
B2z�2.x;y/

ind BD1
nX.B/D0

#MB.x;y/
Y

Oi2O

.U
nOi

.B/

i / �y :

The Alexander filtration descends to a grading on gCFK�.HL/. The bigraded homol-
ogy

HFK�.L/ WDH�.gCFK�.HL//

is an invariant of L.

The Maslov grading is normalized so that after setting each Ui to zero we get

H�.CFK�.HL/=.UiD0//ŠH�Ck�1�.l�1/=2.T
k�1/;

where � denotes the grading M 0 and we ignore the Alexander filtration on CFK�.HL/.

One can also set each Ui D 0 to obtain the filtered chain complex over F2 ,

bCFK .HL/ WD CFK�.HL/=.UiD0/:

The associated graded object to bCFK .HL/ is g bCFK .HL/, with differential

y@.x/D
X
y2S

X
B2z�2.x;y/

ind BD1
nX.B/D0DnO.B/

#MB.x;y/ �y :

We denote its homology, which is an invariant of L, by bHFK .L/ WDH�.g bCFK .HL//.

There is another grading, which we refer to as the X–normalized grading, defined by

N 0.x/�N 0.y/D ind B � 2nX.B/;

N 0.Uix/DN 0.x/;

and normalized so that

H�.gCFK�.L/=.UiD1//ŠH�Ck�1�.l�1/=2.T
k�1/;

where � denotes the grading N 0 .

It turns out that

(2) N 0 DM 0
� 2A0� .k � l/;

so instead of using (1) to normalize the Alexander grading, we can use (2).

Next, we put the grading from Section 3.4 in the context of grid diagrams.
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Figure 31: The generator fO on a grid diagram G (left) and the correspond-
ing generator on the shadow for G (right)

Let P be a shadow, let G D G.P/ be the corresponding grid and G� be the grid
corresponding to P� . We define a few special generators below.

Let fO be the generator of G formed by picking the top-right corner of each O — see
Figure 31 — and let f 0O be the generator formed by picking the bottom-left corner of
each O . Similarly, let f �O be the generator of G� formed by picking the bottom-left
corner of each O , together with the top-right corner of the grid G� — see Figure 32 —
and let f 0 �O be the generator formed by picking the top-right corner of each O , together
with the bottom-left corner of the grid G� .

Let fX and f 0X be the generators of G formed by picking the top-right (respectively
bottom-left) corner of each X . Similarly, let f �X and f 0�X be the generators of G�

formed by picking the bottom-left (respectively top-right) corner of each X , and the
top-right (respectively bottom-left) corner of the grid.

Lemma 6.2 For the generators defined above, we have

M.fO/DM.f 0O/DM.f �O/DM.f 0�O /D�jOj;

M.fX/DM.f 0X/D inv.��1/� inv.��1; !/C inv.!/;

M.f �X/DM.f �X/D� inv.��1/C inv.��1; !/� inv.!/� jOj;

A.fX/D
1
2
M.fX/DA.f 0X/;

A.f �X/D
1
2
M.f �X/DA.f 0�X /:

Proof Write out fO D .S;T; �/. Let t D jOj, let g1; : : : ;gt be the dashed (green)
strands in the graphical representation for the shadow P , and let f1; : : : ; ft be the
strands for f , where fi is the strand that starts immediately below and ends immediately
above gi .
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Figure 32: The generator f �O on a grid diagram G� (left) and the correspond-
ing generator on the mirror-shadow for G� (right)

Recall that inv.�/ counts intersections between pairs in ff1; : : : ; ftg, inv.!/ counts
intersections between pairs in fg1; : : : ;gtg, and inv.�; !/ counts the total number of
intersections between a strand in ff1; : : : ; ftg and a strand in fg1; : : : ;gtg.

Observe that inv.�/ D inv.!/, since each fi is just a perturbation of gi . Also, fi

intersects gj exactly when i ¤ j and gi intersects gj , or i D j , so inv.�; !/ D
2 inv.!/CjSOj. Thus,

M.fO/D inv.�/� inv.�; !/C inv.!/

D inv.!/� 2 inv.!/� jSOjC inv.!/

D�jSOj:

Similarly, write out f �O D .S ;T ; �/. Again let t D jOj, let g1; : : : ;gt be the dashed
(green) strands in the graphical representation for the shadow P� , and let f1; : : : ; ftC1

be the strands for f , where fi is the strand that starts and ends immediately below
gi for 1� i � t , and ftC1 connects the highest point to the left to the highest point
to the right. Clearly inv.�/D inv.!/ and inv.�; !/D 2 inv.!/, since this time, for a
fixed i , fi and gi do not intersect, so

M.f �O/D� inv.�/C inv.�; !/� inv.!/� jSOj D �jSOj:

The proof for f 0O and f 0�O is analogous.

Now write fX D .S;T; �/. With notation as above, it is clear that each fi is a
perturbation of the corresponding double (orange) strand for X. Reasoning as above,
we see that

M.fX/D inv.�/� inv.�; !/C inv.!/D inv.��1/� inv.��1; !/C inv.!/:
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Next,

A.fX/D
1
2

�
inv.�; ��1/� inv.�; !/C inv.!/� inv.��1/� jTXj

�
D

1
2

�
2 inv.��1/CjTXj � inv.��1; !/C inv.!/� inv.��1/� jTXj

�
D

1
2

�
inv.��1/� inv.��1; !/C inv.!/

�
D

1
2
M.fX/:

The proof for f �X , f 0X and f 0�X is analogous.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1.

Proof of Theorem 6.1 Each shadow Pıi has a corresponding grid diagram Gıi .
Both for grids and for shadows, we abbreviate the notation for the (bi)modules
CTA�;CDTD� , etc by CT� . For shadows and the corresponding grids we consider the
type A or type AA structures, and for mirror-shadows and the corresponding grids we
consider the type D or type DD structures. By Propositions 4.7 and 4.11, the modules
CT�.Pıi / and CT�.Gıi / are isomorphic. The type A or AA structures CT�.Gıi / are
defined by counting empty rectangles and certain sets of half-rectangles that do not
intersect X, whereas the type D or DD structures are defined by counting empty
rectangles and (individual) half-rectangles that do not intersect X. So the differential
on CT�.Gı

1
/� � � �� CT�.Gın/ counts empty rectangles in the diagram Gı

1
[ � � � [Gın

that do not intersect X, hence CT�.Gı
1
/� � � ��CT�.Gın/ is isomorphic to the complex

gCFK� associated to the closure of the nice diagram Gı
1
[ � � � [Gın , with an X and

an O added in the new region, which represents L[U . It remains to check that this
last isomorphism preserves the Maslov and Alexander gradings.

Let H be the Heegaard diagram obtained by closing up the plumbing of annuli
Gı

1
[� � �[Gın . We argue that the absolute Maslov grading on H (obtained by adding the

gradings on each Gıi ) is correct. Let ki be the number of O s in each grid Gıi , and let
k D

Pn
iD1 ki . Let xO D f

�
O1

�fO2
�f 0�O3

�f 0O4
�f �O5

� � � ��f ıOn
(the decoration

ı depends on n mod 4, as specified according to the first four factors). By Lemma 6.2,
M.xO/DM.f �O1

/CM.fO2
/C � � �CM.f ıOn

/D�jO1j � � � � � jOnj D �k .

Form a set of  –circles  by performing handleslides (which are allowed to cross X
but not O ) of ki of the ˇ–circles and a perturbation of one ˇ–circle for each Gi , as
in Figure 33. We look at the holomorphic triangle map (see [19; 17]) associated to
.†;˛;ˇ;;O/. Observe that .†;ˇ;;O/ is a diagram for .S1 �S2/#k , and let ‚
be the top-dimensional generator (on the diagram this is the set of intersection points at
which the small bigons start). Let y be the generator of .†;˛;;O/ nearest to xO .
There is a holomorphic triangle that maps xO˝‚ to y ; see Figure 33.
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Figure 33: The union H of three grid diagrams: G�
1

(top), G2 (bottom left)
and G�3 (bottom right). The black dots form the generator xO , the purple
squares form y and the cyan triangles form ‚ .

Observe that .†;˛;;O/ is a diagram for S3 with 2k generators, for which the
differential vanishes (each small bigon ending at an intersection point in y is canceled by
the corresponding horizontal annulus with the small region containing an O removed).
By looking at the small bigons, one sees that y is the bottom-most generator of
.†;˛;;O/, so its Maslov grading is �kC 1

2
l , where l D jLj D jL[U j � 1. Since

xO , ‚, and y are connected by a Maslov index zero triangle, the Maslov grading of
xO should be M 0.xO/D�kC 1

2
l too.

Next, we argue that the Alexander grading on H is correct. For that purpose, let
xX D f �X1

� fX2
� f 0�X3

� f 0X4
� � � � � f ıX . A priori, A0.xX/ D A.xX/ C s D

A.f �X1
/C � � � CA.f ıXn

/C s , where s is a constant. We show the shift s is zero. By
Lemma 6.2,

A.xX/DA.f �X1
/CA.fX2

/C � � �CA.f ıXn
/

D
1
2
M.f �X1

/C 1
2
M.fX2

/C � � �C 1
2
M.f ıXn

/D 1
2
M.xX/;

and we just showed that M �M 0�
1
2
l , so A.xX/D

1
2

�
M 0.xX/�

1
2
l
�
. On the other

hand, using the holomorphic triangles argument above, we see that the X–normalized
grading of xX is N 0.xX/D�kC 1

2
l . The closed diagram has one additional X and

one O in the outside region that we closed off, for a total of kC 1 basepoints of each
type, so, by (2),

A0.xX/D
1
2

�
M 0.xX/�N 0.xX/� ..kC 1/� .l C 1//

�
D

1
2

�
M 0.xX/C

1
2
l
�
;

so
A.xX/DA0.xX/�

1
2
l:
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7 Matched circles and their algebras

Just as closed 3–manifolds and knots or links in closed 3–manifolds can be represented
by Heegaard diagrams, and bordered 3–manifolds can be represented by bordered
Heegaard diagrams, tangles in 3–manifolds with boundary can be represented by
suitable Heegaard diagrams, which we will call bordered Heegaard diagrams for
tangles.

We define two types of (multipointed) bordered Heegaard diagrams for tangles in
3–manifolds with one boundary component. The reason we need two slightly different
diagrams is so the result after gluing is a valid closed Heegaard diagram for a link, with
the same number of ˛–curves as ˇ–curves, and with the correct number of basepoints
(this should become apparent once the reader goes through the relevant definitions and
examples). We also define Heegaard diagrams for tangles in 3–manifolds with two
boundary components. We restrict our work to the case where all boundary components
are spheres.

7.1 Matched circles

An n–marked sphere S D .S2; t1; : : : ; tn/ has a compatible handle decomposition as
follows:

� Start with nC 2 two-dimensional 0–handles h0
0
; : : : ; h0

nC1
, where the core of

h0
i is ti for 1� i � n.

� Attach 1–handles h1
1
; : : : ; h1

nC1
so that h1

i is attached to h0
i�1

and h0
i .

� Attach a 2–handle to the resulting boundary to obtain S2 .

As a first step towards building Heegaard diagrams for tangles, we represent marked
spheres by matched circles. First we define matched circles even more generally.

Definition 7.1 A marked matched circle Z is a sextuple .Z; a; �;X;O; z/ of

� an oriented circle Z ;
� 2nC 2 points a D fa1; : : : ; a2nC2g on Z labeled with order induced by the

orientation on Z ;
� a matching �W a! ŒnC 1� (where ŒnC 1� WD f1; : : : ; nC 1g) such that surgery

on Z along the matched pairs in a yields nC 2 circles;
� two sets of points, X D fX1; : : : ;Xkg and O D fO1; : : : ;Olg, and a pair of

points zD fz�; zCg in Z n a such that there is exactly one point in each circle
obtained after surgery on the matched pairs in a , and so that one of the points in
z is in the interval .a2nC2; a1/.
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Figure 34: A marked matched circle. Here n D 4 . The matching on a is
illustrated schematically with dotted lines.

See, for example, Figure 34.

Given a marked matched circle Z D .Z; a; �;X;O; z/, its negative, denoted �Z ,
is the marked matched circle Z� given by .Z0; a0; �0;X0;O0; z0/, where there is an
orientation-reversing homeomorphism f W Z!Z0 such that

� f .a/D a0 and �D �0 ıf ,

� f .zC/D .z0/� and f .z�/D .z0/C ,

� f .X/DO0 and f .O/DX0 .

In other words, �Z is obtained from Z by taking the mirror, swapping X and O and
swapping zC and z� . We will soon study Heegaard diagrams whose boundaries are
marked matched circles, and gluing two diagrams along boundary components Z1

and Z2 will be allowed exactly when Z1 D�Z2 .

A marked sphere S D .S2; t1; : : : ; tn/ is represented by the following marked matched
circle.

Definition 7.2 The marked matched circle Z.S/ associated to S is given by the
sextuple .Z; a; �;X;O; z/ with a D fa1; : : : ; a2nC2g and matching �.ai/ D i D

�.a2nC3�i/ for 1 � i � 2nC 1. The set X consists of one point in each interval
.ai ; aiC1/ on the circle Z , whenever ti has positive orientation, and the set O consists
of one point in each interval .ai ; aiC1/ on the circle Z , whenever ti has negative
orientation, for 1� i � n. The point z� is in the interval between a2nC2 and a1 , and
zC is in the interval .anC1; anC2/.

See, for example, Figure 35.

We can recover the sphere S from Z.S/ in the following way. We take a disk with
boundary Z , attach 2–dimensional 1–handles along the matched pairs in a , and fill
the resulting 2nC 2 boundary components with 2–handles. We take ft1; : : : ; tng to
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a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a10

. .
.

O1

O2

z�

X1

X2

zC

!

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a10

. .
.

X1

X2

zC

O1

O2

z�

!

Figure 35: Examples of marked matched circles. Left: the marked matched
circle Z.S/ associated to S D .S2;�;�;C;C/ . Right: the marked matched
circle Z.S/� .

be the cores of the 2–handles that do not intersect .a2nC2; a1/ and .anC1; anC2/, and
we orient ti positively if the attaching circle for the corresponding 2–handle contains
an X marking, and negatively if the attaching circle contains an O marking. This is
the dual handle decomposition to the one described at the beginning of this section.

7.2 The algebra associated to a marked matched circle

Given a marked matched circle, we define an algebra similar to the algebras from [8; 28].
For marked matched circles associated to marked spheres, these algebras are precisely
the ones from Section 3.1.4. The reason we give another description is that the inter-
pretation in this section fits better with the geometric setup in the forthcoming sections.
Below, we use the same notation as [8, Chapter 3] for our analogous structures, and
caution the reader to remember that our matched circles are different from the ones in [8].

Definition 7.3 The strands algebra A.n; k; t/ is a free F2 –module generated by
partial permutations a D .S;T; �/, where S and T are k –element subsets of the
set Œ2nC 2� WD f1; : : : ; 2nC 2g and �W S ! T is a nondecreasing bijection such that
�.i/ � t if and only if i � t . Let Inv.�/ be the set of inversions of � , ie the set of
pairs i; j 2 S with i < j and �.j / < �.i/, and inv.�/D # Inv.�/. Multiplication on
A.n; k; t/ is given by

.S;T; �/�.U;V;  /D

�
.S;V;  ı�/ if T D U and inv.�/Cinv. /D inv. ı�/;
0 otherwise.

For an inversion c D .i; j / of � , define �c by �c.i/ D �.j /, �c.j / D �.i/, and
�c.l/D �.l/ for l ¤ i; j . The differential on A.n; k; t/ is given by

@.S;T; �/D
X

c2Inv.�/
inv.�c/Dinv.�/�1

.S;T; �c/:
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Compare with [8, Section 3.1.1]. We can represent a generator .S;T; �/ by a strands
diagram of horizontal and upward-veering strands. Compare with [8, Section 3.1.2]. In
this notation, the product becomes concatenation, where double crossings are set to
zero. The differential corresponds to resolving crossings, subject to the same double
crossing rule.

The ring of idempotents I.n; k; t/�A.n; k; t/ is generated by all elements of the form
I.S/ WD .S;S; idS / where S is a k –element subset of Œ2nC 2�.

Fix a marked matched circle Z D .Z; a; �;X;O; z/ with jaj D 2nC 2. Recall that
one of the points in z is on the interval .a2nC2; a1/, and let t be the number for which
the other point in z is on the interval .at ; atC1/.

If we forget the matching on the circle for a moment we can view A.n; t/D
L

i A.n; i; t/
as the algebra generated by certain sets of Reeb chords in .Z n z; a/: We can view
a set � of Reeb chords, no two of which share initial or final endpoints, as a strands
diagram of upward-veering strands. For such a set �, we define the strands algebra
element associated to � to be the sum of all ways of consistently adding horizontal
strands to the diagram for �, and we denote this element by a0.�/ 2 A.n; t/. The
basis over F2 from Definition 7.3 is in this terminology the nonzero elements of the
form I.S/a0.�/, where S � a .

For a subset s of ŒnC 1�, a section of s is a set S � ��1.s/ such that � maps S

bijectively to s . To each s � ŒnC 1� we associate an idempotent in A.n; t/ given by

I.s/D
X

S is a section of s

I.S/:

Let I.Z/ be the subalgebra generated by all I.s/, and let I D
P

s I.s/.

Definition 7.4 The algebra A.Z/ is the subalgebra of A.n; t/ generated (as an alge-
bra) by I.Z/ and by all a.�/ WD Ia0.�/I . We refer to a.�/ as the algebra element
associated to �.

Note that this definition, which is what we use for the tilde version of our invariants,
does not take into account the X and O labels on Z .

The nonzero elements I.s/a.�/ form a basis for A.Z/ over F2 . Note that for a
nonzero generator I.s/a.�/, there is a unique primitive idempotent I.t/ such that
I.s/a.�/D I.s/a.�/I.t/. We can represent a generator I.s/a.�/ by a strands diagram
by adding dashed horizontal strands to the strands diagram for �, one for each horizontal
strand that appears in the expansion of I.s/a.�/ as a sum of elements of A.n; t/.
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As a special case, let Z.S/ D .Z; a; �;X;O; z/ be a marked matched circle for a
marked sphere S , with jaj D 2nC2. Recall the definition of a shadow (Definition 3.1),
and let E be the idempotent shadow corresponding to the interval of Z.S/ containing
a1; : : : ; anC1 , ie .nC 1; nC 1; idSX ; idSO / where

SO D
˚
sC 1

2
j there is an X between as and asC1

	
and SX D

˚
11

2
; : : : ; n1

2

	
n SO . Recall the definition of the algebra A.E/ from

Section 3.1.4. Let yA.E/ WD A.E/=.UiD0/ be the algebra obtained from A.E/ after
setting all Ui to zero.

Proposition 7.5 For E and Z.S/ as above, the algebras yA.E/ and A.Z.S// are
isomorphic.

Proof As long as we do not need to keep track of the bigrading, we can think of
yA.E/ simply as the algebra A.yE/ for the shadow yE D .nC1; nC1; idSX ; idSO /, where
SX D

˚
11

2
; : : : ; n1

2

	
and SO D∅.

We first outline the correspondence of generators. Suppose .S;T; �/ is a generator
for yA.E/. The corresponding element I.s/a.�/ 2 A.Z.S// has starting idempotent
s D S and the following set of Reeb chords �: the Reeb chord from i to �.i/ if
�.i/ > i , and the Reeb chord from 2nC 3� i to 2nC 3��.i/ if �.i/ < i .

Figure 36: Example of a generator of A.Z/ , where Z is the circle in
Figure 35 (left), and the corresponding generator of A.E/ for the idempotent
shadow E associated to Z (right)

Note that since there is a double (orange) line at every half-integer height in the diagram
of yE , the concatenation of two strand diagrams is automatically zero whenever an
upward-veering and a downward-veering strand are concatenated. Thus, the concate-
nation of two strand diagrams in yA.E/ is nonzero exactly when it is nonzero for the
corresponding generators in A.Z.S//.
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The differential of yA.E/ is obtained by summing over all the ways of resolving a
crossing, where resulting double crossings are set to zero. Again having a double line
at every half-integer height means that resolving crossings between an upward-veering
strand and a downward-veering strand is no longer allowed. The allowed resolutions are
only those of crossings between two upward-veering strands, two downward-veering
strands, an upward-veering and a horizontal strand, or a downward-veering and a
horizontal strand. The first two kinds correspond to resolving a crossing between two
Reeb chords in the lower half or upper half of a strand diagram, respectively, and the
other two kinds correspond to resolving a crossing between a Reeb chord in the lower
half, respectively upper half, of a strand diagram and a horizontal strand in a section
of s .

8 Heegaard diagrams

We represent tangles by a type of Heegaard diagrams, which we call multipointed
bordered Heegaard diagrams for tangles, or just tangle Heegaard diagrams. In a sense,
our work in this section is a variation of the bordered Heegaard diagrams from [8; 9],
and many of the statements we make and their proofs are analogous to the ones in
[8; 9]. We have tried to provide detailed references, and we also encourage the reader
to compare our subsections with the corresponding ones in [8, Chapter 4; 9, Chapter 5].

8.1 3–manifolds with one boundary component

Definition 8.1 A type 1 multipointed bordered Heegaard diagram for a tangle, or
simply a type 1 tangle Heegaard diagram, is a sextuple HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ where

� † is a compact surface of genus g with one boundary component;

� ˛D f˛a
1
; : : : ; ˛a

2nC1
; ˛c

1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g is a set of pairwise disjoint, embedded curves:
2nC1 arcs, each with boundary on @†, and t closed curves in the interior of †;

� ˇ is a set of t C n pairwise disjoint curves embedded in the interior of †;

� X and O are two .tC2n�g/–tuples of points in † n .˛[ˇ/;

� zD fz�; zCg is a set of two oppositely oriented points on @† n˛;

subject to the following conditions:

� ˇ spans a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/.

� f˛c
1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g span a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/, and along with the
arcs, ˛ span a gC1–dimensional subspace of H1.†; @†IZ/.
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� f˛a
1
; : : : ; ˛a

2nC1
g induce a concentric matching on @†. Specifically, they are

labeled so that we can order the points on @˛ according to the orientation of @†
as a1; : : : ; a4nC2 so that @˛a

i D fai ; a4nC3�ig.

� z� lies in the interior of the segment with boundary a4nC2 and a1 of @† n˛,
and zC lies on the segment with boundary a2nC1 and a2nC2 .

� Each of the t�g components of †n˛ that do not meet @† contains one X 2X
and one O 2 O , and each of the 2n components of † n ˛ that contain two
segments of @†n˛ contains either an X in the interior and an O on the segment
of @† n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints, or an O in the interior and an X

on the segment of @† n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints.

� Each of the tCn�g components of †nˇ that do not meet @† contains exactly
one X and one O . The unique component of † nˇ that meets @† contains n

X s and n O s on @†.

Figure 37 is an example of a type 1 Heegaard diagram for a tangle.

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

z�

zC

Figure 37: A type 1 tangle Heegaard diagram

A type 1 tangle Heegaard diagram gives rise to a pair .Y; T /, where Y is a 3–manifold
with @Y ŠS2 and T is marked 2n–tangle in Y . We outline the topological construction
below.

Let S be the marked sphere associated to .Y; T /. Note that @H Š Z.S/, so we
begin by building S from Z.S/. Next, let Œ��; 0��Z be a collar neighborhood of
@†, so that f0g �Z is identified with @†. Choose a neighborhood Z � Œ1; 2� of
Z in S , so that Z � f2g is in the interior of the 0–handle from the decomposition
described right after Definition 7.2. Glue †� Œ1; 2� to Œ��; 0��S so that the respective
submanifolds .Œ��; 0��Z/� Œ1; 2� and Œ��; 0�� .Z � Œ1; 2�/ are identified. Call the
resulting 3-manifold Y0 .
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Now attach a 3–dimensional 2–handle to each ˇi�f2g�@Y0 and to each ˛c
i �f1g�@Y0

to obtain a manifold Y1 . Next, join each ˛a
i � f1g to the core of the corresponding

handle in f��g�S along their boundary to form a circle, and attach a 2–handle to each
such circle. The resulting manifold, call it Y2 , has the following boundary components:

� t C n�g spheres which meet †� f2g but do not meet f��g �S .

� A sphere which meets both †� f2g and f��g �S .

� t �g spheres which meet †� f1g but do not meet f��g �S .

� 2n spheres which meet both †�f1g and f��g�S but do not meet f��g� z�
f��g �S .

� A sphere which meets both † � f1g and .��; z�/ 2 f��g � S , and a sphere
which meets both †� f1g and .��; zC/ 2 f��g �S .

� The sphere f0g �S � Œ��; 0��S .

Glue 3–balls to all but the last sphere. Call the result Y .

Last, we construct a tangle T � Y . Draw arcs from the X s to the O s in .†nˇ/�
˚

3
2

	
,

and push the interiors of the arcs into .† n ˇ/�
�

3
2
; 2
�
. Draw arcs from O s to X s

in .† n˛/�
˚

3
2

	
. The union of all arcs is an oriented, marked 2n–tangle, where the

marking, ie the ordering on @T � @Y comes from the order in which those X s and O s
that are on @† appear along .a1; a2n/�Z �

˚
3
2

	
� S . Observe that drawing an arc

from z� to zC in .† nˇ/�
˚

3
2

	
produces a 1–component tangle which is unlinked

from T , and, together with an arc in the 3–handle that was glued to the sphere which
meets both †� f2g and f��g �S , it bounds a disk away from T that lies entirely in
that 3–handle. See, for example, Figure 38.

Definition 8.2 Given a marked sphere S D .S2; t1; : : : ; tn/, we say that a Morse
function f on S2 (with an implicit choice of a Riemannian metric g ) is compatible
with S if

(1) t1; : : : ; tn are index 0 critical points of f ;

(2) f has nC 2 index 0 critical points in total, t0 , t1; : : : ; tn , tnC1 ;

(3) f has nC 1 index 1 critical points p1; : : : ;pnC1 , with pi flowing down to
ti�1 and ti ;

(4) f has a unique index 2 critical point.

Definition 8.3 Given a tangle .Y; T /, we say that a self-indexing Morse function f
on Y (with an implicit choice of a Riemannian metric g ) is compatible with .Y; T / if
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Y @Y Š S2

T

Figure 38: Building a tangle .Y; T / from a Heegaard diagram

(1) @Y is totally geodesic, rf is parallel to @Y , f j@Y is a Morse function com-
patible with S , and f jT is a Morse function, where T � Y is the underlying
1–manifold for the marked tangle T ;

(2) the index 1 critical points for @Y are also index 1 critical points for Y ;

(3) the index 0 critical points for T , along with the two additional index 0 critical
points for @Y , are precisely the index 0 critical points for Y ;

(4) the index 1 critical points for T , along with the index 2 critical point for @Y ,
are precisely the index 3 critical points for Y .

Proposition 8.4 Every pair .Y; T / has a type 1 Heegaard diagram.

Proof We describe a compatible Morse function. Choose a Morse function f 0 and
metric g0 on T which takes value 0 on @T and is self-indexing except that it takes
value 3 on the index 1 critical points. Extend to a pair .f 00;g00/ on T [ @Y , so that
f 00 is also self-indexing on @Y , except that it takes value 3 on index 2 critical points
of @Y , and is compatible with S . Extend f 00 and g00 to f and g on a neighborhood
of T [ @Y satisfying the conditions of Definition 8.3, and extend f and g arbitrarily
to a Morse function and metric on the rest of Y .
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Since Y is connected, the graph formed by flows between the index 0 and index 1

critical points is connected. In fact, since the flows from the index 1 critical points
on @Y remain on @Y , it follows that every index 0 critical point of Y 0 WDY n�.T [@Y /

is connected by an edge in this graph to an index 1 critical point of Y 0 , so we modify f
in the interior of Y 0 to cancel every index 0 critical point of Y 0 with an index 1 critical
point of Y 0 . Similarly, we eliminate all index 3 critical points of Y 0 .

Finally, given these f and g , we construct a type 1 tangle Heegaard diagram. Start
with Heegaard surface †D f �1

�
3
2

�
, oriented as the boundary of f �1

��
0; 3

2

��
. Let ˛

be the set of points on † that flow down to the index 1 critical points, label the arcs ˛a

and their endpoints compatibly with S , and let ˇ be the set of points on † which flow
up to the index 2 critical points. Mark the positive intersections of T \† with O s,
and the negative intersections with X s. Also place an X in each region .ai ; aiC1/ of
@†n˛[ .a1; a2nC1/ if the points in that region flow down to a positive endpoint ti of
the tangle T , and an O if those points flow to a negative endpoint ti of T . Finally,
place a point labeled z� in .a4nC2; a1/, and a point zC in .a2nC1; a2nC2/.

The Morse theory construction implies the following proposition.

Proposition 8.5 Any two type 1 tangle Heegaard diagrams for a given tangle .Y; T /
are related by a sequence of Heegaard moves:

� Isotopies of the ˛–curves and ˇ–curves, not crossing @†[X[O .
� Handle slides of ˛–curves over ˛–circles and ˇ–circles over ˇ–circles.
� Index one/two stabilizations (and their inverses, destabilizations) in the interior of
†: forming the connected sum with a torus with one ˛–circle and one ˇ–circle
meeting transversely in a single point.

� Index zero/three stabilizations (and their inverses, destabilizations) in the interior
of †: replacing a neighborhood of an X with one ˛–circle and one ˇ–circle,
isotopic to each other and intersecting in two points, and adding an O in the
middle of the three new regions, and an X in each of the new side regions, or
replacing a neighborhood of an O with such ˛– and ˇ–curves, along with an X

in the middle new region, and an O in each side region (see Figure 39).

Proof The proof follows from the Morse calculus used in the proofs of [21, Proposi-
tion 3.3; 8, Proposition 4.10].

We also define type 2 tangle Heegaard diagrams. The definition is slightly different
from that of type 1 diagrams, so that when one glues a type 1 and a type 2 diagram
that agree along the boundary, the resulting closed diagram is a valid Heegaard diagram
for a link.
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! !

Figure 39: Index zero/three stabilization

Definition 8.6 A type 2 multipointed bordered Heegaard diagram for a tangle is a
sextuple HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/, where

� † is a compact surface of genus g with one boundary component;

� ˛D f˛a
1
; : : : ; ˛a

2nC1
; ˛c

1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g is a set of pairwise disjoint, embedded curves:
2nC1 arcs, each with boundary on @†, and t closed curves in the interior of †;

� ˇ is a set of t C nC 1 pairwise disjoint curves embedded in the interior of †;

� X and O are two .tC2n�gC1/–tuples of points in † n .˛[ˇ/;

� z is an oriented arc in † n .˛[ˇ/ with boundary on @† n˛;

subject to the following conditions:

� ˇ span a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/.

� f˛c
1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g span a .g�1/–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/, and along with
the arcs, ˛ span a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†; @†IZ/.

� f˛a
1
; : : : ; ˛a

2nC1
g induce a concentric matching on @†, and they are labeled

so that we can order the points on @˛ according to the orientation of �@† as
a1; : : : ; a4nC2 so that @˛a

i D fai ; a4nC3�ig.

� zC WD @C.z/ lies in the interior of the segment with boundary a4nC2 and a1 of
@† n˛, and z� WD @�.z/ lies on the segment with boundary a2nC1 and a2nC2 .

� Each of the t �gC 1 components of † n˛ that do not meet @† contains one
X 2X and one O 2O , and each of the 2n components of † n˛ that meet @†
but do not meet z contains either an X in the interior and an O on the segment
of @† n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints, or an O in the interior and an X

on the segment of @† n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints.

� Each of the t C n�gC 1 components of † nˇ that do not meet @† contains
exactly one X and one O . The unique component of † n ˇ that meets @†
contains n X s and n O s on @†.
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a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

zC

z�

Figure 40: A type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram

Figure 40 is an example of a type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram.

A type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram gives rise to a pair .Y; T / of a 3–manifold Y with
@Y Š S2 and a marked tangle T . The topological construction is similar to the one
for a type 1 diagram.

We build the manifold Y2 by following the type 1 construction, except this time
@HŠ Z.�S/� , where S is the marked sphere associated to .Y; T /. The difference in
the types of boundary components of Y2 is that there are now t �gC 1 spheres which
meet †� f1g but do not meet f��g �S , and there is one single sphere which meets
both †� f1g and f��g � fzC; z�g � f��g �S . We again glue 3–balls to all spheres
except f0g �S to obtain Y .

The tangle T � Y is again constructed by connecting the X s and O s. This time its
marking comes from the order in which the X s and O s on @† appear along �@†.
The oriented arc z�

˚
3
2

	
is a 1–component boundary-parallel tangle which is unlinked

from T .

We cannot use Morse theory directly to prove the statements that follow. One way to
explain where the problem lies is that if we start with a Morse function for @Y , then
two index 0 critical points on @Y that would correspond to zC and z� belong to the
same 0–handle in the handle decomposition for Y specified by H .

Proposition 8.7 Every .Y; T / has a type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram.

Proof Let H be a type 1 diagram for .�Y;�T /. We perform the following series of
moves near the boundary of the diagram, as in Figure 41. Perform an index one/two
stabilization near zC (Figure 41(b)). Denote the new ˛–circle by ˛0 , and the new
ˇ–circle by ˇ0 . Slide all ˛–arcs over ˛0 so that now ˇ0 crosses them once each, near
a1; : : : ; a2nC1 (Figure 41(c)). Connect z� to zC by an arc z that goes once over the
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new handle parallel to ˇ0 (Figure 41(d)). Remove ˛0 (Figure 41(e)). Call the resulting
diagram H0 . Observe that z does not intersect any ˛– or ˇ–curves. The diagram �H0

is a type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram for .Y; T /.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 41: Transforming a type 1 diagram to a type 2 diagram

We will say that a type 2 diagram like �H0 , obtained from a type 1 diagram as above,
is in type 1 position.

Proposition 8.8 Any two type 2 tangle Heegaard diagrams for a given tangle .Y; T /
are related by a sequence of Heegaard moves:

� isotopies of the ˛–curves and ˇ–curves, not crossing @†[X[O[ z;

� handle slides of ˛–curves over ˛–circles and ˇ–circles over ˇ–circles;

� index one/two stabilizations and destabilizations in the interior of †;

� index zero/three stabilizations and destabilizations in the interior of †.

To prove this proposition, we make use of the following lemma.

Lemma 8.9 Any type 2 diagram can be put in type 1 position.

Proof Let H D .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ be a type 2 diagram for a pair .Y; T /. The idea
is to find a curve on † which is disjoint from ˛, bounds a disk in the ˛–handlebody,
and intersects z exactly once, and use it as a guide to modify the Heegaard diagram.
We exhibit one such curve below.

Let ˛0 � † be an embedded circle which is a push-off of the union of ˛a
2nC1

and
.a2nC1; a2nC2/ � @† into † and does not intersect ˛, see Figure 42 and the more
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schematic first diagram in Figure 43. We will use ˛0 as a guide while performing a
series of Heegaard moves.

Note that ˛0 bounds a disk in the ˛–handlebody. This disk is a push-off of the disk
D DD1[D2 , where D1 is the disk on @Y bounded by the interval .a2nC1; a2nC2/

and the core of the 1–handle of @Y attached at a2nC1 and a2nC2 , and D2 is the core of
the 2–handle for ˛a

2nC1
from the construction of Y2 . So H0D .†;˛[˛0;ˇ;X;O; z/

still specifies the same pair .Y; T /, or, to be more precise, �.†;˛[˛0;ˇ;X;O; @z/
is a type 1 diagram for .�Y;�T /.

Also note that ˛0 intersects z exactly once, near z� , so, since ˛\zD∅, no ˛–circle in
˛ is homologous to ˛0 in H1.†IZ/. This means that, after sliding ˛–curves over ˛0 if
necessary, we can draw H in the following way. Near the boundary we see @H� Œ0; �/,
where @H�f0g is the boundary of H . There is a 1–handle for † with feet attached at
.zC; �/ and .z�; �/, ˛0 is a meridian of that 1–handle, z goes once over the handle.
There may also be multiple ˇ–curves going over the 1–handle. See Figure 43(b). We
continue the proof with such more schematic pictures drawn in a plane.

We claim that, after an isotopy of ˇ if necessary, there is some ˇ0 � ˇ which inter-
sects ˛0 exactly once. Close z to a circle xz by connecting zC to z� along @†, going
through a1; : : : ; a2nC1 . Since ˛0 and xz are two circles on † intersecting transversely
in one point, the neighborhood of ˛0[xz in † is a punctured torus T ; see Figure 43(c).
Note ˇ spans a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†/, so † nˇ only contains genus 0

pieces, so there is at least one ˇ–circle; pick one and call it ˇ0 , cutting the punctured
torus into a genus 0 surface. No ˇ can intersect z or @†, so ˇ0 cannot intersect xz .
Thus ˇ0\T is homologous to xz in H1.T; @T /, so it can be isotoped to only intersect ˛0

once. If any other ˇ–curves intersect ˛0 , slide them over ˇ0 , so that ˇ0 is the only
curve intersecting ˛0 . Now the diagram near the boundary looks like what we described

˛0

Figure 42: The circle ˛0 and the disk it bounds
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Figure 43: Putting a type 2 diagram in type 1 position. The last diagram is
the mirror of the corresponding type 1 diagram.

in the previous paragraph, except there is exactly one ˇ–curve going over the 1–handle.
See Figure 43(d).

Since ˇ spans a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†/, all components of † n .ˇ [ z/
have genus zero. In particular, the region of † n .ˇ [ z/ that contains xz is planar,
with boundary components xz , ˇ0 and possibly some other ˇ–circles. See Figure 43(e)
(˛–curves omitted from the picture away from the boundary). Slide ˇ0 over each
ˇ–circle in that region to move it close to the boundary of the diagram, ie so that it is a
parallel push-off of xz into the interior of †; see Figure 43(f). Remove ˛0 , which only
served as a guide along the proof. See Figure 43(g). The resulting diagram is in type 1

position.

Proof of Proposition 8.8 Let H1 and H2 be two type 2 diagrams for the same pair
.Y; T /. By Lemma 8.9, both can be put in type 1 positions H0

1
and H0

2
by a sequence

of the moves described in Proposition 8.8. Let H00
1

and H00
2

be the corresponding type 1

diagrams, so that H0i D�H
00
i away from the boundary and the special 1–handle from

Proposition 8.7.

Since H00
1

and H00
2

are related by a sequence of moves away from the boundaries,
corresponding moves (the reflections of the original moves) can be performed between
H0

1
and H0

2
away from the “neighborhood” of the boundary containing z and the

special ˇ–circle from the proof of Lemma 8.9, ie the ˇ–circle shown in Figure 43(g).
Thus, H1 and H2 are related by a sequence of Heegaard moves.

8.2 3–manifolds with two boundary components

For a tangle in a manifold Y with @Y Š S2qS2 , we describe a Heegaard diagram
with two boundary components. We will also want to keep track of a framed arc
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connecting the two boundary components of Y , by means of two arcs z1 and z2 that
will connect the two boundary components of the Heegaard diagram.

Definition 8.10 A multipointed bordered Heegaard diagram with two boundary com-
ponents for a tangle is a sextuple HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/, where

� † is a compact surface of genus g with two boundary components;
� ˛ D f˛0

1
; : : : ; ˛0

mC1
; ˛1

1
; : : : ; ˛1

nC1
; ˛c

1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g is a set of pairwise disjoint,
embedded curves: mC nC 2 arcs (where m and n have the same parity),
each with boundary on @†, and t closed curves in the interior of †;

� ˇ is a set of tC 1
2
.mCn/C1 pairwise disjoint curves embedded in the interior

of †;
� X and O are two .tCmCn�gC1/–tuples of points in † n .˛[ˇ/
� z D fz1; z2g is a set of two oriented arcs in † n .˛ [ ˇ/ with boundary on
@† n˛;

subject to the following conditions:

� ˇ span a g–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/.
� f˛c

1
; : : : ; ˛c

t g span a .g�1/–dimensional subspace of H1.†IZ/, and along with
the arcs, ˛ span a .gC1/–dimensional subspace of H1.†; @†IZ/.

� f˛0
1
; : : : ; ˛0

mC1
g induce a concentric matching on one component of @†, and

they are labeled so that we can order their endpoints according to the orientation of
�@† as a0

1
; : : : ; a0

2mC2
so that @˛0

i Dfa
0
i ; a

0
2mC3�i

g; f˛1
1
; : : : ; ˛1

nC1
g induce a

concentric matching on the other component of @†, and they are labeled so that
we can order their endpoints according to the orientation of @† as a1

1
; : : : ; a1

2nC2

so that @˛1
i D fa

1
i ; a

1
2nC3�i

g.
� zC

1
WD @C.z1/ lies in the interior of the segment with boundary a0

2mC2
and a0

1

of @†n˛, and z�
1
WD @�.z1/ lies on the segment with boundary a1

2nC2
and a1

1
;

zC
2
WD @C.z2/ lies in the interior of the segment with boundary a0

mC1
and a0

mC2

of @†n˛, and z�
2
WD @�.z2/ lies on the segment with boundary a1

nC1
and a1

nC2
.

� Each of the t �gC 1 components of † n˛ that do not meet @† contains one
X 2X and one O 2O , and each of the mC n components of † n˛ that meet
@† but do not meet z contains either an X in the interior and an O on the
segment of @†n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints, or an O in the interior and
an X on the segment of @† n˛ with the lower indexed endpoints.

� Each of the t C 1
2
.mC n/� gC 1 components of † nˇ that do not meet @†

contains exactly one X and one O . The unique component of † nˇ that meets
@† contains 1

2
.mC n/ X s and 1

2
.mC n/ O s on @†.
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We denote the component of @H containing ˛0
i by @0H , and the component of @H

containing ˛1
i by @1H .

Figure 44 is an example of a tangle Heegaard diagram with two boundary components.

A tangle Heegaard diagram with two boundary components gives rise to a pair .Y; T / of
a 3–manifold Y with @Y Š S2

0
qS2

1
and a marked .m; n/–tangle T , with @0T � S2

0

and @1T � S2
1

. We describe the topological construction below.

Let Hdr be the Heegaard diagram obtained from H by deleting a neighborhood of z2

(this process, called drilling, was introduced in [9]). The boundary of this deleted
neighborhood consists of the neighborhood z0 of z�

2
on @0H , the neighborhood z1 of

zC
2

on @1H , and two disjoint push-offs of z2 . Denote the push-off closer to a0
mC1

by
zfront

2
, and the other one by zback

2
. The boundary of Hdr is

@Hdr D .@
0H n z0/[ .@1H n z1/[ zfront

2 [ zback
2 :

It inherits the decorations of .@0H n z0/ and .@1H n z1/. We also place a basepoint
zfront on zfront

2
and zback on zback

2
.

If we ignore zfront and zback , Hdr looks like a type 2 diagram for an .mCn/–tangle,
except that there is one extra ˛–arc.

We first build the pair .Ydr; Tdr/ for Hdr as we would for any type 2 diagram. We obtain
.Y; T / from .Ydr; Tdr/ by attaching a 3–dimensional 2–handle to the boundary sphere
along the connected sum annulus arising from the decomposition @Hdr D @

0H # @1H .
More precisely, the attaching circle is the union of the two gradient flow lines from the
index 2 critical point passing through zfront and zback .

a0
1

a0
2

a0
3

a0
4

a0
5

a0
6

a1
1

a1
2

a1
3

a1
4

a1
5

a1
6

a1
7

a1
8

a1
9

a1
10

zC
1

z�
2

z�
1

zC
2

Figure 44: A tangle Heegaard diagram with two boundary components
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Proposition 8.11 Every .Y; T / has a tangle Heegaard diagram with two boundary
components.

Proof The idea of the proof is the same as in the proof of [9, Proposition 5.8]. Choose
an arc connecting @0Y to @1Y away from T , and remove its neighborhood. Call the
result .Ydr; Tdr/, where the ordering on Tdr inherits the ordering on @0T concatenated
with the reversed ordering on @1T . Let H0 D .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ be a type 2 diagram
for .Ydr; Tdr/. Add a parallel translate of ˛a

2mC1
by pushing it so that a2mC1 is pushed

in the negative direction along @H0 , and call this curve ˛0 . Call the resulting diagram
H00 . Add a 1–handle to the two intervals of @† n ˛ between ˛a

2mC1
and ˛0 . The

resulting surgery on @† splits it into two circles. Denote the circle containing a1 by
@0†, and the other circle by @1†. Let z2 be the cocore of the 1–handle, oriented
from @0† to @1†. Relabel z to z1 , ˛a

i to ˛0
i for i � 2mC 1, ˛a

i to ˛1
2mC2nC2�i

for i > 2mC 1, and ˛0 to ˛1
2nC1

. The resulting diagram H is a diagram for .Y; T /.
Note that H00 DHdr .

In the case of two boundary components, it is no longer true that any two diagrams for
a pair .Y; T / are related by Heegaard moves. However, if we keep better track of the
parametrization of the boundary, we can still make this statement.

Definition 8.12 A strongly marked .m; n/–tangle .Y; T ;  / is a marked .m; n/–tangle
.Y; T / along with a framed arc  connecting @0Y to @1Y in the complement of T such
that  and its framing � have ends on the equators of the two marked spheres, and
we see �@0T , �@0 , �@0� and @1T , @1 , @1� in this order along each equator.

We say that a diagram H is compatible with a strongly marked tangle .Y; T ;  / if H
describes .Y; T /, and after building .Y; T / from H , the arc z1 with the framing that
points into the ˇ–handlebody yields  .

Proposition 8.13 If H and H0 specify the same triple .Y; T ;  /, then they are related
by a sequence of Heegaard moves like the ones described in Proposition 8.8.

Proof Let Hdr and H0dr be the corresponding drilled diagrams. By Proposition 8.8,
they are related by a sequence of moves away from the boundary of the Heegaard
surface, hence away from the drilling region. Performing the inverse of the drilling
operation to each diagram along the way provides a sequence of moves between H
and H0 .
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8.3 Generators

Fix a tangle Heegaard diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ of some genus g for some pair
.Y; T /. Let k WD jˇj.

Definition 8.14 A generator of H is a k –element subset x D fx1; : : : ;xkg of points
in ˛\ˇ such that there is exactly one point on each ˇ–circle, exactly one point on
each ˛–circle and at most one point on each ˛–arc.

We denote the set of generators of H by S.H/, or simply by S when H is fixed.

If H is a diagram for a 2n–tangle, then let o.x/ WD fi j x \ ˛a
i ¤ ∅g and xo.x/ WD

Œ2nC 1� n o.x/ for a generator x 2S. Even though o.x/ and xo.x/ are really index
sets, we often refer to them as the set of ˛–arcs occupied by x , and the set of ˛–arcs
not occupied by x .

If H is a diagram for an .m; n/–tangle, then for x 2S we define

o0.x/ WD fi j x\˛0
i ¤∅g; xo0.x/ WD ŒmC 1� n o0.x/;

o1.x/ WD fi j x\˛1
i ¤∅g; xo1.x/ WD ŒnC 1� n o1.x/:

Remark If H is a type 1 or a type 2 diagram, then exactly n or nC1 of the ˛–arcs,
respectively, are occupied by each generator. If H is a diagram with two boundary
components, the total number of occupied ˛–arcs on the two sides is 1

2
.mC n/C 1,

but the number on each side may vary.

8.4 Homology classes

We will soon count pseudoholomorphic curves that connect generators. Each such
curve carries a homology class, defined as follows.

Definition 8.15 Fix generators x and y , and let I be the interval Œ0; 1�. Let �2.x;y/,
the homology classes from x to y , be the elements of

H2

�
†�I �I;

�
.˛�f1g[ˇ�f0g[ .@†nz/�I/�I

�
[ .x�I �f0g/[ .y �I �f1g/

�
which map to the relative fundamental class of x� I [y � I under the composition
of the boundary homomorphism and collapsing the rest of the boundary.

Definition 8.16 Given a homology class B2�2.x;y/, its domain ŒB� is the projection
of B to H2.†;˛[ˇ[@†/. We can interpret the domain of B as a linear combination
of the components of † n .˛[ˇ/, which we call regions.
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Note that a homology class is uniquely determined by its domain.

Definition 8.17 The coefficient of each region in a domain is called its multiplicity.
Given a point p 2†n.˛[ˇ/, we denote by np.B/ the multiplicity of ŒB� at the region
containing p . Alternatively, np.B/ is the intersection number of B and fpg � I � I .

By definition, the multiplicity of ŒB� at any region D that contains a point in z is zero.

Definition 8.18 We define the set of empty homology classes as

y�2.x;y/ WD fB 2�2.x;y/ jnX .B/D 0 and nO.B/D 0 for all X 2X and O 2Og:

To define our Floer invariants, we will only be interested in this smaller set y�2.x;y/.

Concatenation at y � I , which corresponds to addition of domains, gives products
�W �2.x;y/��2.y ;w/! �2.x;w/ and �W y�2.x;y/� y�2.y ;w/! y�2.x;w/. This
operation turns �2.x;x/ and y�2.x;x/ into groups, called the group of periodic
domains and the group of empty periodic domains, respectively.

We can split the boundary of a domain ŒB� into three pieces, @@B � @†, @˛B � ˛

and @ˇB � ˇ , oriented so that @@B C @˛B C @ˇB is the boundary of ŒB�. We can
think of @@B as an element of H1.@†; @˛/. For a Heegaard diagram H with two
boundary components, we can further split @@B into two pieces, @iB � @iH , such that
@@B D @0BC @1B .

Definition 8.19 A homology class B is called provincial if @@B D 0. For a diagram
with two boundary components, a homology class B is called left-provincial if @0BD0,
and right-provincial if @1B D 0. We denote the set of empty provincial homology
classes from x to y by y�@

2
.x;y/.

Observe that concatenation turns y�@
2
.x;x/ into a group.

8.5 Admissibility

In order to get well-defined Heegaard–Floer invariants, we need to impose some
additional conditions on the tangle Heegaard diagrams.

Definition 8.20 A tangle Heegaard diagram is called admissible if every nonzero
empty periodic domain has both positive and negative multiplicities.

A tangle Heegaard diagram is called provincially admissible if every nonzero empty
provincial periodic domain has both positive and negative multiplicities.
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A tangle Heegaard diagram with two boundary components is called left (respectively
right) admissible if every nonzero empty right-provincial (respectively left-provincial)
periodic domain has both positive and negative multiplicities.

Proposition 8.21 Any tangle Heegaard diagram can be made admissible by perform-
ing isotopy on ˇ . Further, any two admissible diagrams for a given 2n–tangle or a
strongly marked .m; n/–tangle are connected through a sequence of Heegaard moves,
so that every intermediate diagram is admissible too. The same is true if we replace

“admissible” by “provincially admissible”.

Proof This follows from a winding argument for the ˇ–curves, just as in the case for
closed manifolds [18, Section 5]. Alternatively, see [28, Proposition 4.11]

Corollary 8.22 Every tangle .Y; T / has an admissible tangle Heegaard diagram.
Similarly, Every tangle .Y; T / has a provincially admissible tangle Heegaard diagram.
The same statements hold for every strongly marked tangle.

8.6 Gluing

Any two multipointed bordered Heegaard diagrams can be glued along a matching
boundary component: if H1 and H2 are diagrams, and Zi are boundary components
of Hi with Z1 D Z�

2
, one can glue H1 to H2 by identifying Z1 with Z�

2
. In this

way, one can glue a type 1 diagram to the left, ie @0 , boundary of a diagram with two
boundary components, a type 1 diagram to a type 2 diagram, a type 2 diagram to the
@1 boundary of a diagram with two boundary components, or the @0 boundary of a
diagram with two boundary components to the @1 boundary of another diagram with
two boundary components.

By gluing a type 1 diagram, a sequence of diagrams with two boundary components,
and a type 2 diagram together, removing the union of the z markings, and placing an
X and an O in the corresponding region, one obtains a closed Heegaard diagram for
the knot/link that is union of the corresponding tangles, together with an additional
split unknot. See Figure 2 for a schematic example.

Below we describe in full detail how to glue Heegaard diagrams for tangles, and discuss
the basic properties of the resulting diagram.

For the rest of this section, we fix two Heegaard diagrams as follows. Let H1 D

.†1;˛1;ˇ1;X1;O1; z1/ be a Heegaard diagram (of type 1, or with two boundary
components) for some pair .Y1; T1/, and if H1 is of type 1, denote its boundary by
@1H1 . Let H2 D .†2;˛2;ˇ2;X2;O2; z2/ be a Heegaard diagram (of type 2 or with
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two boundary components) for another pair .Y2; T2/, and if H2 is of type 2, denote its
boundary by @0H2 . Suppose @1H1 D .@

0H2/
� , ie @1Y1 is identified with a marked

sphere S and @0Y2 is identified with �S .

Definition 8.23 The union of H1 and H2 , denoted H1[H2 is the Heegaard diagram
H obtained in the following way: We remove all X and O markings on the boundaries
of the two diagrams. We glue the two surfaces along their boundary, matching the ˛ and
z endpoints and respecting the identification @1H1D .@

0H2/
� , to obtain † WD†1[@†2 .

We take ˛ to be the set of circles ˛1[@ ˛2 , and we take ˇ to be ˇ1[ˇ2 . If †1[†2

is a closed surface, we remove z1 and z2 , place two points marked X 0 and O 0 in the
same region, and let XD X1 [X2 [X 0 and O DO1 [O2 [O 0 . We get a closed
Heegaard diagram .†;˛;ˇ;X;O/. If †1 [†2 has boundary, we let XD X1 [X2

and O DO1[O2 , and we take z to be the oriented arc(s) z1[@ z2 . We get a tangle
Heegaard diagram HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/.

Gluing Heegaard diagrams corresponds to gluing tangles. In the lemma below, all
unions are formed by following the identifications with S given by the tangles.

Lemma 8.24 When the union H1[H2 is a diagram with one boundary component,
it represents the pair .Y1[Y2; T1[ T2/.

When H1 [H2 is a diagram with two boundary components, it represents the triple
.Y1[Y2; T1[ T2; 1[ 2/.

When H1[H2 is a closed Heegaard diagram, it represents the link .T1[ T2/[U in
Y1[Y2 , where U is an unknot unlinked from T1[ T2 .

Proof This follows directly from the topological constructions of tangles from the
three types of Heegaard diagrams described in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, along with the
fact that adding an X and an O in one and the same region introduces an unlinked
unknot.

Generators and homology classes behave nicely under gluing. Let H1 and H2 be two
tangle Heegaard diagrams which agree along a boundary component. Note that given
x1 2 S.H1/ and x2 2 S.H2/ such that x1 and x2 occupy complementary sets of
the new ˛–circles obtained by gluing ˛–arcs, the union x1 [ x2 is a generator in
S.H1[H2/.

Lemma 8.25 Given x1;y12S.H1/ and x2;y22S.H2/, there is a natural identifica-
tion of �2.x1[x2;y1[y2/ with the set of pairs .B1;B2/ in �2.x1;y1/��2.x2;y2/

such that @1B1 D�@
0B2 . The same statement holds if we replace �2 with y�2 .

Proof The proof is straightforward.
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Following notation from [8], for B1 and B2 which agree along the boundary as above,
we denote the corresponding homology class in �2.x1;y1/��2.x2;y2/ by B1 \B2 .
Under this identification, the local multiplicity of Bi at a point p 2 †i n .˛i [ ˇi/

agrees with the local multiplicity of B1 \B2 at p thought of as a point in †1[†2 .

Lemma 8.26 Suppose H1 and H2 are of type 1 and type 2, respectively. If one
diagram is admissible, and the other one is provincially admissible, then H1[H2 is
admissible.

Proof The proof is identical to the proof of [8, Lemma 4.33], and we recall the
argument here. Let B1 \B2 be a positive periodic domain. If H1 is admissible, then
B1D 0, so @@B1D 0, and since H2 is provincially admissible, it follows that B2D 0.
Similarly, if B2 is admissible, it follows that B1 D 0 and B2 D 0.

Lemma 8.27 (compare to [9, Lemma 5.22]) Suppose H1 and H2 are provincially
admissible multipointed bordered Heegaard diagrams with two boundary components
with @1H1 D .@

0H2/
� , and let HDH1[H2 . If H1 is right admissible, or H2 is left

admissible, then H is provincially admissible. Furthermore:

(1) If H1 and H2 are both left admissible (respectively right admissible), then H is
left admissible (respectively right admissible).

(2) If H1 is admissible, then H is left admissible. If H2 is admissible, then H is
right admissible.

(3) If H1 is admissible and H2 is right admissible, or if H1 is left admissible and
H2 is admissible, then H is admissible.

Analogous statements hold when one of the two Heegaard diagrams has one boundary
component.

Proof The proof is analogous to that of [9, Lemma 5.22]

9 Moduli spaces

In this section, we describe the holomorphic curves that will be considered in the
definitions of the various invariants associated to tangle Heegaard diagrams.

Most of this discussion is a straightforward generalization of the one for bordered Floer
homology [8]. We count pseudoholomorphic curves in †� I �R. In the bordered
Floer setting, one counts curves that avoid a basepoint z 2 @†. Here, we avoid multiple
basepoints, both in the interior, and on the boundary of †, as well as the arcs (or points)
that we denote by z .
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9.1 Moduli spaces of holomorphic curves

Let HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ be a tangle Heegaard diagram (with one boundary com-
ponent and of type 1 or type 2, or with two boundary components). We can think of
the open surface Int† as a surface with a set of punctures p (one puncture for each
boundary component of †). Choose a symplectic form !† such that the boundary
@† is a cylindrical end, and let j† be a compatible almost complex structure. We will
assume that ˛a is cylindrical near @†, in the following sense. There is a neighborhood
Up of the punctures symplectomorphic to @† � .0;1/ � T �.@†/, such that j†
and ˛a \Up are invariant with respect to the R–action on @†� .0;1/. We write
D D I �R, and let !D and jD be the standard symplectic form and almost complex
structure on D �C . Consider the projections

�†W †�D!†;

�DW †�D!D;

sW †�D! I;

t W †�D!R:

Definition 9.1 We say that an almost complex structure J on †�D is admissible if
the following conditions hold:

� �D is J –holomorphic.

� J.@s/D @t for the vector fields tangent to the fibers of �† .

� The R–action is J –holomorphic.

� J splits as J D j† � jD near p�D .

Definition 9.2 A decorated source SF consists of

� a topological type of smooth Riemann surface S with boundary, and a finite
number of punctures on the boundary;

� a labeling of each puncture of S by C, � or e ;

� a labeling of each e puncture by a Reeb chord � in .@†; @˛/.

Given a decorated source SF , we denote by Sxe the result of filling in the e punctures
of S .

We consider maps

uW .S; @S/!
�
†�D; .˛� f1g �R/[ .ˇ � f0g �R/

�
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such that:

(1) u is .j ;J / holomorphic for some almost complex structure j on S .

(2) uW S !†�D is proper.

(3) u extends to a proper map uxeW Sxe!†xe �D

(4) u has finite energy in the sense of Bourgeois, Eliashberg, Hofer, Wysocki and
Zehnder [1].

(5) �D ıu is a g–fold branched cover.

(6) At each C puncture q of S , limz!q t ıu.z/DC1.

(7) At each � puncture q of S , limz!q t ıu.z/D�1.

(8) At each e puncture q of S , limz!q �† ıu.z/ is the Reeb chord � labeling q .

(9) �†ıuW S! Int† does not cover any of the regions of †n.˛[ˇ/ that intersect
X[O[ z .

(10) For each t 2R and ˇi 2 ˇ , u�1.ˇi � f0g � ftg/ consists of exactly one point;
for each t 2R and ˛c

i 2 ˛, u�1.˛c
i � f1g � ftg/ consists of exactly one point;

for each t 2R and ˛a
i 2 ˛, u�1.˛a

i � f1g � ftg/ consists of at most one point.

(11) u is embedded.

Under these conditions, at �1, u is asymptotic to a g–tuple of arcs xi�I�f�1g, and
at C1, u is asymptotic to a g–tuple of arcs yi�I�fC1g, so that x WD fx1; : : : ;xgg

and y WD fy1; : : : ;ygg are generators of H . We call x the incoming generator, and
y the outgoing generator for u. Such a curve u has an associated homology class
B D Œu� 2 �2.x;y/.

Definition 9.3 Given a map u from a decorated source SF , the height of an e punc-
ture q is the evaluation ev.q/D t ıuxe.q/ 2R.

Definition 9.4 Let E.SF/ be the set of e punctures of S . Let EP D .P1; : : : ;Pm/ be
a partition of E.SF/ with Pi nonempty. We say a map u is EP–compatible if for any i ,
all the punctures in Pi have the same height, and ev.Pi/ < ev.Pj / whenever i < j .

To a partition EP D .P1; : : : ;Pm/ we associate a sequence of sets of Reeb chords
E�. EP /D .�1; : : : ;�m/, where �i WD f� j � labels q; q 2 Pig. To such a sequence E�
we can associate a homology class

Œ E��D Œ�1�C � � �C Œ�m� 2H1.@†; @˛/
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and an algebra element

a. E�/D a.�1/ � � � a.�m/ 2A.@H/:

Note that Œa. E�/�D Œ E��, and also if u is a EP–compatible map satisfying (1)–(10) with
homology class Œu�D B , then Œ E�. EP /�D @@B .

Definition 9.5 Given generators x and y , a homology class B 2 �2.x;y/, and a
decorated source SF , we let �MB

.x;y ;SF/

denote the moduli space of curves u with source SF satisfying (1)–(10), asymptotic to
x at �1 and to y at C1, and with homology class Œu�D B . Given also a partition
EP of E.SF/, we let �MB

.x;y ;SF; EP /

denote the space of EP–compatible maps in �MB
.x;y ISF/, and we let

�MB

emb.x;y ;S
F; EP /

denote the space of maps in �MB
.x;y ;SF; EP / that also satisfy (11).

Many results carry over directly from the ones in [8; 28].

Proposition 9.6 (compare to [8, Proposition 5.6]) There is a dense set of admissible J

for which the spaces �MB
.x;y ;SF; EP / are transversally cut out by the x@ equations.

Proposition 9.7 (compare to [8, Proposition 5.8]) The expected dimension of the
space �MB

.x;y ;SF; EP / is

ind.B;SF; EP /D g��.S/C 2e.B/Cj EP j:

(Here e.B/ is the Euler measure of the domain of B and j EP j is the number of parts in
the partition EP .)

Whether a curve in �MB
.x;y ;SF; EP / is embedded depends only on the topological

data of B , SF , and EP , ie there are entire components of embedded and of nonembedded
curves. For embedded curves, there is another index formula that only depends on B

and EP . Before we state this formula, we make a couple of definitions regarding Reeb
chords. Even though our matched circles are different, these definitions are identical to
the ones in [8, Sections 3.3.1 and 5.7.1].
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Let mW H1.@†nz; @˛IZ/�H0.@˛IZ/!
1
2
Z be the map that counts local multiplicities.

Specifically, for a 2H1.@†nz; @˛IZ/ and p 2 @˛, we define the multiplicity m.a;p/

of p in a as the average multiplicity with which a covers the regions on either side
of p , and extend bilinearly.

For a; b 2H1.@† n z; @˛IZ/, define

L.a; b/ WDm.b; @a/;

where @ is the connecting homomorphism from the homology long exact sequence.
Note that L.a; b/D�L.b; a/ for any a and b .

For a set of Reeb chords � in .@† n z; @˛/, define

�.�/ WD �
X

f�i ;�j g��

jL.Œ�i �; Œ�j �/j �
1
2
j�j:

For a sequence of sets of Reeb chords E�D .�1; : : : ;�m/, define

�. E�/ WD
X

i

�.�i/C
X
i<j

L.Œ�i �; Œ�j �/:

Finally, we come to the index formula.

Definition 9.8 Let B 2 �2.x;y/ and E� be a sequence of sets of Reeb chords. We
define

�emb.B; E�/ WD gC e.B/� nx.B/� ny.B/� �. E�/;

ind.B; E�/ WD e.B/C nx.B/C ny.B/Cj E�jC �. E�/:

Proposition 9.9 (compare to [8, Proposition 5.62; 28, Proposition 5.9]) For u 2�MB
.x;y ;SF; EP /, either u is embedded, and

�.SF/D �emb.B; E�. EP //;

ind.B;SF; EP /D ind.B; E�. EP //;�MB

emb.x;y ;S
F; EP /D �MB

.x;y ;SF; EP /;

or u is not embedded, and

�.SF/ > �emb.B; E�. EP //;

ind.B;SF; EP / < ind.B; E�. EP //;�MB

emb.x;y ;S
F; EP /D∅:
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Each of the moduli spaces has an R–action by translation in the t factor. For stable
curves, ie except when the moduli space consists of a single curve u with �D ı u a
trivial g–fold cover of D and B D 0, this action is free. For moduli spaces of stable
curves, we quotient by this action.

Definition 9.10 Given x , y , SF and EP , let

MB.x;y ;SF; EP / WD �MB
.x;y ;SF; EP /=R;

MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP / WD �MB

emb.x;y ;S
F; EP /=R:

9.2 Degenerations

The properties of moduli spaces that are needed in order to show that the invariants
are well-defined are the same as in [8]. To understand the compactifications of moduli
spaces, one studies holomorphic combs, ie trees of homomorphic curves in † �D
and in @†�R�D . In the tilde version (when one does not allow domains that cover
X[O ), most types of degenerations are the same as in [8], and most results carry over.

The only difference is in the homological assumptions on †, ˛, ˇ . Even though the ˛–
or the ˇ–circles are not linearly independent, there are no new boundary degenerations,
as every region of † n˛, as well as every region of † nˇ , contains an X or an O .

10 The modules associated to tangle Heegaard diagrams

In this section, we associate algebraic structures to tangle Heegaard diagrams. Before
we proceed, recall that for any pointed matched circle Z , the algebra A.Z/ does not
depend on the X and O markings on the circle.

For the remainder of this paper, we let V denote F2˝F2 .

10.1 The type D structure

We define type D structures for type 2 multipointed bordered Heegaard diagrams for
tangles. The construction and results for type 1 diagrams are identical.

Suppose H D .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ is a provincially admissible Heegaard diagram of
type 2 for some 2n–tangle .Y; T /. Let J be an admissible almost complex structure.
We define a left type D structure ACFTD.H;J / over A.�@H/, as follows.
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Let X.H/ be the F2 vector space spanned by S.H/. Let ID.x/D I.xo.x//2 I.�@H/.
We define an action on X.H/ of I.�@H/ by

I.s/ �x D

�
x if I.s/D ID.x/;

0 otherwise.

Then ACFTD.H;J / is defined as an A.�@H/–module by

ACFTD.H;J /DA.�@H/˝I.�@H/X.H/:

Given x , y 2S.H/, we define

ax;y WD

X
B2y�2.x;y/
EP discrete

ind.B; E�. EP//D1

#MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP / � a.�P1/ � � � a.�Pm/:

Here all P are discrete partitions, ie partitions P D .P1; : : : ;Pm/ where jPi j D 1.

The map ıW ACFTD.H;J /!A.�@H/˝ ACFTD.H;J / is defined as

ı.x/D
X

y2S.H/

ax;y ˝y :

Theorem 10.1 Let H be a tangle Heegaard diagram of type 2 for a marked tangle T
in a 3–manifold Y , equipped with an admissible almost complex structure J . If H
is provincially admissible, then ACFTD.H;J / is a type D structure over A.�@H/.
Moreover, if H is admissible, then ACFTD.H;J / is bounded.

Proof The proof follows directly from the arguments for bCFD in [8, Chapter 6]. We
outline the main steps. To show that the counts of holomorphic curves are finite, we
observe that in a provincially admissible diagram there are only finitely many domains
that contribute to the counts, and for any diagram there are only finitely many sequences
EP with nonzero a. E�. EP // 2A.�@H/. To show that the compatibility condition for a

type D structure is satisfied, we count possible degenerations of holomorphic curves.

Theorem 10.2 Up to homotopy equivalence and tensoring with V , ACFTD.H;J / is
independent of the choice of sufficiently generic admissible almost complex structure,
and provincially admissible type 2 tangle Heegaard diagram for .Y; T /. Namely, if H1

and H2 are provincially admissible type 2 diagrams for .Y; T / with almost complex
structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jC k , then

ACFTD.H1;J1/' ACFTD.H2;J2/˝V ˝k :
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Proof To show invariance, we construct chain maps corresponding to a change of
almost complex structure or the various Heegaard moves. We have two Heegaard
moves that do not occur in [8] — index zero/three stabilization and destabilization.
Those always occur in the interior of the diagram, and result in the extra V , by the
same argument as in the closed case (see [11], for example), ie if H0 is obtained from
H by an index zero/three stabilization, then ACFTD.H/' ACFTD.H0/˝V .

When we write 1CFTD.Y; T /, we mean the type D structure without the extra V s, ie
what we get from a tangle Heegaard diagram with the minimum number of basepoints,
which is jX\ Int†j D jT j D jO\ Int†j, or equivalently jXj D 2jT j D jOj.

10.2 The type A structure

We define type A structures for type 1 multipointed bordered Heegaard diagrams for
tangles. The construction and results for type 2 diagrams are identical.

Let HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ be a provincially admissible type 1 Heegaard diagram for
a 2n–tangle .Y; T /, and let J be an admissible almost complex structure. We define a
type A structure ACFAT .H;J / over A.@H/.

Define IA.x/D I.o.x//. The module ACFAT .H;J / is generated over F2 by X.H/,
and the right action of I.@H/ on ACFAT .H;J / is defined on the generators by

x � I.s/D

�
x if I.s/D IA.x/;

0 otherwise.
For the A1 multiplication maps, we consider partitions P D .P1; : : : ;Pm/ that
are not necessarily discrete. When IA.x/ ˝ a.�1/ ˝ � � � ˝ a.�n/ ¤ 0, we define
mnC1W

ACFAT .H;J /˝A.@H/˝n! ACFAT .H;J / by

mnC1.x; a.�1/; : : : ; a.�n// WD
X

y2S.H/

X
B2y�2.x;y/

f EP j E�. EP/D.�1;:::;�n/g

ind.B; E�. EP//D1

#MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP / �y :

Theorem 10.3 Let H be a tangle Heegaard diagram of type 1 for a marked tangle T
in a 3–manifold Y , equipped with an admissible almost complex structure J . If H is
provincially admissible, then ACFAT .H;J / is an A1–module over A.@H/. Moreover,
if H is admissible, then ACFAT .H;J / is bounded.

Theorem 10.4 Up to A1 homotopy equivalence and tensoring with V , ACFAT .H;J /
is independent of the choice of sufficiently generic admissible almost complex structure,
and provincially admissible type 1 tangle Heegaard diagram for .Y; T /. Namely, if H1
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and H2 are provincially admissible type 1 diagrams for .Y; T / with almost complex
structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jC k , then

ACFAT .H1;J1/' ACFAT .H2;J2/˝V ˝k :

Proof The proofs of the two theorems are analogous to those for 1CFTD , except that
we consider more degenerations, since we also consider sequences of sets of Reeb
chords.

When we write 1CFAT .Y; T /, we mean the A1–module that we get from a diagram
with jX\ Int†j D jT j.

10.3 The type DA bimodule

We define type DA structures for tangle Heegaard diagrams with two boundary compo-
nents. One can similarly define type AA, DD and AD structures.

Suppose HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ is a provincially admissible diagram with two bound-
ary components @0H and @1H for a strongly marked .m; n/–tangle .Y; T ;  /. Let
J be an admissible almost complex structure. We will define a type DA bimodule
BCFDTA.H;J / over A.�@0H/ and A.@1H/.

As a left–right .I.�@0H/; I.@1H//–bimodule, BCFDTA.H;J / is freely generated over
F2 by S.H/, with actions of I.�@0H/ and I.@1H/ defined on the generators by

I.s0/ �x � I.s1/D

�
x if s0 D xo

0.x/ and s1 D o1.x/;

0 otherwise.

To define the type DA structure maps, we need to study slightly different moduli spaces
than before. Given a decorated source SF , let Ei be the set e punctures labeled by
Reeb chords in @iH . We need to forget the relative heights of the punctures in E0 to
those in E1 .

Definition 10.5 Define the moduli space

MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP0; EP1/D
[
EP jEi
D EPi

MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP /;

and define the index

ind.B; E�0; E�1/D e.B/C nx.B/C ny.B/Cj E�0jC j E�1jC �. E�0/C �. E�1/;

where E�i is a sequence of sets of Reeb chords in @iH .
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On the @0H side we will only allow discrete partitions. If EP0 is discrete, and labeled
by the sequence of Reeb chords E�. EP0/D .�1; : : : ; �i/, define

a0.x;y ; EP0/ WD I.xo0.x// � a.��1/ � � � � � a.��i/ � I.xo
0.y// 2A.�@0H/:

On the @1H side we allow arbitrary partitions, and define

a1.x;y ;P1/ WD I.o1.x// � a.�1/˝ � � �˝ a.�j / � I.o
1.y// 2A.@1H/˝j ;

where E�. EP1/D .�1; : : : ;�j /.

Finally, the structure maps are defined by

ı1
k.x; a1; : : : ; ak�1/

WD

X
y2S.H/

X
B2y�2.x;y/

ind.B; E�. EP0/; E�. EP1//D1
a1.x;y;P1/Da1˝���˝ak�1

#MB
emb.x;y ;S

F; EP1; EP2/ � a0.x;y ; EP0/˝y :

Theorem 10.6 Let H be a diagram with two boundary components for a strongly
marked .m; n/–tangle .Y; T ;  /, equipped with an admissible almost complex struc-
ture J . If H is provincially admissible, then BCFDTA.H;J / is a type DA bimodule
over A.�@0H/ and A.@1H/. Moreover, if H is admissible, then ACFAT .H;J / is
bounded.

Theorem 10.7 Up to homotopy equivalence and tensoring with V WD F2˚ F2 , the
bimodule BCFDTA.H;J / is independent of the choice of sufficiently generic admissible
almost complex structure, and provincially admissible tangle Heegaard diagram for
.Y; T ;  /. Namely, if H1 and H2 are provincially admissible diagrams for .Y; T ;  /
with almost complex structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jC k , then

BCFDTA.H1;J1/' BCFDTA.H2;J2/˝V ˝k :

Proof The proofs are analogous to those for type D and type A structures.

When we write 2CFDTA.Y; T ;  /, we mean the bimodule that we get from a diagram
with jX \ Int†j D jT j. For a tangle T in S2 � I , there is a canonical framed
arc  determined by the product structure on the 3–manifold, With this framed arc,
T becomes a strongly marked tangle, and we simply write BCFDTA.T /.

For here on, we suppress the almost complex structure J from the notation, and write
ACFAT .H/, ACFTD.H/ and BCFDTA.H/.
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10.4 Other diagrams and modules.

Similarly, one can associate a type A structure to a type 2 diagram, a type D structure
to a type 1 diagram, or a type AA, DD or AD structure to a diagram with two boundary
components.

One can also define ˇ–bordered or ˛–ˇ–bordered multipointed Heegaard diagrams
for tangles, in the spirit of [6], and associate modules or bimodules, respectively. The
bordered grid diagrams of Section 4 are examples of such diagrams.

11 Gradings

For now, we only discuss gradings when the tangle lies in B3 or S2 � I . In those
cases, one can define a homological grading by Z, which we call the Maslov grading,
and a second (internal) grading by 1

2
Z, which we call the Alexander grading. In this

section, all domains are assumed to avoid z .

11.1 Algebra

Fix a marked matched circle Z for an n–marked sphere, and let E D .nC 1; nC 1;

idSX ; idTO / be the corresponding shadow, as in Section 7.2. Recall that the algebra
A.Z/ does not depend on the X and O markings on Z , and equivalently, as an
ungraded algebra, yA.E/D A.E/=.Ui D 0/ does not depend on the sets SX and TO .
However, X and O markings play an important role in the bigrading on A.E/ defined
in Section 3.4.

The Maslov and Alexander gradings on A.E/ defined in Section 3.4 descend to gradings
on yA.E/, and thus to gradings M and A on A.Z/ under the isomorphism from
Proposition 7.5. The Maslov grading turns A.Z/ into a differential graded algebra, and
the Alexander grading is preserved by the differential and multiplication. We caution
the reader that while the generators I.s/a.�/ are homogeneous with respect to the
gradings, a.�/ are not.

11.2 Domains

Let HD .†;˛;ˇ;X;O; z/ be a tangle diagram of any type. To define the Maslov and
Alexander grading of a domain B 2 �2.x;y/, we will make use of the multiplicity
map m WH1.@† n z; @˛IZ/�H0.@˛IZ/!

1
2
Z from Section 9.1 to record how @@B

interacts with x , y , O , and X.
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If H is a diagram with one boundary component (of type 1 or 2) for a 2n–tangle,
define the following sets. For 1� i � 2n, if there is an X on @† between ai and aiC1 ,
then we place an O marking in the interior of the segment .ai ; aiC1/� @† and another
O marking in the segment .a4nC2�i ; a4nC3�i/. In other words, there is a new O on
every component of @† n ˛ that is on the boundary of a component of † n ˛ with
an O in the interior. Denote the set of all new O markings by S@O . Define a set S@X
analogously. Given a generator x 2S.H/, define Sx to be the set of points in @˛ that
lie on ˛–arcs occupied by x , and define xSx WD @˛ nSx .

If H is a diagram with two boundary components @iH for i D 0; 1, define sets S i
O ,

S i
X , S i

x and xS i
x analogously.

When counting multiplicities below, we view a subset S � @˛ as the element of
H0.@˛IZ/ for which each point of S comes with coefficient C1, so that we can add
and subtract sets.

Note that even though S@O is not a subset of @˛, defining m.Œ@@B�;S@O/ makes sense
as a generalization of the multiplicity function m. Precisely, think of an interval
.ai ; aiC1/ as a generator of H1.@† n z; @˛IZ/, and define m.Œ@@B�;S@O/ as the sum
of the coefficients in Œ@@B� of all intervals .ai ; aiC1/ that contain an O 2 S@O . Define
multiplicity counts for S@X , S i

O and S i
X similarly.

Let B 2 �2.x;y/ be a domain for a diagram with two boundary components. Define

M.B/D�e.B/� nx.B/� ny.B/C
1
2
m.Œ@@B�;�xS0

x �
xS0

y CS1
xCS1

y/

Cm.Œ@@B�;S0
X�S1

O/C 2nO.B/;

A.B/D 1
2
m.Œ@@B�;S0

X�S0
OCS1

X�S1
O/C nO.B/� nX.B/:

For a domain B 2 �2.x;y/ on a type 1 diagram, define

M.B/D�e.B/�nx.B/�ny.B/C
1
2
m.Œ@@B�;SxCSy/�m.Œ@@B�;S@O/C2nO.B/;

A.B/D 1
2
m.Œ@@B�;S@X�S@O/CnO.B/�nX.B/:

For a domain B 2 �2.x;y/ on a type 2 diagram, define

M.B/D�e.B/�nx.B/�ny.B/�
1
2
m.Œ@@B�; xSxC

xSy/Cm.Œ@@B�;S@X/C2nO.B/;

A.B/D 1
2
m.Œ@@B�;S@X�S@O/CnO.B/�nX.B/:

Note that the bigrading is additive under union (when we continue to view the sum of
regions as a domain between the same two generators x and y ).

We will soon define the bigrading on the modules and bimodules. To show it is well-
defined, we need to show that the bigrading on domains is additive under composition,
and that it is zero on periodic domains.
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Proposition 11.1 For any periodic domain B 2 �2.x;x/, we have M.B/ D 0 and
A.B/D 0.

Proof Since the bigrading is additive under union, we only need to show it is zero on
provincial periodic domains, and on the regions of †n˛ that intersect the boundary @†.
The proofs for all three types of diagrams are identical. The write-up below is for a
type 1 diagram.

For a periodic domain, the bigrading simplifies to

M.B/D�e.B/� 2nx.B/Cm.Œ@@B�;Sx/�m.Œ@@B�;S@O/C 2nO.B/;

A.B/D 1
2
m.Œ@@B�;S@X�S@O/C nO.B/� nX.B/:

Let Di be the region of † n ˛ whose ˛–arcs boundary consists of ˛a
i and ˛a

iC1
.

Geometrically, Di is a rectangle with t � 0 disks removed from its interior, so
it has Euler measure e.Di/ D �t . Each of the t circle boundary components is
an ˛–circle, hence it contains a point of x on it, and contributes 1 to the count
of 2nx.Di/. Each of the arcs ˛i and ˛iC1 that is occupied by x contributes 1 to
nx.Di/ and 1 to m.Œ@@B�;Sx/. There are no other contributions to m.Œ@@Di �;Sx/, so
�e.Di/�2nx.Di/Cm.Œ@@Di �;Sx/D 0. Last, Di contains exactly one O or exactly
one X . In either case, m.Œ@@Di �;S

@
O/D 2nO.Di/, and m.Œ@@Di �;S

@
X/D 2nX.Di/.

It follows that M.Di/D 0 and A.Di/D 0.

For a provincial periodic domain B , the bigrading becomes

M.B/D�e.B/� 2nx.B/C 2nO.B/;

A.B/D nO.B/� nX.B/;

which agrees with the bigrading for knot Floer homology, and has been shown to be
zero in the case of knots and links in S3 (note that a bordered diagram for a tangle in
B3 or S2 � I can be completed to a diagram for a knot or a link in S3 , so we can
think of B as a domain in the closed diagram).

The proof of additivity under composition is a bit trickier, as there is linking information
we need to consider.

Proposition 11.2 If B1 2 �2.x;y/ and B2 2 �2.y ;w/, then

M.B1 �B2/DM.B1/CM.B2/ and A.B1 �B2/DA.B1/CA.B2/:

Proof Once again we write up the proof for a type 1 diagram, as the notation in this
case is the lightest. The other two cases are identical.
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First observe that m.Œ@@B�;S@O/, nO.B/, m.Œ@@B�;S@X/ and nX.B/ are all clearly
additive under composition, so the statement follows for the Alexander grading.

Let BDB1�B2 . Let R1 be a union of the regions Di as in Proposition 11.1 with multi-
plicity, so that B0

1
DB1CR12�2.x;y/ only covers @† inside the interval Œa1; a2nC1�.

Similarly, let R2 be a union of regions Di so that B0
2
D B2 C R2 2 �2.y ;w/

only covers @† inside the interval Œa1; a2nC1�. Let B0 D B0
1
� B0

2
, and note that

B0 D B C R1 C R2 . Since the Maslov grading is additive under union, and by
Proposition 11.1, we have that M.B0i/DM.Bi/ and M.B0/DM.B/. So it suffices
to show that M.B0/DM.B0

1
/CM.B0

2
/.

To simplify notation, write aD @@B0
1

and b D @@B0
2

, and note that @@B0 D aC b . By
[8, Lemma 10.4] and since m.Œ@@B�;S@O/ and nO.B/ are additive under composition,

M.B0/�M.B01/CM.B02/

DL.a; b/C 1
2

�
m.aC b;Sx/Cm.aC b;Sw/�m.a;Sx/�m.a;Sy/

�m.b;Sy/�m.b;Sw/
�

DL.a; b/C 1
2

�
m.b;Sx/Cm.a;Sw/�m.a;Sy/�m.b;Sy/

�
:

Recall that L.a; b/Dm.b; @a/D �m.a; @b/, so L.a; b/D 1
2
.m.b; @a/�m.a; @b//.

Thus, showing that M.B0/DM.B0
1
/CM.B0

2
/ is equivalent to showing that

m.b; @a/�m.a; @b/Cm.b;Sx/Cm.a;Sw/�m.a;Sy/�m.b;Sy/D 0:

Extend the matching

�W fa1; : : : ; a4nC2g ! Œ2nC 1�

linearly to a function �ZW H0.@˛IZ/!Z2nC1 . For a generator x , think of o.x/ as an
element of Z2nC1 where each occupied arc comes with coefficient C1. Since B1 is a
homology class in �2.x;y/, we have @aD o.y/�o.x/. Similarly, @bD o.w/�o.y/.

Let Sbottom
x DSx\fa1; : : : ; a2nC1g, and let S

top
x DSx\fa2nC2; : : : ; a4nC2g. Recall

that we view any subset S � @˛ as the element of H0.@˛IZ/ where each point of S

comes with coefficient C1.

Since Œa1; a2nC1�� @† only contains one endpoint of each ˛–arc, and since �Z.@a/D

o.y/�o.x/, it follows that @a can only be the section Sbottom
y �Sbottom

x of o.y/�o.x/.
Then m.b; @a/Dm.b;Sbottom

y �Sbottom
x /. Since b only covers the “bottom” of @†, ie

Œa1; : : : ; a2nC1�, the multiplicity of b at ai is zero whenever i � 2nC2, so m.b; @a/D

m.b;Sy �Sx/. Similarly, m.a; @b/Dm.a;Sw�Sy/. This completes the proof.
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11.3 Modules and bimodules

Let H be a diagram of type 1 or type 2 for some pair .B3; T /.

Proposition 11.3 Given x , y 2S.H/, �2.x;y/ is nonempty.

Proof The proof is identical to that of [8, Lemma 4.21]. Connect x to y by a
union of paths ˛ � ˛ [ .@† n z/ and ˇ � ˇ . Then x and y are connected by
a domain if and only if ˛ � ˇ can be made null-homologous in † by adding
or subtracting entire ˛–curves and ˇ–circles, if and only if the image of ˛ � ˇ in
H1

�
†�I;˛�f1g[ˇ�f0g[.@†nz/�I

�
ŠH1.B

3; @B3/ is zero. But H1.B
3; @3/D0,

so this is always the case.

Since any two generators x;y 2 S.H/ are connected by a domain, we can define
relative gradings

M.y/�M.x/DM.B/;

A.y/�A.x/DA.B/;

where B 2�2.x;y/. We can assume B does not cross z: if any domain B0 intersects z ,
we can add copies of the periodic domain(s) that are the region(s) of † n˛ containing
the points/arc z , to obtain a domain B 2 �2.x;y/ that avoids z .

When H is a diagram for .S2 � I; T /, it is no longer true that any two generators are
connected by a domain. However, the DA bimodule splits as

BCFDTA.H/Š
2mC1M
iD0

BCFDTAi.H/;

where BCFDTAi.H/ is generated by Si WD fx 2S W jo
0.x/j D ig.

Lemma 11.4 For a fixed i , and for any x , y 2 BCFDTAi.H/, we have �2.x;y/¤∅.

Proof Let xdr and ydr be the generators corresponding to x and y in Hdr . There is
some domain Bdr 2 �2.xdr;ydr/, since Hdr is a diagram for B3 . Add copies of the
two periodic regions of †dr n˛ containing z1 and fzfront; zbackg, to obtain a domain
B0dr 2 �2.x;y/ with zero multiplicity at z1 and zback , resulting in some multiplicity
p at zfront . Write ˛0 for the set f˛0

1
; : : : ; ˛0

mC1
g, and ˛1 for the set f˛1

1
; : : : ; ˛1

nC1
g.

Let S 2Zh@.˛0[˛1/i be the set of points (with sign and multiplicity) in the boundary
of @@B0dr . The matching � for the pointed matched circle @Hdr extends bilinearly to a
map ��W Zh@˛i ! ZhŒmC nC 2�i. Since ��.S/D o.ydr/� o.xdr/, and o0.x/ and
o0.y/ both have cardinality i , it follows that p D 0, so after attaching a 1–handle at
fzfront; zbackg, B0dr becomes a domain B0 on H .
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Define relative gradings on BCFDTAi.H/ by

M.y/�M.x/DM.B/;

A.y/�A.x/DA.B/;

where B 2 �2.x;y/ (again arrange for B to have zero multiplicities at z1 and z2 by
adding copies of the corresponding regions of † n˛, if necessary).

By Proposition 11.1, the relative bigrading on the modules and bimodules is well-
defined.

Proposition 11.5 The various structures defined in this section are graded (A, D

or DA) (bi)modules with respect to the grading M. Further, the internal grading A is
preserved by all structure maps.

The proof is based on understanding the relation between the bigrading on a domain
with a compatible sequence of sets of Reeb chords and the bigrading on the algebra
elements associated to the Reeb chords. We start by relating the Maslov grading of
algebra generators to �.

Lemma 11.6 Let aD I.s/a.�/I.t/ be a generator for A.Z/. Then

M.a/� �.�/D 1
2
m.Œ��;S CT /�m.Œ��;S@O/;

where S D ��1.s/ and T D ��1.t/.

Proof Let a0D .s; t; �/ be the element in yA.E/ corresponding to a under the isomor-
phism A.Z/Š yA.E/ discussed earlier. Recall that M.a0/D inv.�/�inv.�; !/Cinv.!/.
Decompose s as sC t s� t s0 , so that �C WD �jsC is increasing, �� WD �js� is
decreasing, and �0 WD �js0 is the identity. Then

M.a0/D inv.�/�inv.�; !/

D inv.�C/Cinv.��/Cinv.�C; �0/Cinv.��; �0/C inv.�C; ��/�inv.�; !/

D inv.�/Cinv.�C; �0/Cinv.��; �0/Cinv.�C; ��/�inv.�; !/:

By [8, Lemma 5.57], �.�/ can be written as

�.�/D inv.�/�m.Œ��;S.�//;

where S.�/ is the set of initial endpoints of �.

The upward-veering strands in � , ie the strands for �C , correspond to the set of Reeb
chords �C � � contained in Œa2nC2; a4nC2�, and the downward-veering strands in �
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correspond to the Reeb chords ���� contained in Œa1; a2nC1�. The horizontal strands
of � correspond to the projection under the matching � of the dashed horizontal strands
in the strands diagram for a. Let S.�C/ and S.��/ be the sets of initial endpoints
of �C and �� , respectively. Note that S.�C/ is the section of sC contained in
Œa1; a2nC1�, and S.��/ is the section of s� contained in Œa2nC2; a4nC2�. Equivalently,
S.�C/D ��1.sC/\ Œa1; a2nC1� and S.��/D ��1.s�/\ Œa2nC2; a4nC2�.

Decompose S as S D SC t S� t S0 , where SC D ��1.sC/, SC D ��1.s�/,
and S0 is the set of initial points for the dashed horizontal strands. Decompose
T similarly by the type of final endpoints as T D TC t T � t T 0 . Note that the
multiplicity of a Reeb chord in Œa1; a2nC1� is zero at any point in Œa2nC2; a4nC2�,
and similarly the multiplicity of a Reeb chord in Œa2nC2; a4nC2� is zero at any point
in Œa1; a2nC1�, so m.Œ�C�;S.�// D m.Œ�C�;S.�C// D m.Œ�C�;SC/, and similarly
m.Œ���;S.�//Dm.Œ���;S�/. Since Œ��D Œ�C�C Œ���,

�.�/D inv.�/�m.Œ�C�;SC/�m.Œ���;S�/:

Next,we express M.a0/ in terms of �. Observe that

inv.�C; �0/C inv.��; �0/Dm.Œ�C�;S0/Cm.Œ���;S0/

and
inv.�; !/Dm.Œ��;S@O/:

It remains to understand inv.�C; ��/. Let s� and sC be a downward-veering and an
upward-veering strand, and let �� and �C be the corresponding Reeb chords on Z .
The strands s� and sC cross exactly when one of the following happens:

� The initial endpoint of sC is between the initial and final endpoints of s� . This
happens exactly when

m
�
Œ���; ��1

�
�.S.�C//

��
D 1 and m

�
Œ�C�; ��1

�
�.S.��//

��
D 0:

� The initial endpoint of s� is between the initial and final endpoints of sC .
Equivalently, m

�
Œ�C�; ��1

�
�.S.��//

��
D1 and m

�
Œ���; ��1

�
�.S.�C//

��
D0.

� The initial endpoint of sC is the final endpoint of s� , ie

m
�
Œ�C�; ��1

�
�.S.��//

��
D

1
2

and m
�
Œ���; ��1

�
�.S.�C//

��
D

1
2
:

The strands do not cross if and only if

m
�
Œ�C�; ��1

�
�.S.��//

��
D 0Dm

�
Œ���; ��1

�
�.S.�C//

��
:
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By linearity then,

inv.�C; ��/D
X

��2��; �C2�C

m
�
Œ���; ��1

�
�.S.�C//

�
Cm

�
Œ�C�; ��1

�
�.S.��//

���
Dm.Œ���;SC/Cm.Œ�C�;S�/:

So,

M.a0/D inv.�/C inv.�C; �0/C inv.��; �0/C inv.�C; ��/� inv.�; !/

D inv.�/Cm.Œ�C�;S0/Cm.Œ���;S0/Cm.Œ���;SC/Cm.Œ�C�;S�/

�m.Œ��;S@O/

D inv.�/Cm.Œ�C�;S/Cm.Œ���;S/�m.Œ���;S�/�m.Œ�C�;SC/�m.Œ��;S@O/

D �.�/Cm.Œ�C�;S/Cm.Œ���;S/�m.Œ��;S@O/

D �.�/Cm.Œ��;S/�m.Œ��;S@O/:

It is not hard to see that m.Œ��;S/Dm.Œ��;T /, so

M.a0/� �.�/D 1
2
m.Œ��;S CT /�m.Œ��;S@O/:

Let B 2 �2.x;y/ be a domain for a diagram H with two boundary components, let
E�0 D .�1; : : : ; �i/ be a sequence of Reeb chords on @0H , and let E�1 D .�1; : : : ;�j /

be a sequence of sets of Reeb chords on @1H , both compatible with B . Recall that we
write

a0 WD a0.x;y ; EP0/D I.xo0.x// � a.��1/ � � � a.��i/ � I.xo
0.y// 2A.�@0H/

and

a1.x;y ;P1/D I.o1.x// � a.�1/˝ � � �˝ a.�j / � I.o
1.y// 2A.@1H/˝j ;

and observe that we can equivalently write a1.x;y ;P1/ as

a1.x;y ;P1/D I.o1.x//a.�1/I1˝ I1a.�2/I2 � � � ˝ Ij�1a.�j /I.o
1.y//:

Denote I.o1.x//a.�1/I1; : : : ; Ij�1a.�j /I.o
1.y// by a1; : : : ; aj .

Proposition 11.7 For the triple .B; E�0; E�1/ we have

M.B; E�0; E�1/D j E�1j � ind.B; E�0; E�1/C

jX
tD1

M.at /�M.a0/C 2nO.B/;

A.B; E�0; E�1/D

jX
tD1

A.at /�A.a0/C nO.B/� nX.B/:
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Proof The equality for the Alexander grading follows immediately from the definition.

For the Maslov grading, denote the right-hand side of the equation by R. Note that
while a1˝ � � � ˝ aj ¤ 0, it may be that a1� � � aj D 0. Resolve crossings in each at

if necessary to get a nonzero product a0 D a0
1
� � � a0j . Note that �.a0t /D �.at /� ct and

M.a0t /DM.at /� ct , where ct is the number of resolved crossings to get from at

to a0t , and L.Œas �; Œat �/DL.Œa0s �; Œa
0
t �/, since resolving crossings does not change the

homology class. Then

jX
tD1

M.aj /� �. E�1/D

jX
tD1

M.aj /�

jX
tD1

�.�t /�
X
s<t

L.Œ�s �; Œ�t �/

D

jX
tD1

M.aj /�

jX
tD1

�.at /�
X
s<t

L.Œas �; Œat �/

D

jX
tD1

M.a0j /�

jX
tD1

�.a0t /�
X
s<t

L.Œa0s �; Œa
0
t �/

DM.a0/� �.a0/:

By [22, Lemma 18], �.a0/D�j E�0j � �. E�0/.

Substituting the definition of ind in R, we get

RD�e.B/�nx.B/�ny.B/�j E�0j��. E�0/��. E�1/C

jX
tD1

M.at /�M.a0/C2nO.B/

D�e.B/�nx.B/�ny.B/�j E�0j��. E�0/CM.a0/��.a0/�M.a0/C2nO.B/

D�e.B/�nx.B/�ny.B/C�.a0/CM.a0/��.a0/�M.a0/C2nO.B/:

Applying Lemma 11.6 to a0 and a0 , and since Œa0�D Œ E�1�, we get RDM.B; E�0; E�1/.

The equalities below for a type 1 or type 2 diagram are a special case of Proposition 11.7,
and follow immediately.

Proposition 11.8 For a domain B 2 �2.x;y/ on a type 2 diagram, and a sequence
of Reeb chords E�,

M.B; E�/D� ind.B; E�/�M.�E�/C 2nO.B/;

A.B; E�/D�A.�E�/C nO.B/� nX.B/:
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Proposition 11.9 For a domain B 2 �2.x;y/ on a type 1 diagram, and a sequence
of sets of Reeb chords E�D .�1; : : : ;�l/,

M.B; E�/D j E�j � ind.B; E�/C
lX

iD1

M.�i/C 2nO.B/;

A.B; E�/D

lX
iD1

A.�i/C nO.B/� nX.B/:

Proposition 11.5 follows:

Proof of Proposition 11.5 All algebraic structures here are defined by counting curves
of index 1. The claim follows directly by substituting 1 for the index in the grading
formulas from Propositions 11.7, 11.8, and 11.9.

11.4 Tensor products

It is easy to see that the bigrading on domains is additive under gluing.

Proposition 11.10 If H1 and H2 are diagrams with @1H1 D �@
0H2 , and B is a

domain on HDH1[H2 that decomposes as B DB1�B2 , with Bi a domain on Hi ,
then M.B/DM.B1/CM.B2/ and A.B/DA.B1/CA.B2/.

Proof This follows directly from the definitions of M and A.

Thus, for a generator x D x1 [x2 2S.H/, where xi 2S.Hi/, the bigrading on x

agrees with the bigrading on x1 � x2 .

11.5 Absolute gradings

We finish this section by turning the relative grading into an absolute one.

First, for any type of diagram, it is straightforward to verify that the homotopy equiva-
lences from Theorems 10.2, 10.4, and 10.7 preserve the relative bigrading.

Next, recall that under the correspondence between bordered grid diagrams and shadows,
bordered grid diagrams inherit the bigrading defined in Section 3.4. A plumbing G of
a sequence of grid diagrams can be completed to a multipointed bordered Heegaard
diagram HG in a natural way, by embedding it on a smooth surface, as in Figure 2,
and adding the appropriate z decoration in the region(s) outside the image of the
embedding. Under the natural correspondence of generators and maps, the resulting
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diagram HG has an associated type A, D or DA structure, which we simply call
eCFT .HG/, identical to �CT.G/. The bigrading that eCFT .HG/ inherits from �CT.G/

agrees with the relative bigrading on eCFT .HG/ defined in this section. We turn the
bigrading from this section into an absolute one by requiring that it agrees with the one
on �CT for a chosen plumbing of grid diagrams.

Definition 11.11 Given a tangle Heegaard diagram H of any type for a tangle T ,
let HG be a Heegaard diagram of the same type arising from a plumbing G of
grid diagrams representing T , and let hW eCFT .HG/! eCFT .H/ be the homotopy
equivalence corresponding to a chosen sequence of Heegaard moves between HG

and H . Define the absolute bigrading on H by requiring that h preserves gradings.

We need to show that the absolute grading in Definition 11.11 is independent of the
choice of grid decomposition G , and also independent of the choice of sequence of
Heegaard moves, ie of h.

Lemma 11.12 Fix H and HG as in Definition 11.11, let s and s0 be two sequences
of Heegaard moves from HG to H , and let h0 , h00W eCFT .HG/ ! eCFT .H/ be the
homotopy equivalences corresponding to s0 and s00 . The two bigradings gr0 and gr00

induced by h0 and h00 according to Definition 11.11 agree.

Proof We simplify notation and denote the bigrading .M;A/ from Section 3.4 by gr.

We will complete HG to a closed Heegaard diagram HG for a link, by gluing to it
one (if H is of type 1 or 2) or two (if H had two boundary components) plumbings
of bordered grid diagrams. The proof in each case is analogous, so from here on
we assume that H is a type 1 diagram. Let H be some plumbing of grids so that
G [H represents a closed knot or link. Let HH be the type 2 Heegaard diagram
corresponding to H , and let HG DHG [HH .

Complete each diagram obtained along the sequences s0 and s00 to a closed one by
gluing to it HH . The sequences of moves s0 and s00 extend to sequences of moves xs0

and xs00 connecting HG to H WDH[HH , by fixing the HH area of each closed diagram
and performing the moves specified by s0 and s00 outside the HH area. Observe that
the resulting homotopy equivalences xh0; xh00W eCFT .HG/! eCFT .H/ are exactly the
maps h0� idHH

; h00� idHH
W eCFT .HG/� eCFT .HH /! eCFT .H/� eCFT .HH /. So

the gradings induced by xh0 and xh00 are exactly the gradings gr0� gr and gr00� gr.

By Theorem 6.1, the grading on eCFT .HG/Š �CT.G [H / from Section 3.4, which
is given by gr.xG [xH /D gr.xG/C gr.xH /, agrees with the grading on eCFK .HG/.
Since xh0 and xh00 are homotopy equivalences arising from sequences of Heegaard moves,
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it follows that the gradings they induce on eCFT .H/ agree with the grading on eCFK .H/
too. In particular, gr0� grD gr00� gr, so gr0 D gr00 .

Lemma 11.13 Let H be a Heegaard diagram for a tangle T . Let P D fPı
1
; : : : ;Pıpg

and Q D fQı
1
; : : : ;Qıqg be two sequences of shadows for T , let G0 and G00 be the

corresponding plumbings of bordered grid diagrams, and let h0W eCFT .HG0/! eCFT .H/
and h00W eCFT .HG00/! eCFT .H/ be the homotopy equivalences corresponding to some
two sequences of Heegaard moves s0 and s00 from HG0 and HG00 , respectively, to H .
The two bigradings gr0 and gr00 induced by h0 and h00 according to Definition 11.11
agree.

Proof Assume H is a type 1 diagram. The other cases are analogous.

Again denote the bigrading .M;A/ from Section 3.4 by gr.

Fix a plumbing H of bordered grid diagrams, as in the proof of Lemma 11.12, so
that G0 [H and G00 [H represent a closed knot or link. Let HG0 D HG0 [HH ,
HG00 DHG00 [HH , HDH[HH .

We now apply the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 11.12. We get homo-
topy equivalences xh0W eCFT .HG0/! eCFT .H/ and xh00W eCFT .HG00/! eCFT .H/. By
Theorem 6.1, the grading on eCFT .HG0/Š �CT.G0[H / from Section 3.4 agrees with
the grading on eCFK .HG0/, so the grading gr0� gr induced by xh0 on eCFT .H/ agrees
with the grading on eCFK .H/ too. Similarly, the grading gr00 � gr induced by xh00

on eCFT .H/ agrees with the grading on eCFK .H/. Thus, gr0 � gr D gr00 � gr, so
gr0 D gr00 .

Proposition 11.14 The bigrading from Definition 11.11 is well-defined.

Proof Lemmas 11.12 and 11.13 show that Definition 11.11 is independent of the
choices made. This completes the proof.

We can now conclude that for tangles in B3 or S2 � I , the homotopy equivalences
from Theorems 10.2, 10.4 and 10.7 are graded. In other words, ACFAT , ACFTD and
BCFDTA are graded tangle invariants. Below, V D F2˚ F2 , with one summand in

grading .0; 0/ and the other summand in grading .�1;�1/.

Theorem 11.15 Up to graded homotopy equivalence and tensoring with V , the mod-
ules defined in Section 10 are independent of the choices made in their definitions.
Namely:
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If H1 and H2 are provincially admissible type 2 diagrams for a 2n–tangle T in B3

with almost complex structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jCk , then there is a graded
type D homotopy equivalence

ACFTD.H1;J1/' ACFTD.H2;J2/˝V ˝k :

If H1 and H2 are provincially admissible type 1 diagrams for a 2n–tangle T in B3

with almost complex structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jCk , then there is a graded
type A homotopy equivalence

ACFAT .H1;J1/' ACFAT .H2;J2/˝V ˝k :

If H1 and H2 are provincially admissible diagrams for an .m; n/–tangle T in S2 � I

with almost complex structures J1 and J2 , and jX1j D jX2jCk , then there is a graded
type DA homotopy equivalence

BCFDTA.H1;J1/' BCFDTA.H2;J2/˝V ˝k :

Thus, given a marked 2n–tangle T in B3 , if H is a type 1 or a type 2 diagram for T
with jX\ Int†j D jT j, we get an invariant of the tangle

1CFAT .T / WD ACFAT .H/

up to type A homotopy equivalence, or

1CFTD.T / WD ACFTD.H/

up to type D homotopy equivalence, respectively.

Similarly, given an .m; n/–tangle T in S2 � I , if H is a diagram with two boundary
components for T , we get an invariant of the tangle

2CFDTA.T / WD BCFDTA.H/

up to type DA homotopy equivalence.

Similar results hold for the various other modules from Section 10.4.

12 Pairing (nice diagrams)

Sarkar and Wang [25] introduced a class of Heegaard diagrams for 3–manifolds called
nice. These were used in [7] to prove a pairing theorem in bordered Floer homology.
In a similar vein, here we define nice Heegaard diagrams for tangles, and use them to
prove a pairing theorem.
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Definition 12.1 A tangle Heegaard diagram is called nice if every region that does not
contain an interior X or O and does not intersect z is a disk with at most 4 corners.

Proposition 12.2 Any tangle Heegaard diagram can be turned into a nice diagram via
a sequence of isotopies and handleslides of the ˇ–curves in the interior of the Heegaard
surface.

Proof The proof uses “finger moves” and is analogous to the proof of [8, Proposition
8.2].

Lemma 12.3 If H is nice, then H is admissible.

Proof The proof is a straightforward generalization of the one for the closed case
[5, Corollary 3.2]. Suppose D is a nontrivial domain in † n .X[O [ z/ with only
nonnegative multiplicities, and its boundary is a linear combination of entire ˛– and
ˇ–curves. Consider a curve that appears in @D with nonzero multiplicity, and orient
it so that all regions directly to its left have positive multiplicity. If that curve is an
˛–circle or a ˇ–circle, then [5, Lemma 3.1] applies, ie one of these regions contains a
basepoint, which gives a contradiction. So suppose that curve is an ˛–arc, call it ˛i .
We verify that the argument in [5, Lemma 3.1] can be used again to show that one of
these regions contains a basepoint.

Suppose one of the regions directly to the left of ˛i is a bigon. Then the other edge of
that region is part of a ˇ–circle, call it ǰ . On the other side of ǰ there is a square (a
bigon would imply ˛i is a circle, not an arc) and the edge of that square across from ǰ

is either part of a ˇ–circle again, or part of @†. In the first case, there is yet another
square on the other side, and we look at that square. Eventually we reach a square with
an edge on @†. The union of all these regions forms a component of † n˛ (with two
corners), so we reach a contradiction, since every component of † n˛ contains a point
in X[O[ z .

Now suppose there are no bigon regions directly to the left of ˛i . Then all those regions
are squares, and they must form a chain that starts and ends at @†. The edges across
from ˛i on those squares form a complete ˛–arc, and the union of the squares is a
component of † n˛ (with four corners). This again is a contradiction.

Since nice diagrams are admissible, there are only a few types of holomorphic curves,
as one only counts domains that are squares or bigons. Specifically, for 1CFAT , all
multiplication maps mn for n> 2 are zero, and for 2CFDTA all structure maps ı1

1Cj

for j > 1 are zero.

We are now ready to state and prove a pairing theorem. By invariance (Theorem 11.15),
assume that all diagrams below are nice.
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Theorem 12.4 The following equivalences hold:

(1) If H1 [H2 is the union of a type 1 Heegaard diagram H1 and a Heegaard
diagram with two boundary components H2 along @H1 and �@0H2 , then

ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/' ACFAT .H1[H2/:

(2) If H1[H2 is the union of Heegaard diagrams H1 and H2 with two boundary
components along @1H1 and �@0H2 , then

BCFDTA.H1/� BCFDTA.H2/' BCFDTA.H1[H2/:

(3) If H1[H2 is the union of a Heegaard diagram H1 with two boundary compo-
nents and a Heegaard diagram H2 of type 2 along @1H1 and �@H2 , then

BCFDTA.H1/� ACFTD.H2/' ACFTD.H1[H2/:

(4) If H1 [H2 is the union of a Heegaard diagram H1 of type 1 and a Heegaard
diagram H2 of type 2 along @H1 and �@H2 , then

ACFAT .H1/� ACFTD.H2/' eCFK .H1[H2/:

Moreover, when the underlying manifolds are B3 , S2 � I or S3 , the homotopy
equivalences respect the bigrading.

Proof The proof is analogous to that for bordered Heegaard Floer homology [9,
Theorem 11]. We outline it for the first case. First note that H1[H2 is automatically
a type 1 Heegaard diagram. Since H1 and H2 are nice diagrams, then both diagrams
are admissible, so the corresponding type A and type DA structures are bounded, and
their box tensor product is well-defined. There is a correspondence between generators
of ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/ and ACFAT .H1[H2/.

The differential on ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/ counts bigons and rectangles that are
provincial in H1 (corresponding to the differential m1 on ACFAT .H1/), provincial
in H2 (corresponding to the “differential” on BCFDTA.H2/, ie the part of ı1

1
that

outputs an idempotent algebra element), or provincial in H1 [H2 but crossing the
common boundary of H1 and H2 (for .m2 ˝ id/ ı .id ˝ ı1

1
/ when ı1

1
outputs a

nonidempotent algebra element). The third kind can only be a rectangle. These
are exactly all the provincial domains for ACFAT .H1 [H2/. So the differentials on
ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/ and ACFAT .H1[H2/ agree.

Half-rectangles on H1 [H2 that cross @1H2 are entirely contained (left provincial)
in H2 , and the same sets of these half-rectangles are counted for the right multiplications
m2 on ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/ and on ACFAT .H1[H2/.
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Thus, the type A structures ACFAT .H1/� BCFDTA.H2/ and ACFAT .H1 [ H2/ are
isomorphic.

The other cases are analogous.

In particular, tangle Floer homology recovers knot Floer homology. For tangles in B3

and S2 � I , this result is simply a restatement of Theorem 6.1.

If H1 or H2 is not a nice diagram, the corresponding structure may not be bounded. In
that case, the box tensor product is not defined, and we need to look at the A1 tensor
product eCFT .H1/ z̋

�
A.�@0H2/� eCFT .H2/

�
. So by [9, Proposition 2.3.18], invari-

ance, and the above theorem, eCFT .H1/ z̋
�
A.�@0H2/� eCFT .H2/

�
' eCFT .H1[H2/,

or using the shorter notation, eCFT .H1/ z̋ eCFT .H2/' eCFT .H1[H2/. Here eCFT
stands for any of the structures in Theorem 12.4.

Corollary 12.5 The following equivalences hold:

(1) If .Y1; T1/ is a 2m–tangle where @Y1 is identified with a marked sphere S ,
.Y2; T2;  / is a strongly marked .2m; 2n/–tangle with @0Y2 identified with �S ,
and .Y; T / is their union along S , then

1CFAT .Y1; T1/� 2CFDTA.Y2; T2;  /' 1CFAT .Y; T /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/:

(2) If .Y1; T1; 1/ is a strongly marked .m; n/–tangle with @1Y1 identified with
a marked sphere S , .Y2; T2; 2/ is a strongly marked .n; l/–tangle with @0Y2

identified with �S , and .Y; T ;  / is their union along S , then

2CFDTA.Y1; T1; 1/� 2CFDTA.Y2; T2; 2/

' 2CFDTA.Y; T ;  /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/:

(3) If .Y1; T1;  / is a strongly marked .2m; 2n/–tangle with @1Y1 identified with
a marked sphere S , .Y2; T2/ is a 2n–tangle with @Y2 identified with �S , and
.Y; T / is their union along S , then

2CFDTA.Y1; T1;  /� 1CFTD.Y2; T2/' 1CFTD.Y; T /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/:

(4) If .Y1; T1/ is a 2n–tangle with @Y1 identified with a marked sphere S , .Y2; T2/

is a 2n–tangle with @Y2 identified with �S , and .Y; T / is their union along S ,
then

1CFAT .Y1; T1/� 1CFTD.Y2; T2/' bCFK .Y; T /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/˝W;

where W D F2˚F2 .
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Moreover, when the underlying manifolds are B3 , S2 � I or S3 , the homotopy
equivalences respect the bigrading, where the two summands of V are in .M;A/

bigradings .0; 0/ and .�1;�1/, and the two summands of W are in bigradings .0; 0/
and .�1; 0/.

Proof In each case, for a choice of nice Heegaard diagrams, we have an equivalence
of tilde modules as in the proof of Theorem 12.4. To have precisely the “hat” modules
for T1 and T2 , pick nice Heegaard diagrams Hi with jXi \ Int†i j D jTi j. Note that
on HDH1[H2 we have jX\ Int.†1[†2/j D jT1jC jT2j, and we need a diagram
such that jX\ Int†j D jT j to obtain the “hat” module for T , so H produces a module
equivalent to the “hat” module tensored with jT1jC jT2j � jT j copies of V .

Note that in the fourth case H1[H2 is a Heegaard diagram for the link T D T1[ T2

union a split unknot U in Y (see Lemma 8.24), so

eCFK.H1[H2/' bCFK.Y; T [U /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/

' bCFK.Y; T [U /˝V ˝.jT1jCjT2j�jT j/˝W:

The second equivalence is a known fact in Heegaard Floer theory.

Similar results hold for the various other modules from Section 10.4.
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